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_OB:APTER I 
TBE PRO:BLEM 
AND BEV'IEW O:F PREVIOUS RJDSEAROH 
I • !fBE PRO:SLEM 
Statement .21 .lli problem. The pnrpose of this stud;r was to 
develop and evaluate a program of a specific set of exercises for 
"mproving the a.bili ty of children at a fourth grade level to organize 
reading material in an effort to improve their comprehension of that 
material.. 
Importance .21 the stua.v. That organization is a skill which 
is both necessary and extremely beneficial for competent reading at all 
grade levels and that it is a skill that can be taught has been alreaq 
adequately established. The error lies in the failure of more systematic 
adaptation of this skill as a means of promising greater gains in 
elementa.ry- education. Much of the fourth grade reading material avail-
able toaa, gives excellent practice in this skill, but that practice is 
often only incidentally introduced. It is believed that a more 
systematic arrangement of the presentation and a definitely established 
position in the routine of the daily reading program would provide not 
only competence in this skill but also would improve general reading 
comprehension. !t is assumed that the daily practice in the orderly 
intake of the ideas presented in the specific exercises would develop 
thought processes of a highly developed nature. Such an assumption 
seems logical and is based on a stue\v' of previous research in this 
field. The following is a review of that research which seemed most 
pertinent to the problem at hand. 
II. DVIEW Ol' RESEARCH 
The fourth grade ~ be likened to a brid8e joining prima17 
and intermediate instruction and the transition between these two phases 
of elementary education should be easy and developmental. !his can. be 
accomplished through installation of certain 'intermediate skills' at 
the primary level and b7 a more acute awareness and practical applic~ 
tion of the particular abilities needed in the intermediate grades. 0£ 
the relative importance of training in the Skill of organization as 
compared to that of voeabulaey and retentiont .Alderman s~s: "While all 
these types of exercises are beneficial, Organization is of most value to 
the average child, Retention is next, while Vocabulary is of least 
.. 
va1ue.u1 
Reading ,difficuJ.tiea Jan lli iatel=mediat,e, gAAeS. The develop-
ment of the so-called 'intermediate grade reading skills' is not a re-
sponsibility of the intermediate grades alone. Introduction and 
training, however elementary, can and should begin in the primary grades. 
1 Rover :a:. Alderman, "Improving Comprehension in Ability 
in Silent Reading, 11Joti.rtial...2/ Educational Researtili, 13tl6, Janu&T, 
1926 .• 
3 
Wheelock, 2 as a. result of a su.rve7 of rea.ding skills in the 
elementary schools, stresses the need of the primar7 grade teachi:ng 
of skills of comprehension a.nd interpretation. She reports a lowering 
in most reading skills in grade four and "a decided break in all read-
ing skills W~Jil discovered a.t the grade thl'ee to four level. n3 
The introduction of so many content subJects at the fourth 
grade level simultaneousl7 introduces a reading problem when pupils 
~e not been instructed in the correct attack of such reading materials. 
McAllister gives evidence of the need for particular training in the 
reading of content subjects in an investigation conducted in the seventh 
and eighth grades. He sqs; "Pu.pils who pursue content subJects 
effectively must be able to perform numerous kinds of reading activities.~ 
In a listing of reading difficulties encountered in the content subJects, 
he showed "method of attack" as ranking highest, followed b;y "weaknesses 
in the higher thinking processes of thinking - association. discrimin~ 
tion, and reasoning.n5 
· 2 Elsie Wheelock, IIA Survey of Specific Reading Skills in a 
Single Elementary School as a :Basis for :Building a More lllffective Bead-
ing Program." (unpublished Master's thesis, :Boston University, :Boston, 
1942), P• 69. 
4 James M. McAllister, "Beading Diffieulties in Stueying 
Content Subjects, "E1eme~tart School Journa1, 26:191, November, 1930. 
4 
0 Reasoning in reading" was discovered by Davis6 to be one of two 
significant factors present in a list of well-known reading skUls. His 
- "reasoning in reading" included "the ability to infer meenings and to 
weave them together in appropriate thought patterns. n7 After an investi-
gation to reveal the relative order of difficulty of six study skills, 
Xeneally8 presented those skills in this order ranging from easiest to 
most difficult: 
''a - Finding minor ideas (major supplied) 
b - Selection of best summary 
c ~ Retention of order of ideas 
d ... Matching headlines in paragraphs 
e - Finding major ideas (minor supplied) 
m • Writing original headlines" 
She raises the question of the possible advantages of teaching those 
particular skills. "How much value would there be in workbooks con-
structed to teach those st~ skills in graded steps at different grade 
levels?"9 
6 Fred Davis flTwo New Measures of Reading Ability," Joprnal. ~ Edncational Pszchoiogt, 33:368, ~. 1942. 
7 Loc. ··~it,. 
8 Katherine G. Xeneally, "The Relative Order of Difficulty 
of Several TT,pes of Stu~ Skills in the Intermediate Grades," (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, 1939), P• 38. 
6 
Sueeessfu1 Skill tea.ehin~. The v$lue of efficient handling 
of the tools of reading, namely reading skills, has been well proven. 
10 
Fleming, in a. review of an intensive skill-training program reports 
a gain of 17.5 months in the reading age of the experiment$! group while 
that of the control group remained sta.tico Leggi tt11 reports a. fifty" 
\/ 
per cent gain in skill a.bilit7 ~ter an eighteen week period of dir~cted 
12 instruction. Carroll measured the effect of specific training in 
reading directions with a resulting 60.24 per cent gain in ability-. 
13 
:Sutterweck, using ability to outline as a measure in his experiment 
• • 
in teaching high sChool pupils how to st~, reported sUbstantial gains 
in his experimental group. 
Incorpora.tiop, .9.1. J!Ocial studies ~ Stud..Y aldlls. The thought 
processes involved in the Skill of organization are applicable to all 
content subjects and have proven their efficacy particularly in the 
10 John Patrick Fleming, "Developing Study Skills in Middle 
Grade Reading," (unpublished Master's thesis, :Boston University, :Boston, 
1932), P• 43. 
11 Dorot~ Leggitt, "Measurement Progress in Working Skills 
in Ninth Grade Civics," School Review, &2:686, November, 1934. 
12 Robert P. Carroll, S ExrietiJJi.elitel. Study .2t ComPrehension 
j;A Reading (TeacheEs College Cq_ntributions to Education, No. 245. New 
York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926), P• 50. 
13 Joseph. -s. _]utterweck:, The Prool911\ .Q.t Teaching ~ School 
bwils How '.2. Stu~ (Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. e 2'Sl. New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1926), P• 63. 
6 
Ai. .. 
social studies areae In a report of the values o~ ~ecific training 
in summarizing in a fifth grade, Newlun sa;rs: 
A fairly high degree of skill in summari~ing in history 
used regularly as a study procedure seems sure to increase 
aehievemant in the mastery of facts and information in history 
over ordina.J:7 wa;rs of stueyi:ng,.l4 
That the scope of the rewards of such training are broad and encompass-
ing is proven in this statement of Rudolf's in reporting on the gains 
made after definite instruction in reading through social studies ~n an 
eighth grade: "Statistically significant gains in social studies knowledge, 
stud;r skills. and reading !omprehension were made by aJ.l classes in the 
e~erimental group.n15 Although her following statement on the incorpora-
. 
tion of reading Skill training and social studies was made in reference 
to the eighth grade level it is applicable to all grades: 
This stu~ Shows that ~ecial reading instruction can be 
given in the regular social studies class without additional 
class time or additional e~enditure for instruction, or ~ 
change in the regular departmental organization of the secondar,f 
sehoo1.16 
14 Chester Oe Newlun, Teachirig Ohil(lren Ji9. Summe.rize .!n Fifth 
Grade Ristor:y (Teachers College Contributions to Education. No. 404. 
New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930), P• 53. 
15 Kathleen :s. Rudolf, .Thi:t ;Blffeqt,.et ,:Reading ·rnstruotio..n .9A 
Achievement iA Eighth Grad.e. ,S.ociO* StudigS (T.eaehers College Contributions· 
to Education, No. 945. New York: Teachers College, Co1'Wnbia University-, 
1949), P• 63. 
16 !bid.. • p. 64-5" 
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CR.APTlllB. II 
40NSTRUCTION OF THE EXERCISES 
This experimentaJ. stud1', whilch consisted. of the teaching of a 
specific set of exercises and accompanying tests, was conducted. during 
the third quarter of the school term in seven fourth grade classes in a. 
large urban community in Rhode Island. This chapter of the thesis will 
cover the construction of the teaching lessons and a. detailed report of 
the entire experiment. 
I. OONSTEITCTION OF TBE EXEROISZS 
.Arrangement. Forty lessons to teach the skill of organization 
were constrUcted and arranged in the following order: 
Lessons 
Recognizing the Main Thought • • • • • • • • • • ( l ~ ~0 ) 
Evaluation of Major and Minor Topics • • • • • • ( 11 - 20 ) 
Writing Own Main Thoughts ( ) (subtopics not given) 21 - aD . . . . . . . . . 
Writing Own Minor Thoughts 
(major thoughts given) • • • • • • • • • ( 26- 30 ) 
Writing Main Thoughts 
(subtopics given) 
• • e • • • • • • • • ( 31- 35 ) 
Complete Review 
(by filling in incomplete alternate 
idea. lines • • • • • • • • ( 36 - 40 ) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Two of the aims of the stu~ were: (l) to instill in the minds 
of the children, clear concepts of the terms majoz thought~ and minor 
thought! and (2) to cultivate in the!e pupil! the ability- to make a. 
definite distinction between the two. In consideration of these 
objectives, the lessons were arranged in their particular order. 
Bepetition of any- OBe type of lesson was purposel7 avoided in an 
effort to provide as many different kinds of experiences possible in 
the pursuance of these aims. 
On the following pages there will be found a detailed description 
of the lessons. 
10 
I. :BEOOGNIZillTG m, ~ THOUGHT - of one and more than one paragraph. 
A. 
:a. 
o. 
D .. 
;m. 
F. 
G. 
H., 
I. 
J. 
Child learns to underst~d what is meant by the ~ th.op.ght of a. 
paragraph.. Exercises include titles or topi¢EI, Q,MStiOlis, and 
SJlii1!!lait>X Sentences. He learns that the ~ thought is the large 
thought about which all the sentences are written. 
* ( l) 
(~_:2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5~ ( 8 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
(10) 
Chooses lin title from~ ) 
Chooses qlieStion whigh answers paragr_aRb,) one paragraph 
Chooses ~ itimmarr Senteli¢e ) 
FindS Senteli¢8 ~ about topiC ) 
Find§ topic sent9nQA ) 
MatcheS topiCS ~ J?arW9:rihS ) 
HatcheS qpestions ~~aragraphs ) multiple 
Ma.t@;fUj tmmmR;ty seliteri99s .tmA.pgae:ra.PhS ) paragraphs 
Ohe9kj topic . SelitenCS jA ~ ParW@li ) 
Classifies sentences in .§ ::tumbled narana:ph) 
(Puts numbers under correct headings) 
XI. JDV.ALU.A.TIOE' .Ql MAJOR AND MIE'OR TOPICS - Child realizes that the 
general thought tells some specific fact and that there are other 
thoughts in the paragraph that tell wlit that fact is true or that 
perhaps ixclaili the fact in some WtJT. He learns that the general 
thought is called the ~ topiq and that the reasons for the fact 
- or the explaining points - are called the subtopics. 
A. (ll) Matching Dia.iA. thOU.irtjts S4 Sti'bO:t'§.iriate ideg 
( ex. L Japan a. plane ) 
2. :Boston b. eity ) 
3. cat c. country ) 
4.. jet d. animal ) 
* · (The Arabic nwneraJ.s to the .~ight of the letter denote the ordinal 
position of that type lesson in the Story :Book and Exercise :Book.) 
11 
e 
• 
:a. (12) 
o. (13) 
D. (14) 
J!l. (15) 
G .. (19) 
R. (20) 
Findii;tg correct major !& .W ll:llQ minOr 
( ex. horses ) clocks 
( dogs ) are all kind of travel 
( ponies ) pl~things 
animals 
Oheckin# ma.jo£ ( V V'J ~ niinor ( J> .iii .2!1&. parA.gra;ph 
~ short sentences · 
Checking major headJ.w ,a 1!!11 g ma..1or ~ minoJt,s -
following ~ paragrarih 
Ohec1ti»g niilio_i ideM - follo11ing Para&'@A 
(ex. "From this list check things to remember about 
taking pictures.") 
Sequexi.cg 
1. (16) 
2. (17) 
3.. (18) 
Alphabetizing 
Scrambled sentences 
Scrambled events ~r steps 
Placing scattered subtopics under correct headinga 
(two :par;a.gra.phs) 
Olassifxirig newspaper clippiligS tinder correct headings 
III. WRITING OWN JY!! TH~G@S ~ (subtopicS A91 giy~ii) Child. develops 
ability to write own ~ thoghtS of a paragraph. (titles, 
.headlines, topic sentences, and questions) 
:t.. (21) 
:B. (22) 
(23) 
o. (24) 
D. (25) 
OhooAirig & bett@r titli~~ follOwiA£ A Dgragr&ph 
1. Writina; A h§adline 
2. Fill#i.£ ,W headlines _iS ~ topic seriten¢i§ 
Writing (]Jlestio!i which :Paragraph .U A whole answirs 
Writing headings !9l:, jiwo paragre.lilis (.!Y. ~ ,;LqbleQ. 
· P.li¢agr@;ph. Pupil must first classify properly) 
• (The Arabie numerals to the right of the letter denote the ordinal 
position of that type lesson in the Story :Book and J!lxeroise :Book.) 
12 
-·~~~------.::..-..;...._ __ _ 
IV • WRITING OWN MINOR THOUGH'l!.S - Child ievelops abili t7 to write own 
minor thollght§. (major given) 
A. (.26) Ma;Jor ,e:ivil\ - hintS. g_iyea ,t2t m:tllo£ - .2.!!& paragra;Ql\ 
(ex. "Finish listing the 3 things that helped Jim win 
the raee.ll) 
a. veey good -----
b. hooked ------
e.. spiked ------
:s. (27) Ouest:ti:ni& asked :Xtt minot (,W ParMrAA) 
(ex. "Who did- ate. ?") . 
( "Who wrote - eteo ?.") 
( "Who --~ ate. ?") 
C. ( 28) Wtitilij subto.:RiQ§. una.id.Eii\ 
D. (2e) MaJor .dye; - hi@a giyea ~ subtop:t¢s (!lW !l1ml 
J,Ae paragraph) 
:m. (30) Writiag ,!libtop:tes Jma,ided (mQU. ~ oliet pqagra$) 
V. WRITING MAIN THOUGHTS - (subtopics given) :87 now child has learned 
VI. 
the difference between majo~ and minot thougbj§. He has learned 
to write his own maJor topics •. Now he is given same added practice 
in sensing relationships between the two b7 having to give the 
ma;Jor ~opie when the miriO£ topicS have been provided. 
A· (31) olass:tficatioa·- (~) 
(ex~ "In what wq are these words all alike? They are 
all members of what famil7'1 Tuna, salmon, ma.ckeral, 
are all · · · '? · .n 
6 dogs+ 9 cats+ 4 bears--. 19 ? 
B. ~ ja ~ topi~S ( subtopiqS e:iY;eli) 
( 32-33-34-35) 
OOMPLETJ BlllVIIW;- Rt f:tllin£ ~ ineomolete aJ.ternat' JAtA lineg. 
(36-37-38-39-40) 
• (The Arabie numerals to the right of the letter denote the ordinal 
position of that type lesson in the Story :Book and Exercise :Book.) 
• 
·= ___ _j.' 
Ohoice .Qi material.. Research in adult reading materials of a 
scientific and histor.icaJ. nature revealed much that was adaptable for 
children.. Such factual knowledge was woven into storie.s in a style and 
vocabulary suitable for the fourth grade. It was believed that such 
stories by the uniqueness of their content would prove challenging to 
the children. 
I I.. PLAN OF TRiil EXPERIMEN'! 
Arrangiru?;, ~ stud:y:. Through meetings with the superi~~endent 
of schools and his administrative staff, arrangements wer~ made for the 
conducting of the experiment. Conferences were then held with the 
teachers who were to take part in the experiment. 
Description .2i clyses. Four of the seven classes were used 
as experimental groups and the other .three as control. The combined 
groups totaled 191 pupils: 108 in the experimental group and eighty-
three in the control group. Each of the two groups represented a cross-
section of the community. The two groups were comparable in their 
socio-economic status. Bilingualism in the home was present in a large 
percentage of each grou.p. 
Testing. A testing program was conducted during the first 
week of the stuey •. The following tests were adm.inisteredt 
(1) Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
(2) 
Element~ Reading Test: Form R 
An informal reading test of the skills of organi~ation. 
(Three of the groups were tested with Form A of the 
test and four. with Form B.) 
14 
Retesting during the tenth week of the school term with Form ~ 
of the Metropolitan ~est and. with alternate forms of the informal test 
completed. the testing program • 
.Qonstrg.etiQA .2! !hi informal .Wl.· ~he purpose of the 
informal test was to determine the pupU 1 s ability to recogni~e and. 
evaluate major and. minor thoU&hts. With this in mind.~ the test was 
based. on the following three blocks of work: 
I.. MA.IN ~ROUGH!S 
.A.. Choosing the main thought of a paragraph 
from a. group of three summary sentences 
:B. Writing own main thought for a. par8€;ra.ph in 
the form of a heading or title 
II. EVALUATION OF MAJOR .AND MINOR ~ROUGH!S 
A. Determining which of sentences in a paragraph 
are major and. minor thoughts. 
III. WRITING J.WO:R .AND MI:NO:R THOUGHTS WITH OD O:R TRBI 
O'l!BER.PROVIDED 
.A.. Writing minor thoughts when major are provided 
:B. Writing major thoughts when minor are provided. 
0. Filling in idea lines 
(Copies of the informal tests and. methods of scoring them can 
be found. in the Appendix .. ) 
15 
Teaching Wo¢edure- (eli;Perimental group).. The teaching of 
the lessons as a part of the daily reading lesson began immediately upon 
completion of the initial testing program. The lessons required about 
ten minutes of the rea.Ung period during which the entire class was 
taken as ene group. Eaeh chUd was given a set of two bookS'= . (1) a 
Story Book consisting of the forty stories and (2) an Exercise ~ook 
which contained forty exercises to aceomp~ the stories. The Manual 
instructed the teacher to direct the pupils to the correct story and 
exercise each dq, but no other preparation was neoessa%7 as the lessons 
were self-eli;Planatorye When the class had completed the exercises, t}).e 
teacher read from her manual the correct re$ponse to the exercises to-
gether w1 th some explanatory c~mments$ So that each ~~ s lesson would 
be a worthwhile learning experience it was stressed, in the conferences 
with the· teachers, that the pupils sho'lll.d know before the close of each 
lessen not only what the correct response was but also the reason for 
its being so designated. 
Teacliirj.g Drocedure - (control group). The teachers of the 
control gro~ were instructed to follow their regular reading program 
during the eight week period. 
16 
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18 
' 
T.GLE I 
, 
-
OOMP.AlUSON OF DN!I!AL AGES IN MONTHS 
OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUl'S 
Diff. SE 
Group N Mean S.D. Slllu M:L- ~ Diff o.:a. 
Exp. I 108 1 1ao.1~ I 11.60 ., 1.15 1 I 1.86 .,_18 •• 
" 
' 
18 
TJJJLE I 
, 
e OOMP .AlUSOE' OF MJ.m!I!AL AGES IN MO~RS 
OF ~Mlill\lT.AL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
Diff. Slil 
Group E' Mean S.D. ~ ~- Ma Diff c.:a. 
Exp. 108 120 .. 14 11.50 1.15. 
·'* 
1.86 .. 18 
Cont. 83 119 .. 80 13.40 1.47: 
.. -. 
. 
This table shows a. comparison of the mental ages in months 
of the experimental and control gro~s. The mean score of the experi-
mental group wa.s 120 .. 14 and the mean score of the control group was 
119o80. The difference of the means was .34. The critical ratio of 
~18 was not significant. 
e 
. ·t"• ... 'at ('··-.··a 2 •· ..... -~~-- _,_ . ·~· 
~ 
- -· 
- ''"'" "! 
IlL. 
Group 
:mxp. 
Cont. 
N 
108 
83 
!I!A:BLE II 
CO~fPARISON OF OERONOLOGIOAL AGES IN MON!I!RS OF 
lilXPlilRIMBmTAL AND OON!I!ROL GROUPS 
Mean S.D. 
; 
113~30 6~05 
.. .. .. 
114.95 6 .. 75 : 
.. . 
; 
.58 
.74 
.. 
Diff. 
M-M 1 2 
1.65 
SE 
Diff. 
.94 
O.B.. 
1.75 
This table shows a comparison of· the chronological. ages in 
months of the experimental and control groups. The mean score of 
the experimental group was 113.30 and the mean score of the control 
group was 114.95. The difference of the means was 1.65. The critical 
ratio of 1 .. 75 was not significant. 
------~-
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TA'BLlll III 
OOMP.AIUSON OF BAW SOO:BES OF EXPELUMEliTTAL Am> CONTROL GROUPS 
ON INITIAL TEST OF ORGANIZATION 
Diff. s:m 
Group N Mean S.D. s:mM M-M 1 2 Diff o.:a .. 
.. 
'' 
Exp. 108 23.29 ?~oo Q67 2.98 1.00 2.98 
• > . . ' ' . ' 
-
Oont •. 83 20.31 6.90 .75 
. . 
. ' . ' . . . ' . '.' 
.. 
This table shows a comparison of the raw scores of the 
experimental. and control groups in the initial.. test of organization. 
The mean score of the experimen.tal. group was 23 • .29 while that of the 
control group .was 20.31. The difference of the mean~ was 2.98 in 
.. 
favor of the experimental. group. The critical ratio of 2.98 was signi-
fieant. 
IF 
<, 
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TABLE IV 
e 
COMP.ARISOli OF :RAW SCODS OF EXPERIMENTAL Am) CONTROL GROUPS ON 
FINAL TEST OF OBGANIZAfiON 
.. 
Diff. Slll 
Group N Mean S.D .. SE M-M Diff. c.:a.. 
M 1 2 
.. .. 
' ' I ' 
Exp. 108', 29.40 6~10 .58 
.. .• 
3.79 .86 4.40 
: 
Cont .. - 83" 25.61 5•85: .64: 
' . . . .. ' . '.' 
This table shows a comparison of the'raw scores of the 
experimental and control 8roups in the final test of organization .. 
The mean score of the experimental group was 29 .. 40 while that of the 
control group was 25.6lo The difference of the means was 3 .. 79 in 
favor of the experimental group. The critical.ratio of 4.40 was signi-
fican.t. 
e 
,, 
-·--~--~-~- -. - .. -- _ _.,__ 
~ 
------- -~ 
Test 
Initial 
Final 
OOMP.AlUSON OF Iln!eiAL AND FINAL B.AW SCOBES 
OF EXPERlMl!IB!UL GROUP ON TEST OF ORGANIZATION 
Biff. Sl1 
N Mean S.D. Sl!l M-M Diff. 
M 1 2 
108 23 .. 29. 7 .. 00. .67 
... .. 
6.11 .89 
108 29.40 : 6.10: .58 
..... . .. 
... 
This table shows a comparison of the initial and final 
o.:a. 
' ... ''" 
6 .. 86 
raw scores of the experimental group in the test of organization. 
The mean score on the initial test was 23.29 and· that of the final 
test was 29.40, showing a. gain of 6.11. The critical. ratio of 6.86 
was significant. 
!.I! est 
Initiai 
Final. 
... ,-
N 
83 
83 
. . -
T.mLJ!l VI 
COMPAlUSON OF INITIAL Alf.D FIN.AL BAW SCORES 
OF CONTROL GROUPS ON .IJ!ES!.I! QF OBG.ANIZA!l!ION 
.. 
Diff. SJil 
Me au S.D. ~ M-M 1 2 Di.f'f. 
·-· '. 
20.31 6 .. 90 .75 
. -
5.30 .98 
25.61 5.85 .64 
' . 
. . . . . . 
.... ;' .. .. ·, . 
!.l!his table shows a comparison of the initial ana f'inSl 
: 
' .. 
raw scores of the control group~in the test of organization. !.l!he 
mean score on the initial test was 20.31 while that, of the final 
was 25.61. showing a gain of 5.30. The critical. ratio of 5.40 was 
significant. 
----~- ~- ·--
23 
·o .. :a. 
5.40 
Diff. on 
Initial. 
Test 
2.98 
!I!.A:BLE VII 
OOMP.AlUSON OF GAINS OF EXPERIMBIN!I!AL Am> OO:m!ROL GROUPS 
ON !I!ES!I! OF ORGANIZATION 
SE · Diff. on SE Actual. Slll of 
Diff., Final. liff .. Gain Gain . O.R. 
!I! est 
1 1.00 1 3.?9 I .86 I .. 81 
!l!his table shows a comparison of the gains in raw scores of 
the experimental. and control groups bn the test of organisation. !l!he 
difference on the initial. test was .2.98 and on the final test 3.79. 
!l!he actual gain was • 81. The eri tical. ratio of .. 61 was not significant. 
f 
(._) 
Group 
.. 
Exp. 108 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF GBADE EQUIVALENT SCORES 
OF EXPJ!llUMEN'TAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
ON INITIAL METROPOLITAN ACRIEVEMJilN1J! TlllST 
(lilLEMENTAliY READING TEST: -FORM R) 
Mean S.D. 
4.82 .85 .081 
Diff. 
M-M l 2 
SE 
Diff. c.:a. 
: ·22 .153 lo43 
Cont. 83 4.60 lol6 ol27 
: 
... . . ' . ~ 
!!!his table shows a comparison of the grade equivalent scores 
of the experimental and the control groups in the initial. Metropolitan 
Achievement Test.. The mean score of the experimental group- was four 
7ears and eight months while that of the control group was fo_ur y-ears 
and six months. The difference of the means was .22 in favor of the 
experimental group. The critical ratio -e::6. 1.43 was not '·significant • 
.. 
"""""-..::;:;..., ... ·~~ .. -... ··.'~. ""- ........... ~~'"- '"'~~ ......... -~~· --
Group 
108 
83 
COMPARISON OF GRADE lllQ,UIVALENT SOOUS 
OF EXPERIMl!llllT.AL AND OOE!I!:ROL G:ROUPS 
ON FINAL METJiOPOLIT.AN AOHI:BIV'EMENT TJIIS!I! 
(ELEMENTARY READING !I!ESIJ!t - FO:aM !I!) 
Mean S.D. 
Diff. SE 
~- M2 Diff. 
.86 .083 
.150 
o.:a. 
!!!his table shows a comparison of the grade equivalent scores 
of the experimental and control gr&up in the final Metropolitan Achieve-
ment !!!est. !he mean score of the experimental group was five years and 
two months whUe that of the control groups was four years and eight 
months. !he difference of the means was .38 in favor of the experimental 
group. !!?he critical ratio of 2.66 was significant. 
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!!!est 
Initial 
OOMP.A:BISON OF INITIAL .AND FINAL GRADE EQ,UIVALJllN!I! SOOlUIJS 
OF EXPERI.MENTAL GROUP ON METROPOLITAN AOHI:BIV!Ml!1N'!l1 TliS!I!S 
FOBM B. AND FO:&M !1! - (ELEMmN!l!ARY lt8lADUTG) 
Dif'f'. SE 
Mean S.D .. .~ .1-1.- .~ Diff'. 
. . 
108 4 .. 82 .85 • 081 
O.R •.. 
.38 .109 3.48 
Final 108 5.20. .. as .. 082 
This ia a comparison of the initial and final grade 
equivalent scores of' the experimental group in the Metropolitan 
!!!est. The mean score on the initial test was four years and eight 
months while that on the final test was five years and two months, 
showing a gain of' .38. The critical ratio of 3 .. 48 was significant .. 
Test 
Initial. 
Final. 
OOMP.AliiSON OF INITIAL .Alm FINAL GRADE EQ.UIV.ALEN!J! SCO:BES 
OF CON!e.ROL GROUP ON METROPOLITAN AClUEV'EMliiN!I! TESTS 
FORM 1: AND FOBM !J! - (ELEMEIITTARY BEADING) 
Mean S.D. 
83 4 .. 60 
83 4.82 1.13 
.127. 
Dif:f' .. 
M-M l 2 
SE 
Diff. 
.177 
This is a comparison of the initial and final grade 
equivalent scores of the control group in the Metropolitan 
Achievement Test v The mean score in the ini tiaJ. test was four 
O .. R. 
years aDi six months while that of the control group was :tour 
7ears and eight months showing a gain of .22. !l!he critical ratio 
of 1~24 was not significant. 
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J 
Dif:f. on 
Initial 
'!est 
·22 
TABLE n:t 
COMP.AlUSON OF GAINS OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
IN MmROPOLITAlf AOHI~ TEST- (ELEMENTAB.Y BEADING) 
SE Dif:f9 on SE Actual SE of 
Diffo Final Di:ff .. Gain Gain C.R. 
Test 
l .153. .38 I .. 150 I .16 I o2l3 I .. 75 
This table shows a comparison of the gains in grade 
equivalent scores of the experimentaJ. and control grO'\lPS in the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test (Elementary Reading). The difference 
on the initial test was .. 22 and on the final test .38. The actual 
gain was .. 16. The critical ratio of .75 was not significant. 
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OONGLUSIONS 
·e 
-----~= 
I 
CONCLUSIONS 
!l!his st~ was conducted to determine the effect of a · 
~ecific set of exercises to teach the ~1 of organization in 
the fourth grad.eo 191 pupils took part in the experimentt 108 in 
the experimental group and eighty--three in the control group. A 
set of forty- lessons to teach the Skill of organization was designed 
for the experimental group~ The lessons took approximately ten 
minutes of the regular clail7 reading period. !he teachers of the 
control group were instructed to follow their regular reading program 
with no more than the usual emphasis on this particular skill. 
!esting with two tests, an informal. and a. standardized 
reading test preceded and followed the eight=week program. 
!he results of the program were determined. by' an analysis 
of the preliminar,r and final testing scores oa both the informal test 
of organization and the standardized test. 
Interprata.tioa ,g liMil!¢8 · · 
In the Metropolitan Achievement Test (Elementary Reading) 
the ~erimental group showed a gain of .38 b. grade equivalent 
scores as compared to one of ·22 by- the control group. !he control 
group t s gain of two months was a normal one since the experiment was 
conducted for a. two-month period. 
h the informal test of organization the experimental 
group showed a gain of 6 .11 in raw scores as compared to one of 
5.30 by the control group in a tWQoM>month period.. 
In both tests the gains shown b;r the experimental group 
were superior to those of the control group. It is interestiDg to 
note that the gains made b;r the experimental. group in reading 
achievement almost doubled those of the control groupo Gains of 
more statistical significance, however, would have been ;possible 
had the experiment been conducted on a larger scale with a greater 
population and over a. longer period of time. The skill of organization 
is a difficult one to measure and there were undoubtedly ma.tcy" g~ns 
made by the experimental group which the particular testing instruments 
""""" used did not measure. 
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j 
-INTltODUCT!ON 
Th;s ye-a:~ you ere studying. hhtory for the fi.rst time~ lou have a 
history book. A history boo~ is a book of stories - true stories - about 
the people who lived years ago and about the things those people did. Some~ 
day the great things that are done today will be in other histories which 
other little girls and boys will read. Perhaps someday, when you are old, 
a little girl or boy will show you something in a history book and you will 
say, 11Wby, l remember when that happened! I was in the fourth grade then." 
For you see, girls and boys, that is what history is. It is a true story 
·of what the ~eople of the world are doing, and that story is growing every 
minute. Everyone is in this story. You are in it. toot you know. Some 
people have made the story better by the things that they have done. Perhaps 
you will be one "'f those people 1 We say that those people who have helped 
the story to be better nave helped civilization to grow, . The word, civil-
ization is a big word, isn 1t it? It means something big, too. Civilization 
has been growing for a long time. Whenever people have tried to think of 
better ways of do~ng things to make life better tor everyone, they have 
helped the world to become more civilized, Even if you have never seen a 
history book, you must know that things are better for you than they were 
for girls and boys who lived years ago. :Perhaps your father has already 
told you stories about When he was a l~ttle boy, and you know that you have 
many things a:tlout which he hadnt t even heard. You have many thip.gs that 
even great and wealthy kings of years ago d~d not have~ All their gold 
couldn't buy the~e things for them because, you see, no one had thought of 
making all these wonders.. Perhaps you hadn1 t realized. before what great 
treas~es you have, Many of ~s take .these gifts of civilization for 
gr~ted, That means that we use them without ever stopping to think of how 
lucky we are. That i,·wbr th~se stories were written- to help you learn 
2 
I . l 
how all these g~oa things came to be ana to ·help you realize that you, 
too, can help civili~ation to grow, just as these people dia. 
Some of these stories are about ancient people. Do you know wh~t 
that means? Ancient means thousands of years old. The Pilgrims, Geo~ge 
Washington, and Abraham Lincoln seem very old to us~ That is true £or they 
lived hundreds of years ago. But they are not ancient. Some of the people 
in these stories lived thousands of years ago~ Those are the ancient 
people~ You will read, too, in these stories, of people who lived later in 
the days of knights and castles, That is when the countries of Europe were 
beginning to grow. Soma of the stories are o! the days when our own 
country was discovered by Christopher Columbus and of the later d.eys of tJ;e 
Pilgrims. There are stories that tell o! the days when our country 
received its name of the United States of America, ana George Washington 
was our first Presiaent. There are stories that tell of people and things 
all the way from those days right up to today. So you can see how old the 
etory of civilization i.s and how it keeps growing. 
\ihich of the things that we have tod~ would most surprise the 
girls and boys of long ago? What do you think1 Would it be the movies. 
telephone, radio, television, automob~les, planes, or our food? If, by 
some magic. a little boy of long ago could visit you, what fun you woula 
have showing him the vlonderful ·things we have! Why, it would seem like 
magic to him, wouldntt it? 
Do you remember the story of ttlladdin ~a His Magic Lam.pll? 
Aladdin was a boy to whom a magician had given a wonderful magic lamp. 
\llhenever Aladdin wan ted anything, he hM. only to rub the magic lamp and 
his wish would come true. He wished £or castles and jewels and a.n.l sorts 
of wonderful things. Always his wish was granted1 The things that we 
-3 
have today are things for which the -people of long ago ·wished. Now 
their wishes have come true. Perhaps you wish for something, too,, Mayoe 
some day it will come true just as the wishes of olden days have. :But, 
(magic alwe.ys has- a 11but 11 , doesn 1 t it) since we all know that there ;i.s no 
such thing as mag:i,.c, let 1 s see if we can find. how these wishes were granted .• 
It wasntt just oy rubbing .A.la.ddi:il.'Jl3 ·magic lamp, was it? No, it was by 
thinking and working. Sometimes their ideas seemed not to work, and they 
thought that they had failed. Then years later someone would hear about 
the idea and improve it ~ and then su~~~asl There would be a new invention. 
That is how all these great treasures came to us. They were not the idea 
of any one person, out they were the ideas of mRny people for ye~s and 
years. Do you see now what we mean when we say 11civilization grows 11 ? 
Some of the stories of great ideas and inventions have been 
told many times, and you will read them in your history books, The 
stories in this book a.re a little different. They are stories that yo\l. 
are not likely to read in your history books, and so they will be fun to 
read. 
r . 
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A. 
1 
Ll!JSSON l 
So many of the wonderful things we have come to us by electricity. 
We feel s~rry for the people who lived ye~e ago because they did not know 
about eleotricity~ They had it just as we do but they did not know how to 
use it. ~his story is abQut am~ namedLThalee. E:e lived in Gr(i:lece almost 
three thousand years ago. Thales almost found the secret o:f' electricity. 
Here is his story. Thales found some stones. They seemed like magic to him. 
They were a yellow-brown in color~ He could see t~ough the~. lnstde the 
stones Thales could see little b~gs. The stones floated on water. He threw 
them in the fire and they burned. Thales found hundreds of these 1magic 1 
stones on the beaah~ One day he found thet they could do something very 
strange. One of his atones was covered with sanct. Ire wanted to clean it off, 
He rubbf?d it on hia wool ell coat. Then., wonaell of wonde~s, ··the stone began to 
do strange things~ rt stu,.clt to the wool of his coat. E:e held his stone over 
some ~Y grass. The grass stuck to the stone, He held it up to his beard. 
The stone would not let go of his whiake;rs. Thales and his friends la~hed. 
They t ho~ht that it was ve.r:y :funny. :Sut they d.id not know why the stone 
did those things~ Do you ~now?. !rave you eve~ rubb~d a comb on ~ome wool 
(m«tybe your sweater) and found. that it would pick u:p li.ttl~ pieces of paper? 
w~ call that friction! ~f you nave done that you were doing just what ~halee 
did, You botn were m~ing $leotricity, He called his stones electrons~ Tllat· 
is a Greek word. Why were th~ little b~gs in the stones? Wetl, you see, manY 
years before sap had fal~en from the trees. It nad bec~~e so hard that it 
~ looked like stone. Years.later some men made a wonderful discovery. ~hey 
I• 
/ remembe:Ji'ed the story of Tha1es and his electrons. ~hey c!U.leP. their wondel."ful 
discovery eleotricity 1 Poor Thales ~ if only he had known what the magic wasl 
What a wond.erf'l,l.l secret he had right in his·nalidst 
r 
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"LESSON 2 
How do you wake up in the morntng? Does your mother call y~u? 
May-be you have an alarm clock. This is th~ story of a very strange alarm 
clt)ok. It was made hundr-eds of years ago. It would wake the soundest 
sleeperr This is how the clock worked. It was shaped like a. little cannon. 
Before you went to bed at night you would put a spoonful of gunpowder in 
the little cannon. There was a magnifying glass over the powder. 1ihen the 
sun was right up overhead it would shine on the glass. Then the gun powder· 
would explode, :Bangt You would wake up, But when is the sun right up over 
head? Why,. that is at noon. An alarm clock that 'WO\lld go off at noon! You 
would never get to school on timet would you? 
I 
0 LESSON 3 
3 
bid you know that there was a time when there were no whee~s? How 
did things move? We~l. men had to dra~ things on runners. That is like yoU1' 
sled. Now that is fine when t4e~e is snow on the ground but would you like 
to drag YOU+' sled on sand.? That wpuld be hard, wo.uldn't it? TP.e ancient 
people thought ~. too. They had many things to carry~ things ~ike big 
blocks of stqne. Th!is is what they d.id. They :put a log under the stone ·and 
rolled the log along~ That was a good idea, wasnt~ it? But they wanted. it 
.• 
to be bett~r. They cut out part of the log. Then it was a lorg :pole with a 
round. wooden wheel on each end. They cut pieces of wood. out of the wheel. 
That made the Wheel move better. So they cut w.uoh ~ore out.. Then·.'the;v had ., 
· wheels something like ours tod~w·. \Vheels have been made better a4.1 the time. 
Wheels have helped us to travel. Carts, coaches, bicycles, tr~ns, automobiles, 
and. even planes all use wheel~, So yo~ see the person who first used that log 
had a ~ood idea. ~t was then that travel started.1 
I 
D LESSON 4 
4 
Did you ride a bike to school todayl Do you know how bicycle~ 
'· 
came t? be~ Many years ago there was a man, who lived in France. who liked to 
make toys df wo.od. He made a toy horse and. ;put t•.ro 'tlheels on it .• Girls and 
I 
boys could ride on it. It was called a hobby horse •. Eig :people liked it very 
much. He made $ome big ho"l;>by horses for them to ride. He did not ~ horses 
heads on those\_but he still called. them ~obey hors-es·. ~hey looked something 
like your bicycle, "Qut t)?.ey :Q.ad, no pedals_. Men had to push tl,l.e hobby horses 
with the_ir feet~ 'l!heir whiskers a,nd,. their coats blew out behind. them in the 
air. How funny they must have looked on their hobby horses~ Steam boats were 
used before tr~ins~ Wood did not last long so they made parts of the hobby 
ho~se of steel or tro~. Soon the hobby horse looked something like yout bike • 
... . --··- ---- .. - -~---·--------------------------------
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LESSON 5 
The firf)t kind of travel with wheels was a twp..::.wheeled cart. · 
Tl1e ancient p.eo:ple in.ll.ome used· them:. They- called their carts cha.ri~tst ·.: ·lvia.ny 
years later people still ilsed such. carts or carriages for travel. One kind of 
two-wheeled cart that held o~y the driver was called a sulky. That is a strange 
. . - .. 
nam~, isn 1 t it? The word sulk;y; means something like being !lad o:r cross. Why 
did they call the carriage a s~lky? There is a very interest~ng stor.r abo~t 
that name. About the year :}.800., there w~s a doctor in England. who made his 
calls in a two-wheeled carfiage. His friends wanted to ride with him. He did· 
not 't-lant them to do so·~ He said tt t-ook too lo~g when he tiad to d.rive ather 
people aroond. He had a qarriage made tb.at would hold just himself. Eeople 
thought that he Was very mean to do this~ They said that he was selfish o:r 
sulky. They called his carriage a sulky~ All carriages for one were called by 
that name after that. 
6 
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LESSON 6 
lf somel)ne o6u.ld sh<N -you on~ r# the first bet>k·s made, you 
would laugh; You would ss11 llThat isnlt a 'book! ~:nat's just an old string 
all tied in knots·.·u You would b~ :part·lY r~$11t because it wouJ,.d be. a co:rd t~e-d. 
into knots. ~ut you wo~d be partly wpong, too. It would be a book. for that 
is just how the ~itst books lqoked.:· AP.cient peo:ple used to tie a ~ot in, a. 
cord for each t~ing that was to bE~ remembered,.·1 · Not ~veryo:n.e coul.d read the 
~ots. A certain man W.<~s g~Vell tllat fC?'P llis toJOI'k· +t was a very ;l.mportant 
thing to be as~ed to keep the ~nots. 
Sometimes they used message stic~~ 1 A messege stio~ was just a 
stick w5,.th cuts in 1,ij._ lDach cut meant a s:pecia~ thing to be rem-embe:t"ed just as 
the knots did. Men carried the. sticks to people and then told them what the 
These early people llad ~trang~ Wa¥s of rememb~r~ng things. For 
you see they ,had n,o real Wf;Jy of writing as we have. IJ:'hey did not have E:J,ny pap~r, 
-~itherf 
If something rha:p:pened lin a: .ce:rtaill. wJ.a.ce- ~pe a great : b a.t-t1.a r -they 
remembered it in this way.- ~hey planted a tree and carved pictures Qn it, Some-
tlmes they :piled stOll.6S U~ hlgh and made E!' mop.u,ment. Somet;l,.mee:J t:q.e monume;n.t Wfi$ 
_made of wood •. They pa5,.nted :pio.tures on these ll!On~ents; The Egyptian monuments 
Were called o beli S.lts. Indians ~n Al·aska_, .made ~uclt mon~~nt $ and oa.pved and. 
painted them, tPhey are called totem poles. l.f you go to .Uaska,YQ~ w~ll see 
some of them. 
Men found. the,t ·they had many things to :re)nemb\3r·, Ther~ were too 
many for books like these so they tholight of a Wey ·of ·writing. It was called 
picture w:ritt:pg~ They drew p~otures Qf the sun, ·moon., and. ·t~ees, and everything 
; 
7 
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; 
writing is a kind ~f ~iotu~s. W~iti~t· ~hkt is w~ the Chinese can 1t use our . 
. ' l 
telegraph mao:P,~ne i~ .tli~H;· .. language.~ . The telegra.ph has di:t'feren.t sounds for 
d.~f:t'erent lettr;1:r.s, ·. ~e Chinese have no l;etter!3 like ours. J?hotogi?apP,s of 
their writing h.ave to oe·take~ tor t~eir piot~e· writing to be sent around 
the world~ 
l ' 
G 
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If people_ could not write, many of o~r great i~ventio~s #ould 
n~ver have been made. It. is easier .to put down our thoghta and. ideas for 
others when we have a kind of writing like ours~ .~o write words, we have 
to use letters, don1t wet Perhaps you would like to hear a sto~ of how 
~~es~ ~ettere came to be. lou know that thousands of years ~o people drew 
.. ~ .. : '• 
pictU+es of what they wanted to S&lf· This writing was callea picture writing. 
So~~ people called the Phoenicians had a very good kind of pieture writing. 
' >· ,, 
Frp~ tP.eir pictures, our alphabet grew. There is a story for every letter of 
tl'+~ all,)habet, but tod&lf you will h.ea.r about only two of them. 
The letter ~ as we use it is really upside down. ~he 
Ph,«:)~nicians made it like this V ~ It was aupposed to 'be the head of an ox. 
Whe~ they read it, they made a so~d like ¢ur 
•· .. ·• 
A~ They put V first be-
~a~s~ the ox was so helpful to them. ~t gav~ them food. It helped them in the 
gar4en~ bec~use it pulled the plow for them. Some people made the picture so 
.... ,,. 
<flli?k+r that the cross mark was put in the wrong way, l:l,.ke this ~ 
Ye~rs later the Greeks tried to make an alphabet of those marks. The Greeks 
liked ~hinge to be very neat4 They tried to m~e the mark look better. Th~ 
J)ut it upside down I\ ~ They made the cross straight like this A • 
They did not know that it was the head of.an o:x: so they did not know that it 
)!a~ U:J,?side down. 
A place to live was very importa.nt to these people. So the next 
mark J.ooked l:i.kt? a house,, !t looked like this ~ • The Greeks d:1ld not know 
~ ~}),~t t~is was a house. 'rhey tried to make. i.t loolt better, like this ~ and. 
.. So we have. our letter -~ 
~ll.-~ ~ou,nds. they made for A and B · so"l).n.ded. like alphabet. 
I 
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\ihen Daddy drives you to school, he just touches a few things in 
the car and soon you are rolling down the road, In a few minutes, you are at 
- schpo:J,. lrow very different it was for those ancient people with their big 
woodGn wheels! They made carts to go with those wheels and used animals to 
pu~l them.. But how slow that must have beent 
They wanted to go faster, but no one could think of a Wa¥• They 
tried using fa~ wheels instead of two, ~heir carts worked yer.y wellf ~hen the 
barbarians went into Rome. The barbarians we:re wild people, They took Rome 
away f:rom the ROID.an peq:pl,e, They spoiled al.l the good things in Rome, TlJ,ey did 
not take care of the roads.Soo.n.. llil!~ e>ne could use a wheeled cart because the 
roads wera so bad, 
Many years l~te!' men made wheels and carts again~ They wanted to 
go faster, too, .One man in China put a sail on his little cart just as you 
would on a boat. They_ flaW that big boats moved in the water with sails. A. man 
in FrAnce made a big four-wheeled wagon. He put a :big saH on it~ He took his 
friends for a ride down the road. Iris sail cart went very fast and was just 
fine.· :But, when they turned to come back it ,ilould not move, ):'ou see, it just 
went the way the wind blew~ 
One day a .rqan made a CP.rr;l.age tllat moved by stea)D..' Thousands of 
years before, Hero, a man in Greece, had made a steam maohin~r But he did not 
use it to mAke his cart move. The G:reeks did use steam t~ blow whistles and 
.. horns, Perhaps thil;l other man had read about Hero 1 s m~hine. This new stealJl 
engine carriage had three wheels. :But it wou~d not st~ on the road. It kept 
running off into the fields. 
A man in Holland made a Qar:dage that moved 'by gunpowA.I3r, Ue w.as 
a watchmaker. (Do you remember the story of the gunpowd€r alarm a~ock? Do you 
&il]>pose tb:-.t he was the s.ame m~?) · · 
.. 
:r 
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When men l~a~ned tb u~~ oil f~om the eartA, they wore able ·to 
make their catria~ea mbV~~ ~hey d.id not nee~ tAe ~o~se to pull them. anymore • 
TJ;ley called theae carria€;es, horseless carriages .. 
I 
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T~e stacy· of how words came to be :i,s very interestingf Many of 
our words are very old •. They were given to us by p~ople who· lived long ago. 
Some of our word.s have goocl. stories behind them. Our· words ha'\'e come to us 
from many different co~ntr~e~, 
Many. ancient pe0ple wrote Qn the leaves of treesr (Some people 
say that that is wnr we say the leaves of~ boo~ when we speak of t~e pages.) 
Some trees were better than others for this. They we~e the palmJ banana, cocoa, 
and poplar trees1 
You have read many stories about the ~gyptians. Two words that 
they gave us are na11er a:p.d. volume. They mad.e paper o~t o! a plant. The plant 
was called. papyrus. Don 1 t you think that papyrus and paper are something alike? 
They rolled their paper into big rolls. . The wo:rd. that .they usecf·fo:r;- their 
papyrue"rolls was .something Jiike volume. To. us, a volume m~ans a book. 
The Roman~ used the bark of a t:ree to m~e their paper • · The bark 
was called liber. Doesn't that look like o~ word libr~ry? 
It~r Jllngl.end., th.e bark they ~sed for paper was called boo. lnto what 
word did that grow? That's easy, isn't ·1u The answer is book. You probably 
knew that one. ri'ght away .• 
Some :people who l~ved long ago made books of wood or stone. They 
wrote on the pieces of WQ.o.l). €)r st.one. They made bola~ it+ t~em. Then they tied. 
tb.em together to m~e oookst Does that 'make you think cf our notebooks with 
rings .holding the paper'l 
The ancient Chinese people made many fine thing$. One Ohtnese 
m~ mq.de some· very goo.d paper out Of bark of a tl:'ee, old cloth,,. and :fish nets .. 
That sou:p.d.s like '/ery s.trange papal', d.oesntt ~tt :Su.t tt was very ~ood paper·, 
I 
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It was so good. that the. Chine_se did not want anyone else to l.e.ru;"ll.. how 
to. make it·. They kept i ~ a secret-. The. Chin~se· }).ad a wax w~th ~om~ 
other people .called the ~abs.. The .Arabs took some Ohin~se men:.·.pris.Qnezo.£t. 
l!'r-om these .me.n tb.ey lea:z:;neQ... the secret of mak:l:n.g paper. The .Arabs mad~; t.he 
:paper ev~n better· .. 
Have you read about the Crusaders yet~ If you·have.n.ot, you 
wilL Yo~ will learll. how they t.ook ma~t. t.r~p~ to save tJ:le Ho~y Land. When. 
they came back from one of· these trips, they bro~h t. u~ a wonderful gift •. 
They had l~arned the secr-et Q~ ms$.-tttg papeP £:r.om tr~ A;-ab~ ~ Soon all of 
Europe was using paper,. . 
r 
i 
·. 
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~ i WoUid. you like to know wb.,f p~ople first started little town.s'f 
2• lt WP.S beCRUSe they 'Wan,ted,. to be near. '\i.O ·lje).,p ·each Other• 3. :Ji';i.re was a 
toton9,erful discoveJ?Y. : .. ·. "- ' 4. l'eop;I.e found that they "¢0\Ud do thJ.ng.s for one 
· ... 
another. 9. l'erha:ps the first fire was startecl' by.1i.ghtning .. 6. J?e:r:haps 
· it was started. 'by the hot sxm, 1. Help maltea thin~s easier. 8~ When a 
. ·, 
fire started,, l!len. ca,rried toJ;"~hes 0;f it to their homes~ 9. One could make 
good tools. 
them Wa.J;"m. 
10. ·lt WAs their frie;nd,. becA.ll.~e it, coc;>kGd their food and kept 
11~ Often they we~e sad.beca~se the rain put their fires o~t. 
12~ . One was a good hunter~ l4. b4:el+ soon 
;Learned to make fire fo:r thelllselves, 15. Eve~yo~ did the thing that he 
co4d do '\'>est, 16 • It took li!any re.ars oefore ·oqr goqd li tt1e match of today 
.Qame to be •. 
....... ~ ~-~.~. -~ -~---·- J 
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:Below h a list of words fr·om t4~ s.tories in this book. In 
your Exercise Bool';: there is a game· for you. to play with these words. 
wows 
l1 d.og 
a .. Japan 
3f· . ]aston 
~~ jet 
5~. p:tcklel? 
6 .. ·lol:U-pops 
7. Ca).i.:t'ot-nia 
s. flute 
9. ooean liner 
10, e;l.ect:t':i.cit;yr 
1-'* 
;; 
. 
; 
II 
:a 
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~tsshlit 1!a 
The sto~ies in this obok are abo~t many diffe~ent th{~gs: Some 
of those things ·are clocks, t;ravel.,, playthings, and animal~. Here are some 
wor·as below. ln your Jl.l:l\ercise :Book) there is a game :f'Q:t' you to play w:i,tP. these 
words, 
horses 
dogs 
:ponies 
ala.rm 
~ watch 
0 
n 
electric 
doll~ 
skates 
balls 
boats 
planes 
trains 
;; 
!I 
0 
The :pa:pyrus pJ.ant grew near the Nile River. 
used it for many th~ngs. Xt was a very tal~ p~ant. 
16 
The Egyptian~ 
H \'te.s as tall as 
your daddy. !t v1as a very pretty :plant, t¢o. Who top of it was used 
to make the temple J.oo~ niae. The root was l~ke wood~ F:t-om the root, 
they made cooking dishes and. spoons. Sometimes they u~ed the root for the 
fire, too. They used the stem for many thi~s: 'boata, saUs fo't the 'boats, 
mats for the houses, oJ.oth, ropes 1 and :pa:per. ro~ w~ll hear about that 
paper in another storY• Sometimes they used the inei.d.e o! the stem :for :food. 
I! 
:0 
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LESSON 14 
Do you ~ike to get a letter ~n the mail? Everyone seems to like 
~t that. You neYer know, when the postman rings the doorbell, from where the 
letter has come. When yo~ look at the envelope,· you will see ~or yourself. 
; 
Perha~s it was mailed. from another· city, or even another country, just a few 
days before. Row quickly mail is deJ,ivered today! It was not alweys like 
that. When Abraham Lincoln was jEresident of our country, it took a very long 
time to get a letter to the Pacific Coas.t. 'fuen a letter was mailed in New 
York, it did not reach the Coast fo~ twenty.,-..three deys,. In those deys, letters 
were sent by stagecoach.. Now a plane takes )1lail there in less than a day. J;:n 
the year 1860, the Pqny E:lqlress was started. }lien rode horses or ~onies ·f;r.om 
the Mississip~i River to California. ~hey carried leather bags. ~he mail 
was in the bags. The riders rode very fast. They rode like lightning, It 
topk them only ten days to get a letter to Cali;forn~a. They met many dangers. 
They rode over wild desert lands and prairies. They rode over mountains, The. 
riders had to be very careful. Sometimes big snow s~ides would slide off ~h~ 
mountains on them., Robbers and wild Indians sometimes attacked them. The 
Pony Express made a tri~ every week. Every ten miles they stop~ed to get a 
new horse- Even then they did not waste a second. The bag of mai+. was ovel" 
the new horse 1s back before the rider was off his old.hor~e· You soe, they had 
to .. be right on time. The man who had the new horse ready ha.d an im:portant 
job, too._ He knew when the rider was coming. The hor~e 1 s hoofs kicked up 
• 
clou..ds of dust •. .At night the rider would call out to let him know he was 
coming. He would jump on the hor~;~e Rnd call lf.All is well along the road11 • 
Then in a few seconds he was dashing off in a cloud of dust •. 
,---
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'11hen We think 0! ancient pSOple 1 \'fe SOmetimeS d.O nOt think Of th'e 
Chinese people. We should. because China is a. ver,y old countcy. They had many 
of the same ideas tiiat these other ancient peop're had.. You remember that it waa 
in China t~at a man put a sail on his little two-wheeled cart. One of the most 
famous ways of travel is the ricksha. It is ~ ~ittle two-wheeled cart pulled by 
a. man.- Dut that idea aid. not come from China. About one l1un4red. years ago, · t!Jl.-
. ' v ., 
,\· ,:" . 
American .1llan went to Japan t~ teach the ::beople ab<>Ut God, His wife became 1'.114·. 
. . 
I I . ' • 
The dootor 1(hougb.t t:P,at it ~o\lld. be g<lod for he11 to get out j.;o.'tlle··ail' evet~t·di:W• 
. . 
lter :.h-asband thought of. the ideE~- of a 'ricl!eha,:t'or her.. ;.. me.;n fro~ ~a.Ji.p~- aav t~· 
Re liked. it -~d had I!1e;I;JiV' ~t · ~ll.em 1llada. lie !JOlQ. _them_ ip. Chin~; Spon there. ~f). 
. ' 
tnany. ctf'!them on tlla~ st:taQt~ ~Qf China. So you see the idea. for the Ohinese:a 
~ioksha really c~e from America~ 
.. 
I! 
F 
I 
l9 
ft;mssoN ..i~ 
Our big stores of todar would sure~y seem like magic castle$ 
to people of' ol.den days. ·. In those days, each town had a general store. !ou 
could buy just about RnYthing ~n the ge~e~Al store~ ~ere are some of the t~ings 
you would find theret c~dy, pqtatoes, eggs, rakes, flour, rope, o~oth, shoes, 
!1 
F 
2 
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Our ways of telling time are so muc4 o~tter t~an t~ose of 
long a.go. U you v5-.s1. t a clock store tod.ay- you w;,.11 !'!Be m~ny ldnd.s of cf_ocks. 
f0r you to play t 
r 
21 
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.MAKING ·p~YRUS. · 
Perhaps the idea of mak~n~ pictures o~ stones seemsvery strange 
to yo~. Because the Egyptians made s~c~ ~ioturea, we know what they thought 
5,000 years ago. !rheY' wrote· on paper, too; ':Che~ made this papE;~;r out of ~ .. plant 
called papyruf!~ 1'h.e papy:rus plant ~rew alo;ng the;i,r big ).\fi;l,e l,liver. :E'erhaps you. 
h.a.ve b.eard of papyi'u.e a.nd thought, II!Iow did they make paper out of a p;l..Rnt71t 
This is how it ,was done. They c1.1t thEl stem into J,.ong strips and. laiii them on 
the. grqun,d,. ~hen they too$: mor-e o:( the~?e l:!tr~ps and J,.ai!l them crosswise~ That 
mea.Il$ just th.e other Wa:ft "lou. see fiQme of the l:itripl'! Wl?nt acl"oss alfd some went 
up and. down. Dia you ever m~e little mats somethi;ng like that whe~ yo~ were 
in. kindergarten? 'J;hey ;Put wa.ter o:r;l the strips~ IJ:be strips stuck together• 
The water- mad.e .the stems sttokY. Ne;lCt they po\lhdod them. ThGY pou.n,d.ed them 
verY hard. Then t:P.ey put them in the s~ to dry'• ·They ~u,bbeP, the p~pyrus with 
shells when it was drf. ~his was to m~e ~t ~~ooth. They cal,~ed this papor 
papyrus. Th~y made piatuxe ~a~ks o~ it and ~oll~d it ~~ TA~ rol~s of papyrus 
were kept ~~ ja~s. An E~ypt~an ~ibr~y na~ ja~s q£ tbes~ ro~ls o£ papyrus. 
; 
II 
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You all.have ,h:efl.!'d of George \rashington. You know how important 
he was. But you can travel better and faster than he could. In his da;vs~ travel 
was 'oy stAgecoach.. A stagecoach WRs like a big wagon. Horses pulled the coach. 
The driver sat high on a box on the coach. lie held. the ho;rse:S 1 :reins, The 
passengers sat inside thG carriage. They were not very comfortable, The coach 
had big wooden whe~ls. Sometimes the ~heels stuck in the mud, The roads were 
not very good.. Sometimes big logs were laid. side by side to m~e a road,. 
Those :roads were called corduroy roads. Can you guea~ why? Run your finger 
over a piece of co:r~oy cloth., It is :rough, isn't itf So we:ro the corduroy 
:roads. If you rode in a stagecoach you would oe thrown from side to side by 
\ 
those bad roads.· In the year 1719,. the only wa~ to get to New 1owk or Easton 
was in one Of these st~geooaches. ~hey made one trip every week in the 
summer. ln the wintert they went once every two weeks. In 177~ it topk four 
dA.¥s to go from New York to Bosto~by stagecoach. Now you can go from New York 
to Boston by plane in a few hours. 
When George Washington was president ,of our country, he wanted. to 
visit the states. :a:e made the trip in e.. coach. It i'las called. the White Coach .. 
It was very pretty; Four big horses pulled it. Parts of the White Coach have 
been saved.. They are.in Washington, D.C, for you to see. The White Coach was 
very uncomfortable. Washington took a fine, 'big, white horse w;tth him on hie 
trip. $he horse l\.R.d been given to him by a king, When, he grew tirod of the· 
bad coach riding, ~e wo~d get out and ride hi~ fine, white ho~se. He said that 
it was more comfortable~ The:re were bQtter coaches made in J!lurope. President 
Washington could not have one of those. You se~ our country was new and the 
people thought that they ~hould. ].earn to make their own th~ng!'l in their own 
country,· 
.LESSON 20 
The.re is ? place ·in New .YoX'k ·where yo~ can buy newspapers from 
all o-rar the ~orld. News travels ao fast now by wire~ \ve .e'en even see new~ 
being made when we lOok ~t telev~sion. When our country was new, the news was 
. . 
called out by a man oalJ,ed a~ crier. I!e rang a bell. Everyone );).urried to 
hear the nel!Js when they heard the beJ.l~ IIe was a. :walking new1:1pape;r. It is fun 
to work ~n a newsp@per office today. There is much going on a+l. the time. 
i 
-
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ljp.at do you th.:i.Pk or; th.e :Pony J!J;q>ress? W'otil,.d you. li:!re to have 
a Pony E~rea.s rider bring your letters~ lt w9uld be f~, wouldn't itT Eut 
our messages come m.~ch fastei~ T0day me~sages aome over wire~ f~om ~1 ove~ 
the world in just a few mi~u.tes~ Po you know how m~ssages were first carried? 
Men carried them. These m.e~ were dal~ed run.n~~s. ·~hey .ran from place to place 
with messag~s· :J?eo:pl,e wb.o l:i.ved ~n ap,oien~ days had good vlays of J:lending 
letters. ~wo co~nt~iee, Persia and Rome, used me~ on b.Qrses to carry the mail. 
. 
-
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Almost eve'ry girl and bQ.Y, haS··heard.. of· :Buffalo :Sill. He was the 
mo&t :t"amQU.f:l Pony E~ress rider. T~is. is. a good story abotl.t h:t.m•· :Buffalo :SUl 
wa~ aek~d. to ·c8;r-rt sO.me money ill, hi~ m~~.l bag.. He was to· t;a,ke th~ money to the 
ne~t tot-m, Peop-ie kne'W that h.a wou.id ha.Vt? the money t !Phe;t said t}+at ~o'bbe~s 
might atbp h:i.m•· :aut he was not· Rfraid; ~l:l.:l.s waf;l; his secret~ :a:e had put old. 
papers :!.n his bag~, He had, pu-b the mone~ i~ ap.othe;r be:g, ne hid that ba~ undar 
the sadd.le ~ He rode a long way~- Then some roobers d.id stop him,. They ~aiel. 
that ha must give them hi a bagf ;BJ,J.l. aated very upset. He talk;ed tQ them. 
They b~came angrY' and. said.. riGive us the mail bag;" :Sill tP,tew the bag at 
them, lt .fell tq the ground~ They re~ to get the bag. They did not care that 
13111 and his pony were ru~i.ng aw~~ They opened ~4e bag. Thepe we~e the old 
papers. How cross they were~ They ~coked up1 but Buf~al.o :Sili, his pony, and 
t~e mQll.ey were tar aws:y;.,. 
II! 
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Dld the postman eritlt t~1ng you a letter from another part of 
. :. l ' . 
the world? Think of a letter coming so many milesl Todayts ~tory is about 
a postAl tri~ all around the world. !t was not made by a letter. It was 
made by a dog. Eis name was Owney. Owney liked to stay around the p9st of!ice 
in Albany, New York~ The men there took eare of h,im, They fed him, ~hey let 
him sleep there. He took t~ip~ witA the mail bags. Sometimes he avon went to 
other ci tiee ~ Postmen all over the United StA.te~;~ heard about Owney. He went 
with the mail to other lAnds; He went to Mexico and to Canada. The men ~n the 
. ' 
Albany ~ost Office gave him a nice ooll8X• Everywhere he went people put me~e 
on. his collat~ l{e had so nv~ny me(,lals that thoy hl'ld to buy him fl. little hArness. 
'For many years, he trA.Veled around the country. ln 1~9Q, 0~1p.ey WE:Jnt to Ala~ka .. 
Then he 't>Jent to Japan. The empero:r of Japan gave h~m e. medal. He went to Ol:lina. 
They gave him a me.dal. Right around th~ world won~ Owney~ lie came back by boat 
to New York and then left for the Pacific Coast~ He hPd been Rround the world~ 
It took him 122 deys. Dwney' was· home again, He wore more than 200 med;;ds. 
27 
Rave you ever seen a helicopter? It i~ a kind of airplane, 
~ The p~opellers are on the top of the plane. It is a smal~ planep It doea 
s 
; 
not :n.eHd much room to lana.. !rh.e hel:i,copte:r eRn land,. on a f:)..at roof :i.n your 
to"u:· lt can ·~ave people "lho are trapped in a j\Wgle or P.igh on. a mountain~ 
It can go many places where a plane C?~not.go. In 1952 two helicoptGrs ma4e 
their f~rst tr:i,p ac;l'oss the .Atlantic Oo\3an. Now they can take long trips, too • · 
Maybe when you are big you will h.ave one Of these planes. lt so~ds ~ike a 
new :id.eP, doesn1t it? It is not :Q.ew, Eundr§'ds of ;rears ago A. mM tll.ought of 
such a p::)..a.ne. His name was Lt;3-0.,..nal.'~do Da, V:h:rc:i,. 1Vllen Leonardo wa.~ a little 
boY, he looked at th.e birds~ He said. "I would like to fly like the birds do. 
If I put ·On some big wings ~ will fly, too.n What did not work. When he grew 
llJ?, he made fine pictures. He was an ~.rtist 1 :Sut he d.id not forget about 
flying, He made a plane. !!;.'he plane would. not fly. 
. \ 
He tr~ed many times, but 
his plAnes did not work,, MA.ny yeA.rs later his ~dea helped men to m~e the 
helicopter. Someday wh~n you are flyipg iP your he~icopte~ th~~ of. Leon~dol 
III 
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~. · That story takes you to 
many lan!'ls• 3. America is very proud of its fine new liner, the United 
States. 4. Many peop~es aave hQlped to make our houses like they are today~ 
5. How different it is from the first boats! 6. Some people say tha.t the 
firs~ boat was only a log~ 7; ~hen, to make the log move, they made a 
sail. 8~ Flat~roofed houses started in Egypt. 9t ~ittle by little they 
made th~ boats better. 
had so little rain. ll~ In G~eece the~e was mo~e l"ain so they had slanted. 
root's. ~2~ They put on many oars to row the boats when the wind did not 
blow. 13~ The oount;ries in the north. ha.d heavy rfl.ins P.nd snows, ;1.4. The;y 
made very sl.?.n,ted, steep roofs~ ~5. Then they took Off the oars apd put on 
mo~e and more sails~ 16. The first boats that cP.me to America wer~ like 
tha.t t 17~ TrA.vel acr.oss the cio~;~ru,J. was hard and long. 18, That was ~P the 
rain and snow ~o~ld roll off~ 
our t'ine ship, the Un,i ted States~ i~ like t=t giant CP.stle sA.il:1.ng on the At;J,.antie. 
IV 
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~he first a~tomob!les mbvsa vert ~lbvir, Yb~ coUld ~~~e tell 
when one was coming. They caused great excitement. Smoke filled ~he air. 
They made great noise~ too. People ran out of their houses to see them. Some-
times they had to laugh. tt was a f~ny sight. The people in the automob~le 
wore special clothes for there was so muc4 smoke and oil. TheY wore long coats. 
The driver wore big goggles on hi~ eyes~ The· women wore big vei~s over their 
hats~ It must have been a very ~tranga si,ght. Some people did npt run out of 
their houses to look at the a~tomobiles, They rP.n into their hou.see, You see 
some peo:pl,e were afraid of them. They thought that they went too ;fast, Whey · 
were gQing very s1owl,y 1 bQ.t it seemed fast to them. They made· a law called the 
ffB.ed i'lag Law 11 • The "Red Ji'lag Law1t said that apyone driv~ng an autolllobile had 
to have a map. :r~ ah,ead of it~ The man would wave a rad f+ag or a lantarn. 
Wouldn't that be funny if your father had to do that today? 
IV 
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TBE STORY OF Ru:B:BER 
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Oars wouJ.d not run ve:r;y- well if they- did not have rubber tires. 
We use rubber for so many- things. At one time people did not kna\'t about rubber. 
When Christopher Oolumbus found Indians playing with -rubber balls, he was very-
surprised. He told every-one about the balls that bounced. In his country-, 
people had never seen rubber balls. We get rubber from trees. Those trees 
grow only- in very- hot lands. tihen y-ou make a hole in the tree, something 
sticky comes out. It looksllike milk. The Indians had rolled this 'milk' into 
balls. They- had fun bouncing their balls.. They- did not know how usefuJ. rubber 
was. For lllaXl7 y-ears, no one knew just how good rubber was. They- pl~ed with 
it and called it ~· One d~ a man, whose name was Mr. Priestly-, had a 
surprise. He had a big piece of this gum. He found that ~t rubbed out pencil 
marks. He cut the gum into many pileces. He gave it to his friends. They- liked 
it, too. It rubbed out marks so they- called it rUbber. That is how it got its 
name. They- tried to use rubber for other things. :But hot or cold air spoiled 
it. Hot air made it soft. Oold air made it stiff. One d~ a man had a very 
good idea. His name was Oharles Goodyear. He found a:cw~ to make rubber better. 
Now rubber is very- useful. 
-IV 
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A ;t\IDE RN JQt..JlMNt:BUS 
Do you have a school bus? ~~be you and your mot~er ride on 
the bus when you go shopping. Th.is is tha story of the first bus. ~he £hat 
bus held only aix :pep:ple. It was fo~ veo:ple who had no other way to get about 
town. But the :poor peQple did not get a chance to ride on it. ~he rich 
:peo:plG would not iet them, rou. eee they thought that it was fun so they rode 
all the time~ Thay did not need the bus for they had carriages. Soon they 
grew tired of nhe r~des. Then the :poor people did not want the bus either, 
They did not like the WF~'f they hHd been treated. No one rode on the bulj:l.. ~he 
man who had made it put it away~ It was forgotten. Later a man in France made 
a bus. lie cal,led it .a.p. omnibus~ That means for everyone1 ~eyone w)lo paid. 
his money could. ride, That was the 'ltta:y it ®.oulq, be. ~i~ bus he~d ~l>ou.t 
fifteen people. mveryone liked. the idea. After that they called every bus an 
omnibus 130 that everyone would ride on ·them. Later the name bacPme l~~ 
\~at would you think if the next time you got on a bus you found 
books for you to read.. Thl'l.t woulcl be etrange, wou~cln 1 t it? That is wha-t you 
would have f'oU+ld on an omnibue. This is why, After the people in Fl:'ance 
liked the omnibus, a. man in England mac\e one. Those people liked the idea., too. 
So another men made one, Then there were two ot them. Each man w&ntod the 
people to r:td.e on his bust One Plan :put newspapers and magadt~.ee on his bus~ 
The :peo:pla rode on his bus then. The other man hA-d to clo somethin~ lilte that, 
too. He put new books on his buG, It was hard to ~et books in those clays. 
Many people rode on t:P.e b\ls just to read, the new boolqa~ 
·-
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SPIOJ!lS 
Do you like mustard. pickles and things like thP-.t?· They haV'e a 
nice taste, havenlt they? They taste so good becA.use they have spices in 
them. Pepper is a spice. Did you know that pepper and some other spice~ 
helped Christopher Columbus to discowr America.1 That is 8.Ii interesting 
story. He was really trying to find a short cut to India. lndia was a 
country \<There there were many spices~ .All the big countries sent ships 
there to buy spices. Columbus lost his way. He did not get to India, but 
.. 
he fo-und a new land. Thf'.t lwd we now call America. Even the ancient people 
used ·spices~ I~ made their food taste better. Spices had another very 
important use. These people had no refrigeratol's.. They used spices to 
keep their food from spoiling. Spices were very important to them. They 
used them for money. People paid their taxes_with pepper. If you gave an 
ancient king a pound o:f pepper, he would be very happy. That was the best 
gift of all. Once a king CBptured the city of Rome, He would not give it 
up unless he was paid three tho~sand poun~~ of pepper. 
Many countries sent men in ships to look for spices. Not much 
tr@.vel. in ships had been done before. Now they ha4 to travel t.o find spices. 
Their ships sailed all ~o~d the world. Thef sailed on seas that they had 
never seen before. They met pirates and wild savages. MAny new lands were 
found. Countries became large and rich and e~l becf'.use of spices. No one 
knows the nA~e of the first pe~son who used spices. That is how very old 
the idea is. Today we still like spices! We use them in pickles, spiced 
frl+it-s, meats, ketchup, C?Jldy, and o~~es. We think, just as the a.ncient 
pe~ple did, that the.y make our food·taste better. 
;. 
;. 
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ANCIENT MUSIC 
33 
PeQple have alWSfS loved music. We cen tell that from their Old 
PerhaPs they learned musib from the birds. Perhaps they learned 
it from the wina in the trees. They sang songs about God. They played 
marches when that went t~ war. They sang their babies to sleep. The first 
music about which we read is that of the Chinese. They pl~ed good music two 
thousand years ago. One of their men wrote a book of songs~ Th~ had some 
strange instruments. They liked drums. One of their drums was as tall as a 
man. Another instrument wa.s called the llgreat king". The "great kingff was 
many stones hanging on strings~ To play the »great kingll, you had to h;tt the 
stones with a hammer. The Chinese emperor played a "great king" which was 
very pretty. YoQwould never think of playing a pumpkin, would you? The 
Chinese people did~ They scooped out the pumpkin~ Then they put bamboo 
reeds in it. The reeds were like pipes. Then they blew into the bamboo 
reeds. They liked instruments that would make noise so they had gongs, bells, 
and clappers. That sounds something like the rhythm band that you had when 
you were little, doesntt it? They.also liked to play flutes. 
ror many years people thought that the Egyptians did not have music. 
Now we kn~w that they did. On stone, th~y cut pictures of people playing 
instruments. You can see those stones today. One picture shows one of their 
gods ple~ing a lyre. A lyre was like a little harp. They have a story about 
that god. and his lyre. It says tha,t the god made his harp frol!l a turtle 
shell and some strings, The EgYPtians lik.ed fl~t~s and alapper~, t~o. ~hey 
even made trumpete. Of course, their trumpets were not as well made as 
ours are. 
; 
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This atory' is aboti.t something that you are in :tight now ..... your 
scho·ou n:i.d. you guess? Schools of _toctay. a.i'e so much li3.tger ana nicer 
than they u.ae'd. to be. . The first soaoc>ls in QUr countrV \rvere only one-rooln 
sahoo~s. Girls and boys in gra.de ;t'our·ware in the same room ~ith the first-
grad.ers •.. Each girl 'and. boy had a hornbook. H· t-/aa teailt a board.. A paper 
i~, 
was :paated on the board~ O:b. the ~~p~r were Ji. B Cs and numbers to learn •.. The 
ch~ld:ren w:rote on slatetf' tlhttel!l ioH~ like iLttie t1ik0kb~a.:~:a.s .• 
-'V 
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FI:EE--CLOOK; 
35 
King Alfred was a very important king of the ~and that ~s now 
~ngland. This story is about avery strange aloe~ which he made. It was 
called a fire-clock. This is what the clock was like, There were six· 
candles. Each candle was just as long as your ruler - just t"Jelve inches 
long. It took each candle just ·four houre to burn. The six candles took -
well, that is a ':problem for you to do. One candle took four hours to burn. 
Six candles took six times as long. Do you know how many hours that makes? 
Six fours make twenty .... four. So yo.u see King Al.fredl~ clock +a13ted one whole 
day. Do you know why? :Secau.$e there are twenty-foy.r hours iP. a day. ~hen 
he had to put in six new c~Adles •. Ris oloo~ wasntt.very good~when ~he wind 
blew so Xing Alfred made li~tle covers to put qver the candl~s. ~hen the 
wind could not get to the flam~~ The little povers were made of horn~ Re 
called the aase a lanthorn. That word is s-om thipg like l.a.ntern.• Ris candle~ 
with their covers did look like lanterns. 
. . 
People who lived on ~slands in the Pacific Ocean used fire ... oloc:lt;s, 
for many years. They mad~ ·.a. fire-olock. with a P:ig lea.t. !hey put ziute ~o.:nt; 
the center of the leaf. The nuts hi!d· oil in ·thel!l~ That made them burn W\311 .. 
They lighted the first nut. W4ep. one nu.t had burned the' p.e.xt 9tte would start .• 
That is how t~ey ·oounted the hours, · 
't( 
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bJ;atu,ME IN .ANCIENT. :QAXS 
The ~tbry of perfume is an otd story. The ancient people thought 
that per!ume w~s ~ery impottanti Th~ Gr~e~·pedple u~ed perfume as medicine~ 
They let sick people smell :l t~ ~liav th~i.tght th.at it would make th~m feel 
better .. 
In Egypt I on:!.y the very rich people ha.d per±\Une. The king who had 
the most perfume was thought to be the richest king9 When there was a 
party at the palace, much perfume was used, They· carried it in~rocessiona. 
A procession· is like a parade. One Egyptian king had twenty children carry 
perfume, in gold vases, in a procession. They also used perfume when a new 
king was crowned. ~hey blessed him with perfume. 
The Egyptians did not mix perfume and. soap a.e we do. They had no 
soap.· The Eomans made very nice soap. They put perfume in it. Some of 
thist eoa:p was found not long ago. It had been buried in the sand. It still 
smelled very nice. Do you think thPt our soap would still be so nice after 
two thousand years? The Romans had beauty shops, too, just as we do todalf. 
One of those shops WP.s found not long ago. (That ia where the soap was :found.) 
This beauty shop is two thousand yeel.rs old. In, it they found jars of cream~ 
The cream smelled very nice. Perfume had been mixed with it. It had 
lasted all those years. On the jars there \lias some writing. The writing 
told how to use th~ ~rep.m. It told how good the cream was, too. ~hat is 
what it sey-a on yoUJ;> mother's ja!' s of cream. Wouldn 1 t. those Ron1an women be 
surprised to see our fine shops? Tell this story to your mother. She will 
like it. Don't you think so? 
v 
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Perhaps you are wondering whether the boys and girls of ancient 
days liked to play. They had many toys. You can see some of those toy~ in 
a museum in England. ~here are many kinds of balls there. There are bright 
oolored balls made of clay. Balls covered with bright wools are there, too. 
There are lea. ther balls stuffed with papyrus. They look somethil'lg like OUl' 
baseballs. 
Girls and boys of today like toys that move. .Children of long ago 
did, too. In the museum, you will find animals made of clay~ They have 
strings to make them move. One animal has a string tied to his mouth. When 
the string ia pulled; his mouth opens. One·to~ is a baker making bread. 
When the string ia pulled, the little baker moves back and fqrth. lie rolls 
a lump of clay~ Later on, in the days of knightst little boys played with 
toy knights on wheels~ You can see one of these in the museum, too, He has 
lost one wheel. He is still very sm~xt looking in his bright armor. 
Someday you should visit this museum, There are many other toys there 
for you to see. ~here are rattles. Your oaby b~ot~er would lik~ those. 
There are masks. You would like those ~n Halloween. There are all kinds of 
kites,· too. 
v 
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In .A.brBham Lincoln 1 s time, ivory was u.seci :for many th.ings ~ Men 
wanted something bett'er.. They wanted. something that would not be so hard. 
to get. One cQlll:pany said that they would give a -pri2·e of $lo.ooo to the 
person who made something better. A ~an won the prize. He made something 
called cellulose.. It was jus·t what the people wanted~· You. could see thr6u.gh 
'it. People used. it for many things. Some of those things were balls, combs, 
trays, and toys. When automobiles were made, it was used :for windows. It 
was better than glass :for car windo\'HI because it would not break, :But soon 
' it became yellow and stiff, It Wa$ hard to see through it when it was old~ 
It had one great danger. It burned. very quickly~ It was so useful that 
something bette+- had to be made. 
In 190.9 Dr.,. Leo·~~d made something better, It was :plas'tie. lie 
called it bakelite •. You see :Lts name was something like his. Th,is bakelite 
was much better than cellulose. It could be made .. fnto many different shapes 
when it was hot~ When it cooled, it became very:nard. It stayed hard even 
w~n it was heated again~ Right awaf people thought of other w~s of using 
it and making it :)}et·ter~ 
Then the plastic race began., Now :plastioe e.re used :for almo13t 
everything. :P1eo~s of plas'bic are _put between two :pieoe~ of g;J.ass to make 
safety glass. 'The .stee.ring whee;J. of yoi.J.r :father! a car is plastic... So .is 
your toothbrush handle.. . Mother had many things in' her kitchen .mad.e Of ;P.las~·: 
spoons 1 cups_, and table-top~ She ·likes it 'becau.se it is so easy -to clean. 
Mayb.e her aprons are pl:aS"tic.. Perhaps . your raincoat is. to 0., ,.... and yoU+ pen . 
and pencil set~ ~e ai'l');>lane p1.J..ot neeQ.s :plastic :for ~lane wind,.ows.. Eve:ry-
r 
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one. evecyci~. is helped 'by htuch plasti·c now.. It has ·:even··been made in to a. 
.kind. :of thread. .Th.s;t is' ·what nylon i.s. 
Plastic is made of some very strange things. Different kinds of 
plastics are mad~ o'f different things. Pla.sti·o maker«i u:se milk, soybeans, 
wood, cotton, coffee beans, coal, air, oil, and water. l'iouldn1·t the arl'aient 
people have liked plastic? · It can be use~ for mgny 'things. 
.. 
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. .All girls and boys like candy •. Who first made ca.h.dyt That is 
somethi~ no one knows. Even the Egyptians made candy~ Their papyrus 
b9oks tell stories about candy. They made it with honey, nuts, and fruit. 
·~ometimes they made it in different shapes, 
The Greeks ~d Romans made cl'!ndy, too. They used honey, fruit , and 
flour, too~. Sometimes they put in cheese. The;y ate cat1dy at the end of 
their meals. 
Candy a.tor.es are not an old idea. CAndy used to be sol'd in drug-.. 
stores, only.. People ate it because they diCl. not like the tPst·e of the 
medicine they bought there. Then, for a while, caney was sold in llspice 
etores 11 •• So many people liked it thet caney factories had.. to· be' bu.ilt.· 
Candy· stores were opened. to sell just candy. 
!I'he ctmdy of olden da;rs in Europe was not as good· as our~ of today .. ~ 
It WPS not made in such pretty colors •.. !t. d.id not taste 'so good.,. eithert 
That was beca.use they did not use sugar and:· spices •. 1-Jhen people went tc;> 
other lands 1 they· learned to mBke better· c.and.y •.. The Crusaders brought back 
stories of spices in candy. These things made candy taste better, 
One candy liked by all girls and boys is the lollipop. No one knows 
whp made the first one. No o~e knows where it got i t·s funpy na.ll1e • · The. first 
lollipops wer.e on the end· of ·slate pencils... Next they w~r~ put on· licorice 
stick1:1, The~ the l,allipops were put on litt'l'e wooden stiek1:!• 
•. 
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Can you make a list o~ all the things you know that are made of 
I ·' glass.? That would take a lon~ time 1 woilldn 1 t it? We could not get along 
without glas~;~ tod~y.. Thousirlld.s of years ago the ancient Egfptiafis made 
things out of glasso We do not know how trie~ ri~st found out a~~ut making 
glass. Some of their glass has lasted for all these years~ The~ did·ftot 
I 
use it just as we do.. They thought that it was pretty. They made glass 
beads to wear, Sometimes they ~ade glass dishes, bottles, and vases. 
They did not need it for windows because their country was so warm. 
Many years latet people in tha north heE~rd about glass. They made 
glass window~ to keep the wind out. That is where we get the word window. 
Some people did not haye glas~:~.. They had to have their windows very high 
up. They did not get muCh light. Only very rich people had glass windows. 
They used to give it to each other as gifts. Those who had no glass had to 
use paper and skins to keep the wind Qut. -Ther had wooden shutters on their 
windows. ·If you go to Europe now, you will ·still see some of those wooden 
shutters on·the shop windows. What nice big glass windows our stores have 
todeyt 
Think of all the weys in ~ich we us~ glass. Airplanes and cars 
use much glass. We need it for lights, tool!· People who wear eyeglasses 
know how good glass can be. Why, wi thou,t glass there would be no ea.meras 1 
Doctors need glass in their mic.:ro~copes. to learn how to keep us well. I\fen 
need glass for telescopes to see far v.p in the sky. Almost every dey some-
one finds another use for glass. ~here are some kinds of glass that do 
special things~ too. SQme glasa will. not break. We call that safety glass. 
Some gl.as~ helps the sun to keep U.!J a·trong. What a wonderful. gift glass· 
has baenl 
• 
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nett~·· 
All little gi~is like aoll~. tittle girls of ancient days. did, too~ 
lllgyptian dells wbuld. look Ve;rt streilge to you. S()me o:f thetn were made of 
wood.~. ~he heads -were very well 'lna.de~ · ~ey even. had: hair. it was not muoh 
iike·the hair on dolls today. This ~show the hair was ~ada• The Egyptians 
took some mud. from the Nile River and rolled. it into little balls~ 1Jhe;y made 
h()l·es ·::11+ _the, _ball.s · o_f ~ud' ·~hen ,ihey,put -the :b.e;jl.ls .:t.n th·e··, e'\ln t.o d.~j- ·!\ext.: -~ey 
put the :balls on a. string~. IJh~..n the ha.it 'Waa .put~ on th.S doh, The bow wa..s. 
. ~ . .· . ..· 
sometlJn.es Wl.d~ .of wood~ llhe~ ware no ar~s_ an~ i~$t, 1he body {)f th~. d..oU_"fa.S 
like a. pie;ca of wood witlJ. :pi:otUJtes on it f ·~he~ ~tians had rag ~o--l~..t·' ~t 
~ey stuffed them "!itll< .P'JPjl'ry.s. --~yrus was the :plant that thet used. to m$te 
paper. 
The Greeks made bet'OO r doll'S than d.id the Ji}gy:ptia.ns. The hair 
was better made. The Greek dol~s had arms and legs. They were wired to 
the body. The d.olls wore :pretty dresses. 
You can see some of these ancieut dolls~· TheY are in a. museum in 
England. Some of the dolls there. are three thousand years old. There are 
not many doll clothes there. There are onlY two :pieces. One is a. tiny cap. 
I 
It is about one inch across. The ether is a band of red cloth around an 
Egyptian doll. ~he cloth was made by hand. M~be the doll had a red dress. 
F~om these dolls and from :pictures th~ ancient :people :painted, we know 
something about little girls of thousands of years ago. 
i'lhen Geot-ge Waehington was ·our }?resident. there wa.s another kind. 
~ of doll. They were not for little girls. They were for big :people. You 
see, :people wanted to know what the new clothes were like. Dolls were 
Aressed in the latest style. They were sent around the country. Sometimes 
they went ~crou the oce~. Th~!ie dolls were called fashion dolls. Maybe 
.t.l:e littJe girl$ :pley-ed. with thelll wh~ their Jil(>thsrs- had finished with them, 
i 
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W'A"TllR CLOCKS 
Ancient :people told time by the eun. Sometimes it rained and the 
sun did not shine. Then sun clocks wouid not work. They were of no us~ 
at night, either. The. Egyptians made water clocks. A water clock was a 
big jar 'VIith a little hole in it. The WA.ter slowly left the jP..r. When the 
jax was empty, an hour had· gone. Som~times they ~sed more than one jar. 
More jars told time for more hours. 
The Greeks and Romana le~.rned how to make water clocks. The Romans 
had one WF~.tE;lr clock for the whole town. They put it in the market place. 
They h,ad a man WA.tching ··the water clock botP, day and night. He blew a horn 
when one hour had pas sed.! Then a new man took his· place. He watcl:led the 
clock for an hour. 
Charlemagne, an important king, had a water clock, It was given to 
{lim by another king. The clock had twelve small doors. TP,ere wa.s one little 
door for each hour. .A d,ool;' opened eP.ch hour. When a door opened, little 
balls rolled out. One by one they fell on ~ drum. Oh~rlemagne could hear 
as well as see the time. 
'VI 
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TRAVEL OF TOMORROW 
In the ancient days, the Mediterrane?.n Sea was the center of what 
people thought was the world, New thoughte and ideas made new inventions. 
Those inventions helped man to trPvel. When he traveled, he learned how large 
the world was. Every nel\f invention changed man 1 s 'It-IffY of living. Even now 
one of these inventions is giving us a ne"'' way of living. That invention ia 
the plane. Air travel is getting better 8.11 the time. No longer will we 
ha'Ve to go across the t\'TO greC~.t oceAns to get to other countries. PlMes will 
take us over the northern part of our world. Just as the Mediterranean was 
the center of the ~ncient world. so will the Arcttc Ocean be the cen~er of our 
world. i'le will travel ACross the Arctic Ocer-tn to get to other countries 
quickly. ive will be able to get to ·any spot in the wo:ttld in just two d.eys. 
Plane travel will change everything for us, There will be new ways of living. 
Two new ways o£ living will be: (1) Everyone C8n live in the oount:tty if he 
wishes to do so. (2) People can take vacations in strPnge far-away lands, 
instead of just going to the beach. 
Planes already have many uses. They are U.sed for spraying crops, 
taking pictures from the air, sightseeing, and delivering mail. Soon people 
will take taxi planes to work instead of riding in cars or busses.· 
Such uses of plenes give new work to people. P~lQt~,. mechanics, and 
office workers are needed. Pilots are needed to drive the planes, mechanics 
• 
to keep them in repair, and office workers to plan all this are needed in the 
plane travel offices. 
So, you see, civilization is growing in your·time. too. Just since 
you started reading this book of stories, many inventions have bean made. 
Those inventions wi~l make life better for you. When yo~ grq~ n~ try to think 
of a better WR¥ of doing something-eo that you, toot c1Ul help civilization 
to gl'OW~t 
... 
EXIDROISE :BOOK 
Name ------------------~------~~-------------
School ----------~~------~-------------------
1 
Lesson l 
ithich of these tit~es do yo~ thtPk best fits this story? 
Check ( yl ) the title that you tni~ is b~s~. 
~. ~With Sto~e~ 
0, The Ear;l.y G~eeks 
D, A;t.most Discovering Eleotrioity 
Lesson 2 
t'lb.ich of these auestions does th:le para.gra:pP, 'b~st an.$we;r? 
Cb.E!ck; \I ) the auestion that ;vou thipk is best, 
vfAat time do you get u:p? 
l3~ '~'!hen was the gunpo\<rder ala.;rm olook made? 
c. now d~d the gunpowder alarm c1ock wo~k.7 
Lesson 3 
.,..._,...._~ 
ln Lesson l ani Les~on 2 you have been choosing what is called the 
maiA thought. The m.oin thqug;ht was in a t:i. tle ~n Lesson l and in a quest;i.on in 
Lesson 2. Here in Lesson 3, the main thought is ~n what ~s called a summary_ 
sentence,_ 
1ihich qf these sentences is the best summaTl sentence fQr the ~tory in 
Lesson 3? Remember we W8~t tbe thought about which most of the sentences are 
Wl'i tten. Check ( v) th.e sentence that yo\l,. think is best .• 
A.. Carts, coaches, bicyoJ.,es.~c;l trains all trave:It. on wheels. 
. I 
~~ It waq har~ fol' the ancient :p~ople to ~ave great 1oa~s. 
o~ The first wheel was ~ade fl'O~ a log. 
2 
Lesson 4 
One o£ t:P.e set\tences $.ri. this paragrilplt does not keep to the 
topic.. Oan you fi.nd that· ~·en.tencei Uniterl,:i,:ae the ~JO;rds of that sentence~ 
Lesson 5 
the pa.l,'a.~aph ,.. o:r story ,.. in ~eason 5 113 e.bout ~ \'le call that the topic 
sentence. Underline t h.a words Qf tb.at sentenc;e. 
Lesson 6 
:8la.rliett in QUr lesson-s we learned that a tonic should be the 
~ main thc~ht about which most· of th~ ·sentences of a paragr8ph are written. 
Here ~e 5 paragrap~s an~ 5 topics. ~he topics are not in the right order· 
1~ Monuments Fo~ ~ook~ 
2, Reasons ~or Strange Writ~ng 
4~ 1-.fe~sage Stickf3 
5. Chinese P~_otu..;t'e Writing 
ll.efld each 1:1. t·tle pa:Dagraph ap.d then J,ook at the J,i st of topics 
and choose the best .. t.o;pic iol' th,a.t pru:'ag:raph. . . P.ead tb.e first paragrapil, 
Which topic ;f;i,t,·s that paragraphl ·Here is some ·help with t4:t.s one. '.Che 
- oorreet to;pic is Number 3~ Write the :x+umber i3 for tlle first numb~;~r in· 
your answer calUliln, ~ow read the flecon.d,. pareg:ra.ph. '\Vhich topia best £its 
Put the number of that topic under number 3 in the &l~wer 
.....--...-.-
;; 
;; 
... <1;1 
3 
column. Now read the other little paragraphs and after you have chosen the 
best topic for them, put the numoers.in the answer eolumn. 
Answer Column 
3 
Lesson 7 
This exercise is something like the last. one .. 't)utinsteall'1.hf!::hs.tching 
paragraphs and titles you are going to match paragraphs and questions. 
There are four paragraJ?hs in the s to:ey ~ Here are four guc.stions. (Each 
' 
of these questions in answered by one of the four paragraphs in the story.) 
1. How did the letter E grow? 
2~ iVhy a.re ow letters call~d alphabet? 
3. What kind of writing did the Phoenicians use? 
4. How did our first letter of the alphabet come to be? 
Make an answer list, just as you did in Lesson 6. ReAd the first 
paragraph~ From th~ list of questions, choose one that is answered by that 
first paragraph. Put tb.e number of that qo.estion at the head of your answer 
list. Now dQ the same for the other paragraphs. 
Answer List 
Lesson 8 
We ~re still matching paragraphs with main thougQ.ts• :But instead 
of the~ thoughts being in titles or questions they are, for this story, 
to be in what are called summary sentences. In one o£ the earlier lessons 
you chose the best summary sentence for a paragraph. Remember, the summary 
sentence is a. sentence that gives you the idea of the whole p~agraph~ Read 
the first paragraph and then, fl!'om th~ list of summ8:!74 sentenc§!s, choose t;b.e 
o:oo that best fits that p~a.grapP,. Put the number o£ that summary sentence 
. . . h . . . 
at ~he he~.d. of your answer U,st. Put the number of the summary sentence that 
best fits the second paragraph next in your answer list. In thi.s w~ match 
th<? ~~maJ"y: sentences, to the paragraphs. ~t the numbers ;.n the correat order 
to go with the plU'agra.pll,s o 
1. People tried tQ make cart$ and wagons move with sails. 
2. l'ravel today is much better th~ it was years ago. 
4. People called ~arbarians spolled the roads Qf Ro~e. 
5. M!il.n has t+sed ateA.lll for many purposes. 
Answer List 
5 
Lesson 9 
In Lesson 5 we learned that there is u.aually, in each paragraph; 
a sentence tha'\1 gives you a gent?ral, id,ea of what that paragraph ie about~ 
That sentence is ca.ll.ed a topic sentence, 
Here are 8 paragraph!'l and 8 topic sentences, Read ea.ch paragraph 
oa.re~ully and decide whio~ sentence,, ~n e.~ch paragraph, is the topic sentenpe. 
Draw a lir.$ Under the tonic sentence· in each pEWagrap}+. 
Lesson 10 
. . ' 
This is what we called a jumbled pafagraph. It should really be 
two parBgraphs because it i~ about t\110 main though~,s. One of those main 
thoughts is TOWNS A111-p VILLAGE.S',. The ot:Q.er maJn tho~ht is FIRE. ]lach 
sentence is num'bere~, ae~d the sentences caPefully, Put the numbers of 
the sentences about TOWNS AND VILLAGES under that head~ng, Fut the number 
. " .... ... . . ' 
of the sentences about !IRE under that heading. 
TOWNS AND VIY,AGES FIRE 
-.. -.-
Lesson 11 
Here is the list of words taken ftom your Story Book. Each word 
has a mrtner. The words all have a ~umber. ThEl ~a.rtners a~l have a lette:r. 
Beside eAoh number put the letter of the correct partner~ 
Here is some help. Wo:rd nqmber 1 (dog) is an animal. (Partner E), 
Therefore beside number 1 put E like this l~E, 
WOliDS 
1, dog 
2. Japan 
3, Boston 
4. jet 
5. pickles 
6. lollipops 
7. California 
8. flute 
9. ocean liner 
10. electricity 
.A.n,wers 
l.,.. E 
2 ..... 
3-
4-..... 
5..-. 
6 .,.. 
7-
8 ,... 
9 .,.. 
10 1""' 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D~ 
E, 
F. 
G. 
R, 
! ... 
J. 
.P.A.RTNERS 
city 
:food. 
stat\3 
~hip 
animal 
musical instrument 
plane 
candy 
light 
country 
A 
0 
D 
Iiesson 12 
Put these words in their cQ~rect groups. 
Rorsea, dogs, Ronies are al~ animals so.underline the word animals. 
Now do the same for ~. Q, ~. 
horse!l ) clocks 
dogs ) e-re all kind. of travel 
pQnies ) playthings 
animals 
alarm ) clocks 
watch ) are all kinds of travel 
electric ) p;Laythings 
animals 
doll$ ) clocks 
skates ) are all k:\.nd of travel 
balls . ) playthings 
anima::J.s 
l;>oats ) ploclq~ 
-planes ) · are all kinds of trave 1 
trains ) playthings 
animals 
.... 
! 
8 
Lesson 13 
This is a story about the :papyrus plant of Egtpt~ Some of the 
sentences tell you important facts about the plant. Those sentences ~e 
. . 
the major thoughts. Some sentences help to explain the important facts 
to you* Those sentences are the minor thought~. Read the paragraph care ... 
ful~y. Then go baok and read each sentence again. l£ a sent~nce gives 
you a major thought, put. 2 checks ( V V ) atte~ it. 
you a. minor ,thought place l cheok ( V ) after it. 
Lesson 14 
If a sentence tells 
You have all seen headlittes in the n~Wlspape:rt. They give you. an 
idea of what a story is about. Rere is a good story but it :needs a headli~. 
W).ich o! these haa.d.lin~!l li ~ted below do you think g~ves the m~in t)?.ought of 
the story? Ch~ ck ( / ) the hli! a.dl ine t:)la. t . you tlrl,.nk is best. Be sure that 
you read the story carefully first. 
Ponies Faat Runners 
Speedy Mail Tod~ 
Pony Expre~s Delivers Mail 
Abraham Lincoln PFesident 
-------· -·--· .. -- -- ----
9 
L.es_son '15 
I 
Let 1 s pretend that you want to tell this story to the class. 
Read the story carefully. Then check ( \1 ) the ideas in the list below 
that you would want to rememb~r to tell your classmates about how the 
Chinese came to have rickshas. 
1. The ricksha is a two-wheeled cart. 
2. China is a very old country. 
3. An American man thought of the idea. 
4. The ricksha is drawn by a man or boy. 
5. The doctor wanted the sick lady to get out every ~e~. 
6. A man from France co~iea the idea, 
7. The Frenchmen sold rickshas in China. 
8. Chinese today also have automobiles. 
9, Chinese people eat much rice. 
Lesson 16 
What a jt:)1Ilp1ed list you were given in the story iri Lesson 16. 
Can you put that list in A J3 0 Q!'df?r? 
.. 
10 
Lesson 17 
The following s·entences tell you some of the kinds of clocks 
that you would find in a cloCk store. The words in the sentences have 
become very :mixed u.p. Can you pt;Lt·them in the right order? If you can, 
you will have the names of five clocks that can be found in a clock store~ 
l. have chimes· ~ome clock-s 
2. w:lJ,l wake al~rm UtP you an cloCk 
3. · watches Swit~erland very come fine from 
4. keep el~ctric. time goQd clopks 
. 5. are waterproof some· watches 
~ 
'·· 
-,; 
~-----'-··-----
~Lesson 18 
. : 
There ere 1 steps to £o'iiow in mald.tig -:Pa1iy:i.-us. They are all 
listed below but they ate not in the righ~ otde~; . N~ber the steps 
. / 
correctly. Find the :first th:i.ng that yod t>lo'lild do i Put._L.beside it,. 
Find the second thing that you would do. Put g beside that, Do the 
ll 
same :far all 7 step~. N~bet your list so carefully that someone could 
make papyrus by :follow~ng your steps, 
L~ strips on ~round~ 
Cut papy~us stem into long strips .. 
LaY more strips crosswise~ 
Rub with shell until smooth~ 
PoW1d papytus b,~d, ~ 
Soak strips with water until sticky r ---
-------------------------
-. 
~~-­·~ 
Lesson 19 
This story is about two things. It tells you about stagecoach 
riding and about a trip taken by George Washington in his >lhite Coach. 
12 
Below are listed some of the ~houghts givGn in the story about Stagec~ 
Riding and about the White Coach T:ri'P· Each of the thoughts listed has a 
number. Place the numbers of the thoughts told.you about Stagecoach Riding 
· under that heading. Then place t~ numbers of the thoughts about the i'l.h1. te 
Coach Trip under that heading. 
1. Rode his white horse 
2. Now York to Boston in four days 
3, Coach called ifui te Coach 
4. Br ~lane in few hours 
5. Once a week in summer -~~
6. Was very pretty 
7. Horse mo~e comfortable 
Stagecoach, Riding ifui te Coach Trip 
I. 
·' 
l3 
LesS~on .20 
; ' 
parts of stories from a newspaper. Let's call them oliREingsf They are 
numbered 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10." Herg are, alsot th~ names of some sections 
of th~ paperi J;..et 1 s call those heA.d:i.ngs. Read eA.ch clip:=)ing carefully. 
Decide in which section it belongs. Put the number of ths clipp~ng under the 
correct heading. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
7. 
a. 
10·. 
EE.AD!NGS 
?port~ WGmenls Page Front Page Comics ~ I . 
v 
CL;rpJ?ING-S 
For Rent t Five room qottage at· East :Beach. '\'lill rent :for season. 
-.. - .,..----... 
I!ugs :Bl).nny laughed Rnd said, nTry to .e..atch me! 11 Grabbing his big 
oerrot he was off, 
Paris women are all wearing the newest hat. It is a t~ny c~ of black 
:velvet, 
Donald. stamped his foot. ~oor DonaJ,.d Duqk had been caught again. 
1'h,~ Jamestown ba.sk;etball· te!'Ull won l,.a.~;~t night' r;~ ga.rp.e, They are in line 
for thit:? .year I s cup. . 
Our state's governor left by plane- this mo:rp.ing for Washington, D. 0~ 
The governors Pre having a meeting there. 
Lost; ~n west..,-bo\IDd. bus~ Gold watch. Reward. 
The build~ng of the new city hall Was started tod~~ Many people were 
present to see the work begun~ 
Crowds are heading to ~Tew Yo.r~ :for the. J..rm;v-Navy football. game. :Both 
teams ere at their best~ 
>.)~t·a-"bo- salad s~oulP. be at every qutdoor roast. T4ere i.s a new way 
ot mald~ i~. · 
14 
Lesson 21 
Mail In Persia is not a very good h3ading for this story, is it? 
!t would be better to have one about Which most of the sentences are written. 
From this list of to~ics choose a better one. Check ( \/ ) your answer. 
Messages by ivire 
Runners With MessRges 
Deliv,er±ng Mess¥e.s' 
Men Called Runners 
Lesson 22 
Today you are going to have a chance to Wl:'i te a headline just as 
the newspapermen do! It will be fun becaus~ you have a very exciting story. 
Just think about whom the story is and what big thing he did and you will 
• have a headline, :Jlemember it is not a sentence that we want. Think about 
the headline yo~ ohose for the Pony Express story that you had. lt was Pony 
Exuress Delivers Mail. That is the kind of beading we want tod~, 
A. Write your headline on the line below 
B~ Now will you do something else? Will you fill out that 
headline now and nta.k:a it a sentence? Both your headline and sentence will 
have the same main 'thought . 
Write your sentence on the line below. 
.. 
Lesson 23 
Today we are going to play newspaper again. This ti~e you have 
a dog story. Do you l~ke dogs? 
Il.ememberwh;:a,t we ~aid yesterday about P.eadlines~ lifow write a 
headline for' the story. Write your headline on the line below. 
A. 
15 
:s. Now :fill out that hea.~ a.n.C\:make 5.t into a sentence. ivrite 
the sentence on the line below • 
Lesson 24 
R~ad this ~aragra.ph very carefully. Then wr,ite a question which the 
whole paragraph answera, :Be sure not to write a q_uestion that c® be 
----, 
answered by only~ or .:l:iWJ sentences. It must be one wnich the whole 
par.agr~ answers. 
• 
Lesson 25 
Do you. remember the jumbled naragraph ~hfl:t we ha.d one day·? 
Here is another one·. l'oday ! am not going to· tell you ~he two ·topics 
abo~t whic~ these sen~en~eij are~n1 1ou are to think what ·those 
two topics ar,e •. h it Gama s and Oand:v: or Money: and Clocks? (I 111 ~ell 
you a secret. :rt is nop.e of those). Read, the parf!gi'a.ph carefuJ,.ly IU).d 
decj,de o·n. ~he ."t!wo. topics~ W~:ite the tonics below. Theil :put the co;r;rect 
numbers ~der each topia. 
Lesson 26 
Thia paragrep~ is about the first automobiles. We say that is the 
maiA tonic~ - "The Ji'irst Automobil~s 11 •. 11' you were tell:ing thh sto;ey to some ... 
one you would want to ramembe;r certPin things, W~ll you list below the things 
that you. want tQ relJlember. Part of ea.oh thought has beep. put in yo he;l.p you. 
.A. 
B. 
C~ 
D .. 
lD •.. 
:{r ~. 
Gf 
n.· 
The First Automobiles· 
Moved ~~---~-­
Caused --~...,.....--.....­
:ii'i.lled ·air with -,......-~-....... 
Made· __ ___,...,.....__....,..,.. ___ _ 
Made peopler·------~-------
Made some Jileopl,.e -.....--......,.....----__,.._,.....,.... 
Wore spec~S.l .......,-~-------.,......---Had to carry .red ___ or _.....,...._,_,._,.,__ __ _ 
• 
Leuon 2'1 
ln our last story you wrote the subtopics for a story. Tod~ 
you are going t~ do that again. Our main ~ tod~ is IHJ:~~e Story of 
Rubber.u There are some questions below to ne~p you think of the sub-
topics~ Write th~ answers on tne lines beside the questions. 
The Sto:r:v; o:t; .Rubb~r 
A. ~lho· first bounced rubber balls? 
~~ Who too~ rubber to Europet 
c.. \Vho used the gum to rub out penail ma.r~s? 
D. Wl+o made rubber SEl tb,a..t it would be very us~ful? 
Lesson 28 
17 
Now you are going to 'Write some subtopics withotl.t any he:!.p 1 Xt wi.ll 
be ver,r easy. Just write 3 things t~at you might have found on an omnibus. 
:,a. 
C, 
Lesson 29 
Here are two paragraphs.. Each paragraph has a main topiq. !!!hose 
main tovice are (1) An9ient peop~e ll,.ked spj,.ces. and (2) Men looking for 
spices met many dang~rs. You are to write the subtopics for those two 
~-., paragraphs. These are s'Ome hints to help your You are t9 fi:\.1 in the 
missj;ng words,.. You. will be helping to make what is cal~ed an idea line. 
... 
. 
-
(· 
18 
Lesson gg ~ qontta. 
I. .Ancient people liked sp,.oes • XI . Men loo~ for spiGeS 
met na ny danger a • 
A.. Used for A, attacked. t-he j 
ships 
:s. Made taete bett ~r :B~ Met tllilct 
strange lands 
0, Kept from 
spoi4,ing 
Lesson .30 
This $tO:t'y tells ·you about musical instruments· made by two 
groupa of people - th-e Ob.inese and the Egyptians. So- those -wlll l;>e yo~ 
two main topics~ Und.er ~~ch of these topics in your idea line list the 
inst~uments pl~ed by those people. 
Chinese Instruments Egyptian. Instrumenk,@ 
'i~ 
f 
f 
_.,i 
• 
; 
Lesson 31 
Do you like to 1make b~1ieve'? 1Make be1ieve 1 that you are in one 
of those old schools. The teacher has asked you to do s::eme work on your. 
slate • Can you do it? 
7 apples -{f 4 plums+ 3 oranges 
-
14 ? 
6 clogs+ 9 cats+ 4 bears 1::'- 19 r 
3 robins+ 7 sparrows+ 6 eagles 
-
16 ~ 
4 tunat" 9 s~lmon 4- 3 maokeral -::::: ],6 ? 
; 3 beans -1-' 8 tomatoes + 1 onion = l2 ? 
Lesson 32 
This whole story is about fir e.-clocks. '2here al:'e tv.'O kind.s of fire-
clocks in this story. :Below are some idens about them. Over e;;-ch group of 
id.eas put the person or persons who had. that kind. of a fire-clock, 
. Six Ca.nd.le s 
J2 inches long 
4 hours to burn 
Lasted one day 
Blown out by wind. 
Lanthorn;:;.lantern 
Eig leaf 
Nuts along center 
Oil in nuts 
Eurnecl. well 
Lighted first nut 
All nuts burned 
20 
Lesson 33 
This story- tells you. how some of the ancient people used 
perfume. T.hose pp.rpose-s are· ~hte\i bel,ow.. Ove;t> each g~eup put · 
the name of the people who used p~rfume for those purposes• 
• . 
---.! 
• , .. . ' 
" '' 
. "' .. 
To be tho'lght ric.h Soap Med,.i~ine 
Parties Orea.Jli 
.. 
Processions 
To OrOwP. ld,.ng 
' 
. 
'. 
r 
·Lesson 34 
In t~h story you read,. abou..t· maw dif:fe:nmt kinds o:f tt;>ys. Sow.e of 
them are alike in some way. Those that are ~ike are listed together, See 
if you can f.~nd how they are al1.ke. Tht:~.t t-Ji;Ll 'be itthe headi_ng for that group. 
Ov~r each gi'oup write the co;rreot heeding't 
t ~ 
' '.' 
bl:'ight colored clay cl,ay an:\.mals 
bJ;'ight covered wools knights on ho:rses 
leather. (papyrus stuffed) clay baker on boal:'d 
'' . 
" 
'. 
.. 
.. 
21 
Lesson 35 
This story talls you about differ~nt kinds of plastic, Below are 
l~sted ideas about those kinds. Over each group put the name o£ the plastic 
that the group is about. 
A. Cquld. see through A,. Could be made into many sha] es 
:s. Light :s. Light 
c. Many uses c. Many u.ses 
D. Became yellow D. Became very hard. 
D. Burned q_uick;Ly E. Stayed hard 
.. 
,, 
... 
.. I '\) ,¥' 
Lesson 56 
22 
4& ,, 
... 
Here is an idea line for the story Cgndy. ln same places the main topics have been left out. 
In other places, it is the subtopics tr.at ~~ve not been put in th3 idea line. You are to 
fill iii whatever is missing so that the ide" line will be complete-
G.A.li!DY 
I ~ I . !II 1Y ! Selling Gandy' Poor Ganqy ofALong go 
A. Told about in A. .Made of honey A. A. ~Tot pretty A.. On slate 
papyrus books fruits, flou colors pencils 
and cheese 
. 
IE-- Made with hone~ 7 B~ Ate at end o£ B. B. No sugar E. On licorice 
nuts, and f!"u~t l j meal sticks 
• 
i I 
l j c. Made in different I c. c. !To spices G. On wooden I I shapes I I 
sticks y--=· I I I 
I ' i i 
I I I ! I i L ·-· .. ·-j' . ·- ..... 
" -
' 
~ 
fl 
~ 
! 
I 
"' 
' 
.. , 
IC\ tU ii ~ ~. 
"' 
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Lesson 3? 
Here is an idea line for the story, Glass. In some places the main topic has been 
left out.. In other places. it is the subtoJ?ics that have not been put in the idea line. 
You are to fill in whatever is missing so that the idea line will be complete. 
GLASS 
I. Egyptian Uses of Glass Il:. III. Uses of Glass Today 
-
A. .A. •. Paper .A.. 
B. 
B .. I B.. Skins c. 
D~ 
o. I o .. · i'looden shutters I E. l F. 
D. I D. Glass I G .. r E. .I 
---- •· .. ··- ··-+-···- ' I. ~ 
u 
·-. ~ \ . "") 
' 
<4il ... tfl .. ) 
24 
Lesson 38 
Here is an idea line fer the stQry, Dolls. In some places the main topic has been 
left out~ In other pla-ces 'litis the subtopics that· have not been put in the idea line. You 
are to fill i.n WhRtever is missing so that the idea li:Q,e will be' cd~lete~ ·: '. 
:DOLLS 
i 
r-=- II. III. IV. Greek Doll Things in -
-
Museum 
~ Mud balla ~or hair A •. . .A. .A.. For big · 
people 
~ Woo·d bodies J3. 'J3~ J3. Dressed in 
~. Painted with pictures c .. latest sty].§ 
t: Rag do~ls I Stuffed with papyrus I l I l 
'T 
~ 
' • ·~· .) 41 0\ ~I CAl 
!5 
Lesson 39 
Here is an idea line :for the story, iva.ter Clocks. You are to complete the idea line 
by :filling in the main topics. 
WATER ctOCKS 
;~ _!. ~··_II_. 
1
i_II_I_. ,l: 
II . I ·14~ ---------------------------4---------------------------~~---------- I 
. I ' 
1 A. Gift ¢f king II I · 11 
·ll~ Water slowly left ja!' I ll... Kept in market place ! :B. liad 12 small doors !j 
Sometimes used. more tha.P. 0 ... ·. Watched by man j C. Door opened each hour I 
A. :Sig jar With hole A. One for to-wn 
c. 
one jar I 1
1 
j 
D. Horn blown D.. :Sall-s :fell on drum ~~ 
I I 
,~- " -----..·:~··"";" 
f1 (, 
u:) II• <1:' .,. t 
Lesson 40 
c 
«) •• (~) 
Hera is an llig line for the story, Travel of Tomorrow, In some places the 
main t.opic has been left out. In other :Places, it is the subtopics that ha<re not been 
put in the iQea line. You are to fill in whatever is missing s6 that the idea iine will 
be completer... 
.26 
I, li. III. New Work Because 6f Planes 
A. Live in: cotl.D.try I A. Spraying crops I .A.. 
B. Vacation in strange lands I B. ~a:rl planes for work I B. 
04 Sightseeing c. 
:0. Taking pictures 
E. D~li vering mail 
.. , 
J 
-
"".·· 
ExerciSe· ·Directions 
At the beginning of each l.esson sqt 
BRead the story in Lesson .. ··· · ·· in y-ou Sto:ri :Book. 
Mter you haTe read the story, read. Lesson · in 
'* 70'W:' Exercise :Book and follow the directions. n -
Correcting the J;erciseS 
Directions for correcting each exercise are given on 
the following Pa&es. 
]. 
Lejseri.!, 
Btonea Fl.Oat. J;A ;Water t M JWfA. Stone§, . ana. 5 l!la;£li Gre~kS. are all 
good. titles for parts of this story 'but the title that best fits the story as a 
1J whole is title D- .AJ.nipd Jiseotetilig Jilleetrieik• !!!he title should. al.WS¥s 
be the thought about which most of the sentences are written .. 
Ju.at as the best .title for Lesson 1 was the one abou.t which most of 
the sentences were written, so it is with tociqfs question. Although the 
0time y-ou get u.pn and "when the gunpowder alarm clock was maa.en were both 
~ntioned. in the story-, q~stions about those two things are not answerea. by' 
the sto17 as a whole. ~stion e ..., jgJL .,W ,A!. o;:powdE¢ ;J,.a;m .el.Gek ~ 
is the best, because it is the question best answered by- the whole paragraph. .. 
l!esson·3 
!I!he wholeidea of this story- is about making the first wheel from a log, 
so that is wlq' O, ~ .f.ird .whi!e.l JtA§. ~ .f.M.!!: l,U, she'tll.d haTe been the 
sasver that you cheeked. 
LeSson l 
It is ea.q to see that all but one of these sentences are about biqxcles -
olt\ and ne'W':. !I!he one sen.tenee that should net be in the sto17 is the one about 
steam boats. It should. not be there because it does not keep to the topic bic:vcles. 
You should have underlined the words of the sentence - Steam boats were used before 
trains. 
Very often in paragraphs we find a sentence that gives us an idea of 
what the whole paragraph is abouta That sentence is celled a topiC Ji$ten¢e• 
If you glance through this little sto17 again, yGu will find that it is ell 
about a two-wheeled cart called a sul.lcy". !eha.t is ~ the following sentence 
shouJ.d have been the one yeu. underlined: 
One kind of two-wheeled ea:rt that held only the driver 
was cal.l.ed a. ~· 
!his is the w~ your answer list should be. 
Ap.mr oo1m 
3 
4 
2 
1 
5 
(the teacher m~ write these D.'Ulbers on the board so that the ~ils 
can see the correct sequence.) 
Yov a:aswer list shoul.d be li\» thist 
Mrillt~ 
3 
4 
l 
2 
];;eSSOP. §. 
Your answers should be arranged in this order: 
2 
4 
l 
5 
3 
3 
Lesson·g 
These e:re the topic sentences for the 8 paragraphs. As I read them 
cheek to see whether 7011 underlined the correct sentences. 
1.. !!he story of how woris came to be is very interesting. 
a. Ma.uT ancient people wrote on the leaves of trees. 
3. !we words that they gave us ·are paper and volume. 
4. !he E.emans used the bark of a tree to .make paper • 
s. ln. En&land the bark they ued for :paper was boc. 
6. Some people who lived long ago made books of wood or stone. 
'1. 0n.e Chinese ma.n .made some very good. paper out of bark of a 
tree, old cloth, and fiSh nets. 
8.. When thq came back from one of these trips the7 bro~t us 
a won.d.erful. gift. 
LeSaon 'l!ll 
!he sentences about !own and VUl:ages are 1~2,4,7,9,12,13, a:nd 15. 
!he sentences about Fire are 3,5,6,8,10,11·,14, and 16. 
NOWJ!l ~ mcm:m:a.: Separate sheets have been provided (one for each pu;Jllil) 
giving the proper arrangement of the two para&raphs. !his lesson will be more 
- ' 
.meaningful if the Child sees the two paragraphs in their correct ar.raggement. 
!hese additional sheets should be passed out when the pu;pil is re~ to correct 
his exercise"' 
Would 7011 like to know wq people :first started little towns'l It was 
because they wanted to be near to help each other. People foun.d tha.t they coul.d 
de things for one another. l:telp .makes thiJlgs easier. One could make good tools 
4 
y One wa.s a geod hunter. 0n.e made good houses. lllv'eryone did the things that he could 
do best .. 
• 
5 
Fire was a. wonderful discovery.. Perhaps the first .fire wa.s st&l."ted_ 
by lightll.ing. Perhaps 1 t wa.s started by the hot SUD.· When a. fire started. 
men earried torches of it to their homes.. It was their friend because it cooked. 
their food and kept them warm. Often they- were sa.cl because the rain put their 
fires out~ Men soon lee.rned to Jnake fire for themselves. It took liWlY years 
before our good. little mateh of todq emne to be .. 
Lesscm ll 
The aaswer list should be written. on. the board • 
!he exe~ise will be more meaningful 1£. 
.Answet i!U. 
1-E 
2~J 
3=A 
4~G 
5":":8 
6""' R 
';., 0 
8=F 
9~D 
in. addition to wr1 ting the ansWer list on the board, 
.. 10 .... I 
the teacher will sql 
1 = E (A~ is aa @p1mpl.) 
2 - J (Ja:pg is a. cOuntti·) 
3 = A (:Stst.AA is a Citt.) 
etc .. 
l!esson 12 
'!he words in gro~ A are all ~j .. 
!Phe words in gro1q> :a are all cleek;s. 
The words in.. gro1q> 0 are all jjla;ytliingS • 
The words in gro~ D are a11 .ldJiclS SL tram. 
Lesson. 13 
!he major thoughts in this paragraph are: 
1. ~t the papyrus plant grew near the Nile Biver 
2. !hat it was used :tor maJl1" things 
3.. That it was very tall 
4.. ~t 1 t was veey prettT 
-' 
You should have placed a double ®.eck mat"k ( \1'-0 beside the sentences 
that told7ou those things. 
mhe sentence ,:.a "It was as tall as ·7our father" .:.. tells just lMU( ~ 
it was so is a minor thought .. 
!Ehe other sentences are· al.l about the H.U S:. pa:pttuj. !Ehe7 are 
minor thoughts. 
!Ehe papyrus plant grel.ot near the NUe liiver .. ~he Egyptians used it 
:tor m~ things. It was a. Ve'r7 tall plant .. It wa.s as tall as 70ur :ta.ther .. 
nice. 
spoons. 
!he top of 1 t was used to make the temple loek 
boom the root the7 made oookimg dishes and 
Semetimes the7 used the root :tor the :tire, too. ~hey used the stem 
for maicy" things ... 'boats, sails for the beats. mats for the houses, cloth, rope, 
and paper. You will hear about that paper in another sto1'7 .. Sometimes they 
used the inside of the stem for food .. 
Lesson 14 
A headline should dD the same a.s a title.. It sheuld. give the thought 
about which most of the !'lentences are written. The facts ~ ])Uiies ~ .tAU. 
rpnperp, ~ ml iA .spe.eQt tow, and. ~ Abtah8m LincOln Di President Aurw 
those~. are all mentioned in the story but thC!lse facts are told in only one or 
sometimes two sentences.. lJ!he headl.ine that tells what~ of the sentences are 
about is ~ Exoress. Deliyers Wt• 
l 
------· 
Lesson 15 
You were asked to cheek the ideas in the list that you would want to 
remember about how the Chinese came to have rickshas· There are ma:DT thoughts 
in the J.ist but some of them have nothing at all to do with how the Ohinese 
Yf!l eam.e to have rickshas and so you were not to cheek those. You sh.ould have 
cheeked 3, 5, 6, and 7. 
.Lesson 1§ 
This is how your l..ist should lQok. 
cake4. 
ean.a,-
eloth 
eggs 
flour 
hammers 
potatoes 
rakes 
ropes 
shoes 
The 5 cl.oeks are: 
1.. chime clo'*s 
2.. aJ.ant clocks· 
3~ Swiss watches 
4o electric clocks 
5. waterproof watches 
Lessen. 17 
!!!he sentences should readt 
1. Some clocks have ehimes. 
2. Au aJ.arm clock will wake you. u;p. 
3. Ver-t' fine watches come .from Switzerl.end. 
4o Electric clocks keep good time. 
5. Some watches are waterproofe 
7 
....,.. 
~ 
Lesspn:·1a 
!mrl.s i$ the Wfq )"Out' list should be. 
6. Let d.t7 in sun 
g. Lq strips on ground 
1~ Oat pa~s stem into long strips 
3. Lq more strips crosswise 
7.. !tub w1 th shell untU smooth 
5. Pound papyrus hard 
4.. Soak strips w1 th water un.til sticky' 
Lesson 19 
Thoughts 1,3,6, and 7 are all about the White Ooach Trip. 
!l!houghts 2,4, and 5 are aJ.l about Stageeoaeh ltiding. 
!heS.e thoughts are all what are called subtopics and. )"&U have placed 
them ua.der the eorree-t headings. 
lieSson 20 
S and 9 should be under bort§.· 
3 and 10 should be under Women.!~, l.i§ .. 
6 and 8 should. be un.der Ffcmt ~· 
2 and. 4 shou1d be under 0ollliea. 
1 and 7 shoul.d be 'mder Mi.· 
LeSson 21 
8 
Delivering messages. is the best topic because it is the ene about which 
meet· of the senteuces are given. The other thought about inessyes l1z: .]!1U and 
• runners moe mentioned in the story but they are uot the one about which most of 
the senteaees are written. 
Lesson 22 
!!he original. h.eadline shou1d be somet'Jrl.D.g al.ong the idea of 
:Bu:ffa.lo lU.11 Sayee Htd,l. 
The above headline llfilled out" might read :Bjrl'fa:Lo ml. sa.D.d 
Lesson 23 
The heading lllight be something like JK jrWlfi 4'£otpid WorJ.i• 
11F1Ued out" it might read.:.. "A .AU M,t lFS.yelQA AU. around .1iU worla..u 
:UesSon· 24 · 
As you read this story you can see that the purpose of it is to tell 
you how VerT long ago people first thought of the idea. of a. helicopter.. You. 
were pro'babl.y surprised to learn that the idea was hundreds of 7ea.rs old.. ~hat 
is just how the story-teller wanted 70u to feel.. Your ~ $hough.t should be 
abotl.t that.. ( .:.. bow veey old the idea Gf helieGpter is). You were asked to 
write a question t~t the whole par~aph answered. ~ha.t question should. be 
about the main thought. It might be something like this: 
"lM first jhOpthj_ .tt JJU\ ~g. A lielicopts?" 
Did 7011 discover the two ~ 'tQi?10£i? I'll help 70u. Some sentences 
9 
~ The sentences that tGld you about IDniSIS or."ROi:>fS are 1,2,4,8,10,11,13,14,18, a:nd 19. 
The sentences that told you abou1; :Boats are 3,5,6, 7, 9,12,15,16,17 and 20. 
10 
NGQ ~ TEAGBElt= · Separate sheets have been provided (one for each P"¥il) giving 
the proper arrangement of the par98raphs.. !his lesson will be more meaningfa.l it · 
the child sees the two paragraphs in their correct arra%1gement9 !J!hese additional 
sheets should be given to the pupil when he is re~ to correct his exercises. 
R008ES .it B.OOF§ 
lilv'eey house tells a stoey,. !J!hat sto17 takes you to l'lla:DT lands. Many 
peoples have helped to make ou houses like the;r are tod.q.. ll'lat roofed houses 
started in Egypt.. lloofs like that were fine for them for they ha.d so little rtin,. 
In Greece there was more rain, ·so they made slanted roofs9 The countries in the 
north haci heavy rains and snows. They made ver;r slanted, ver;r steep roofs9 !!!hat 
was so the rain and snow would roll off.. What stor;r does your roof tell? 
America is ver;r proud of its fine new liner, the. Wnited States. Row 
different it is from the first boa~sl Some people sq the ·first boat was only- a 
log. Then, to make the log move, they made a sail.. Little ·by littl.e, they- made the 
boats better. !J!hey put on_ ma.D.T oars_ to row the boats when the wind did not bl.ow. 
!hen they took off the oars ani. put on more and more sails. !J!he first· boats that 
came to America were like that.. !!!ravel across the ocean was so hard and. lo:ag9 
Now our fine ship, the United States, is like a gian:t castl.e sailing on the Atlantic. 
Lesgon 26 
This is how your list sh.ould read.; 
A.. Moved Slo'fl% 
B. · Oa.u.sed .t'xeitement 
0. Filled. air with @OS\ 
D. Made noise 
:m. Made people laW 
F. Made some people a:f're..:t.i 
G. Wore special ¢letheS 
R. Had to cazr;r red .US or lantera 
' ....... 
aessOn 26 ~ co~ 
You have been helping te wr:l. te the subtopic ef a. paragraph.. 
Lesson · 27. 
fhese are the s:a.swers to the Whe questions. 
A,. Indians 
:s. Oo1umbus 
C. Mr.- Priestly 
D. Charles Goo~ear 
You have again written some subtopics. 
L&ason·aa 
!eha.t was verr easy, wasn• t it? !he answer is; 
A. .Books 
:B. Newspapers 
o. Magazines 
Lessen 2i _ 
~is is how y-our ~ ~ should. rea4. 
I. Ane:l.ent people liked spiees. 
A. Used for mone,t. 
:B. Made fo08_ taste better 
0.. Xept food from spoiling 
II. Men looking for spiees 
met manr dangers. 
A~ Pira.tU attacked. their 
ships. 
:s. Met wild ss.mea in 
strange lauds 
11 
r 
qhinese Instruments 
c1l.rnms 
"great king" 
pumpkin 
gongs 
bells 
clappers 
flutes 
Lejsonao 
lijqptian Instruments 
J.7re 
. fl:a.tJes 
clappers 
trum,pets 
Now 70u have written. some sttbtopies wi:thout ~ help .. 
LeSson 31 
.Apples, plums, and or~es are fruit~ 
Dogs, cats, and bears are ep1msl.s~ 
ll.Gbins, sparrows, and eagl.es are birds. 
!eana, salmon, ud ma.ekerel are~· 
:Beans, tomatoes, aad onions are yegetabl.es. 
liTow ,-ou have· written~ jppics ell by 70Vself. 
;Yejson aa 
12 
!!!he left-hand col'WDD. describes Xing .Alfred• s Fire Olock and the col.umn 
to the right describes the fire-cl.oeks of the Pacific Islanders. 
Lessoli 33 
Ov'er the first col.umn. l"Q'\1 saould have the word Eg;yptiw because they were 
the people who used perfume for those purposes. Over the second cQlumn '3'QU. sheu1d 
have :RGDia.lis because they were the QileS who used perfume in soap aad cream.. Over the 
word Medicine, ill the third col.umn., there should be the word Greeks as they used 
perfume as medicine. 
Lessqn ·34 
:Bright colored elq, bright covered wools, and leather (papyrus sto:f:fed.) 
are all. kinds of .:b.all.s. .... so the heading~§ shoul.d be the heading for this 
column .. 
Clq animal.s, knights en horses, elq baker on board are all. kinds of 
to7s that move "" - so kvs !hat MOye_ should be the hea.ding for that column~ 
You haTe just written twa ~ jopipJt. 
Lesson 35 
If you look back in· the story- 7011 will see that Oellul.ose is the kind. of 
·plastic d8seribed U, column 1. So Oellul.o.AA shoul.d. be the heading :for that 
column. :Sake1itt is described in col'W111'1 2. So Jialtelite should be the heading 
. 
for that column. 
Lesson 36 
!!!he can~ told about in papyru.s books, made in different shapes, of 
honey, nuts, and fru.i t was Egyptian c~.. !I!here:fore, JtvPtia.u ,gp.a.v shoul.d be 
the main topic :for I. 
mh.e can~ that was made of honey t fruits , :flour, anl cheese a.ud that was 
eaten at the end of the meaJ. was Q.rB@k and JWmen canq .. 
I , 
13 
!!!he third paragraph ·is ab.Gut sell.ing caney.. So, for the subtopics for III, 
Selling Oaaq, you. mig!lt have listed the three places where canq was sold. 
A. »rugstores :s. Spice Stores c. Oan~ Stores 
IV Poor Oan4 of Long .Ago is all done :for you.. In all the other parts 
of this ide,@. ~ 70u have had to give either the main topic or the subtopic. :But 
in IV both the main topic and the subtopics are given. 
' ' -Read A,:S, and 0 in Solumn T a&ain. What do they- all describe? Yes, 
lollipops is the correct answer.. So. LOllirum_s. should be the hea.ding :for V. 
LeSson 37 
A,:S, O, and 0, under I are very- easy.. You can see that you are to 
list four uses the Egptia:ns made of glass. They are A.. Beads, :a.. Dishes, 
0. :Bottles, D. Vases.. (!ehey do not have to be in that order). 
As you read A,:e,o, and D in II think, "what do these words deseribeT" 
fhe answer is .;,. !_indog ,2t .:lih§. Northern PecmM.• So that should be the hea.diDg 
for II. 
14 
The nine uses of glass todq, told. about in the story, and asked for in 
III are airplanes, ears, lights, ej"eglasses, cameras, mieroseopes, telescopes, 
safety glass, heal.th glass .. 
Lesson 38 
!fhe dolls described in I are Egyptian dolls. Eg.yptiap. should be 
the heading for I. 
Three points described in the story about Greek dolls BX'e these: 
A. Good hair .. :a. Arms end legs wired to bo~ .. o. Prett7 dresses. 
Bart III of the idea line asks you to give two doll things found. in the 
museum. !l!hq are A. !l!ilQr Oa.p and. B. lied. cloth. 
For Part IV think wla.a.t dolls were (1) for big people and (2) were dressed 
in the latest stylet !hose were Fashioa Dolls. So that should be the hea.d.in.g 
for IV. 
15 
!!!his story tells about three different water eloeks.. The one described 
in Part I of the idea line is an ;rDgn>tian Ja.ter Clock.. !!!hat should be the iea.ding 
for I<> 
* ~e one described in II is a Roman later 6logk.. !!!hat shout be the 
hea.ding for II. 
Oha:rlemagnet s Water 01Gek is described in III. !!!hat sho'Uld be the 
hea.d:ing for III. 
Lesson 4i 
~s stoey tells how plane travel of tomorrow will affect us in three 
~s: (l) in our wq of living. (2) in our use of the plane.. (3) in the work · 
there will be because of this fast plane travel.. 
The tw subtepies in Part I· are the two· new wqs of living told in the 
story. So the heading for Part I sho'Uld. be XU l'&'U. .2t l!iyiu. 
The five subtopics in Part II are five Gf• the uses the planes will have. 
Part II should have the headipg, llu.A .2£ ~ Plpe. 
The new work because of planes in Part III means pilots, mechanics, office 
workers. So these should be the three subtopics for A,l3, and o .. 
• 
UiFOID'.iAL TEST A. 
Name ----------------~--~----------~ 
School 
1 ... 
L. , MAIN THOUGHTS 
~ CHOOSING MAIN THOUGHTS 
Here is a little story for you to read. Read it carefully and think 
~ what it is about. You will find three sentences listed after the story. When 
you have read the story, read the three sentences. Which of those sentences 
., 
tells you what the story is about? We c~l that sentence the main thought of 
the story. Chao~ ( v() the correct main thought. 
SAMPL]J 
Do you have red hair ~ or brown hair - or black hai~? Is your hair 
curly? No matter what your answers e.re to these questions there is one ans~te:r 
that '\ltould be alike fo:r all of you. Your hail' il;! strong, Can you imagine a rope 
strong enough to lift a horse weighing 2,000 poundsf A good head of hair is as 
strong as that rope. If you had only one hair on your head. and all the strength 
went into that hair, can you guess how fast that one hair would grow? ;r:t would 
grow one .inch a minute.. !n one dey that one hair would reach across the street .. 
That woht happen to you, though, beca.use the strength of your hair goes into 
many hairs and not just into one. How many hairs do you think that you bave? 
Redheads have about 90,000- brunettes..,.. 105,000 ... and blondes- about 140,000. 
A. Hair is very strong. 
D. Blondes have about 140,000 hairs on their heads. 
C. !f you had only one hair on your head it would grow very fast. 
· iihich of these sentences gives you the main thought of the story? 
Sentence A does. Hair is very sttong. Sentence A is the correct answer so put 
a check ( V ) after tha.t sentence. 
Now read these other stories and t:b.e sant.ell.Cle:s fotlokflrlg: ·~ ;Bnd.: 
ch~ck ( "./ ) the main thought for each one,. 
1.. What would. you think of a langnage ths.t everyone in the world could 
1illlderstandt People ha.ve often thought that that would be a good idea. Ma.q 
people hs.ve tried. to write such a lang'l188e. ~e best tq was made in 1887. It 
is called Esperanto. The word E!peran.t.o is Spanish for ~. Words in one 
la.llg\la€e are often much like words in other langu.ages. Esperanto was made by 
using those words. Esperanto can. be learned in a few hours. ~books and 
magazines have been written in this "world la.ugo.agell .. 
A. :Books ha.ve been written in Esperanto. 
:B. Esperanto is a. langu.age for the whole world. 
0. The word Esperanto means hope in S;paaish .. 
2· When the United States bought Alaska from ltu.ssis. in 18G7 mal!cy' 
people thought that it lras a foolish thing to do. They said .Alaska was ·nothing 
but a."giau:~ icebox".. !rhe llgiant icebox" turned i'nto a great prize for the 
United States. In 1890 gold was discovered there. :But gold is not the only 
wonderful thing that comes to us from Alaska. Alaska is also famous for furs, 
saJ.mon, and great forests. There are great farm lands there, too.. Alaskans are 
glad to see new people coming to live in their country. They- ha.ve room for ma331' 
more.. Air travel over the northern part of the world puts .Alaska. right at the 
crossroads of the world. The llgiant icebox" has become a great land. Do you 
k:aow that that is ~ust what the word Alask§ means? It means llgreat landfl. 
A. :Bcying Alaska was a veq good t1aing for the United States. 
:B. lold was discovered in .Alaska. 
0. The word Als.ska means II great landlf. 
4 
I ·~ 
;. 
3 
3. Sailing in the North Atlantic is very dangerous because of 
icebergs. These huge blocks of ice start near Greenland and keep floating 
about causing much trouble, Because the earth is turning the icebergs move 
to.the west in their trip south~ As they reaeh warmer waters they begin to 
melt. !t takes many months for one of these mountains·of ice to melt., A 
great part of an icel:!erg is und,er water. That ;makes it very hard. for sailors 
of the North Atlantic because the ice that is under the water cannot be seen. 
A. Icebergs st~rt near Greenland. 
B~ Icebergs ca~se much danger in t~e North 'At$antic. 
C. It takes a long time for an ~ceberg to melt. 
;; 
• 
~ WB!TipG HEADINGS OR TITLES 
dan you. write a gooQ. heading or title for each of tllese stories? 
Remember tb,e heading or title should. 'Qe the main thought ~bou.t which most 
of tho sentences are written~ 
S.AM:l?LE 
ReA.d this little sto~;r vor;r carefully. 
Row would you. like to awake some winter m~rning and finq red 
snow falling from the sky? ~hat seems strange but colored snow has 
4 
been seen in many places. ~oop~e have seen blue, red, green, and black 
snow. As the snow fell tArough the air it picked up little bugs or p~eces 
of dust. The bugs Ol' dust colored the snow .. 
The thought that these sentences give ~s is that snow has b3en seen 
in difforont colors so that is just what you woqld put in your heading. A good 
heading for this star~ is Colored. Snow. On the line after the story write 
Colored Snow. 
No'IIJ read these other sto;ries and on t:P,e line followtng eac:P. write a 
good. heading for that story. 
1. lou Pl:'obably have read many stor:l.cs about :pirates~ They had wild , 
adventures on tho seas. They buried treasures where they thought no one would 
find. them.. Stories tell us that daJ?tain Kidd vJas the most famous of all pirates ... 
No one knows just where he buried llis troasu;res. Men stall dig along tho beaches 
of Now York. Tho,r hope to find his gold an~ silver and precious stones. 
I 
' 
6 
2. Sonp silkworms in England are now work~ng on an important piece of 
work. lJ!hey are spinning silk fo~ Q,uoen Elizabeth Is ooronatt on gown, Silk is 
tho most beautiful clot4 th~re is. It is stroug, too, and wears very well. let 
.. tho thread for this lovely cloth is made by a little worm.. !t is spun by tho 
silkworm for hia cocoon. ~e sil~ from 21 000 cocoons is needed to make a dress-
;; 
• 
S:i,lkworms arc a kind of caterpillar, They like to eat mulberry leaves. 
3, It is not an easy thing to make maple syrup and suga:,t'. It tekoa a 
very long time, too. ~irst the sap is put over hoat to boil. It is watched 
carefully for it mu.st not got too hot IlOr too cool. It mu.st not get too thick, 
either. Tho sugar, is strained so that it will be clear and smooth.. !l!hen it is 
put in cans or made into candy. 
..
. 
-~ 
I 
II.. .EV..A.LU!TION OF MAJoa AND MlNOE THOUGHTS 
. .- . I '- I 
RGad this little stozy very carefully. 
Ne~foundland dogs ~~e very large. 
Those dogs usually weigh over one hund+'ed pounds .. 
Thoy arG fine-looking, too~ They have large., b:noad head!;!. 
Their oars arc small ~d close to their heads. Their f~ ,is thick 
and stra.j,.g~t. 
This story is made up of 7 sentences.. So~ of these E)entences give 
main thought§ and others give minor thoughts. Tho two main thought~ that the 
story givos aro (l) that Newfoundland dogs are large and (2) that thoy are fine 
looking dogs. too. Put 2 checks (·J \/ ) after the ~wo sontences that toll you 
those things. The sentences that toll you. ~.how large the dogs are (about their 
height. and ~eight) arc minor _thoughys.. Put l cheo$: (I) after iihPI!l· ~ho · 
sentences that describe llow fine looking tl:o dogs are ( thoir heads, GB.l's, and · 
:C'ur) arc minor ~houghts.. :Put l oh~ok ( J) after them. 
Read those storjp s and in them checl~ ( J y ) !or tho maq.ior thoughts and. 
( / ) for the minor thoughts, ~lace the eheol(s ( ) after tho sontencos. 
1. Indian children liked to pll3Y games Just as you do,. The girls 
pl-a;red with dolls d.res.sed in lndian cos tunas I' Tho boys pretended to bo 
hunters like their fathers~ They orept around the f9rests with little bows 
and arrows • Indian chil<4'eA also had tops and ~;~tilts- \l!:Q.oy l.ikod dogs. 
too. 
2. Since ~rapefruit does not look like ~ gr~e the name seems ver¥ 
Sometimes ae many a~ e~ghtcen grow ~n a g~o~p. ~hey make the treo 1s 
branches hang down ~o th~ gl'O\llld beca~se they arc lilo heavy~ > . Stiake p.te. 
placed under the brRnohes to hold them ~p. 
Florida, Texas, and CAlifornia. 
Gr~pefruit grows well in 
7 
3. The pony belongs to the horse f~ily. There are many kinds 
of ponies but two of the most well-known kinds are the Indian ponies and tho 
Shetland ponies. India1 ponies como from the West. They are fast and 
tough. Shetland poni~s como from the Shetland Islands near Scotland. 
These ponies are gentle and friendly and ere tho k~nd all children like. 
r 
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iiI~ WRITING MAJO~ AND fviiNOR WliOUGl:ITS 
• ,. 
WITH ONE OR TSBJ OTHER PROVIDED 
...ill. WRITING MINOR THOUGHTS 
Rea.d this little story very carefully.·. 
' . . 
Zoos are very busy pl~ces but the busiest p~t of all the ~oo is 
tho kitchen. ..All. those st~a.ngB ·animAls- want· spacial· foods to -~at. 
'l!he duckbill platypus eats eight hun<h-ed worm~ a dey~ 
likes eof~shelled olams. ~he flamingo is fond of shrimp. 
'l!he giant panda want~ bamboo shoots, The python, who is like a 
big snake, likes chicken. Lions and tigers want nothing but raw 
moat. Monkeys end bears are not so fussy. They will eat many 
things .. But bears do like bread. Some zoos have special bakeries 
just to bake bread for the bears. All the animals have to be kept 
healthy so vitamins and cod liver oil are fed to them, to9. 
you like to work in the zoo kitchen! 
Would 
A. good head.~ng for this story is l"ood for the Zoo .Ain~· That is the 
main topic. tf you list all the ~i!ferent foods that are. mentioned i~ tho. story 
you will be writing tho minor thoughts. Therc3 B,J'e 7 of them, Let's all do 
this together and see if we can make that list .. 
Food for tho Zoo Apimalst 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 .. 
5. 
s. 
7, 
Now read these other stories. !!;!he main topic has been given. You are 
to fill in the minor topics just as you did for this little etory, 
' 9 
l-. ~ Ev.srtona""loves the li'ou.rth· of July and the beautUul, sparkling 
fireworks that they see at that time. :Sut fireworks ba.ve many more 
important uses. Railroad men use them as flares. They put them behind 
tr::~ins that are wtalled so that other trains will not bump into them. • · ~ 
Air pilots use them as parachute flares. That means that they dro~ these 
pA.rP.chute flaxes down when they have to make forced landings. Sailors uso 
them as signals from one ship to another or to shore. 
People Who Use Fireworks; 
A little anthill is like a bu~ little city. If you could 
make yourself tiny enough to visit one of these little cities you would find 
tho~sands of little ants hurrying ~out their work. 
Who dig tho tunnels ~nd pile tho sand on the to~. 
~hero are the builders 
There are hunters who 
find food~ Nursemaid ants take care of the young ants. Ma~ds keep the 
nest clean. Soldier ants ~rotect the n.ast. 
M.Jforke:rs: 
3. You have probably seen fireflies flying about on a summer 
~ight~ They look like little lights flashing here and thoro in tho 
dark. These little bugs pave many uses. In some ~arts of South 
America they are used as jewelry. The natives there cRtch the fireflies 
and keep them in little wire cages. Then they sell them to the girls to 
wear in their hair or in their gown like spP.rkling jewels. The Aztec 
10 
Indians used them in anothe~ way, 
carried them to light thai~ wey in: the da.I,'}!.:. Those fiteflies we~~ u~ed 
'· "., ... ',. . :· .. ' 
as lanterns. Japanese people sometimes use: firefli~~ in Hny cal$e~ aa 
ornaments in their homes. 
pretty. 
Use of ~ireflies! 
1. 
2 .. 
3o 
r 
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1L., WRITING MAJ'OR TliOUGRTS 
Read this little story very carefully. 
Up until 1845 shQes had to be made by hand witfi poor tools. 
No one in all that time had been able to think· C?:f a machine :for 
that purpose. About 1845 three machines ~hat made shoemaking 
easier were invented. They were (l) the rolling machine for 
po~ding the .leather, (2) the sewing machine, ana (3) the peg 
machine for ha.mna ring wooden :pegs, as they used. no nails. 
Main !T!opic! 
1. Rolling machine 
2. Sewing machine 
3, Peg maohine 
~ese are the minor topics of the story that you have just read. 
They are the names of the three machines that made shoemaking easier. 
That would make a good, headipg so we can. call that our ~a,1,or thought - .... 
Machines That Make Shoemaking Easier.. \'l'ri te that topic en the lil}e ~ 
' 
N'ow read these other stories. !rhe Itlinor topics have been given and 
you are to write the main topic or the heading just as we did for the story 
about shoes .. 
1* Turtles are fun to have put they will not be happy nor live long 
if they are not treated well. ~Here are some things for tUftle owners to 
remember: ·• · ,{1~. Tb.rtj.es eat otUy. when· .. theyJare under water,. (2) Keep 
about two inches of water in the pan in ~ich the turtle lives. (3) Have a 
stone in the pan so the tu:r-Ue can crawl up out of the water sometimes. 
(4) Feed only about once a week~ (5) They· like raw fish and fim ly chopped. 
liver. (6) Change the water in the pan the da:y after you feed your turtle. 
Main Topie: 
1. Turtles eat only when under water. 
2. Keep about two inches of water in pan. 
z. Have stones in the pan. 
4~ Feed. ~nc.e a week. 
5..:. Raw fish and finely chopped liver mak:3 good. food. 
6. Change water day··a:ftar feeding. 
2. The Pilgriltls could never have lived in America that first hard 
12 
winter if the Indians had not·helped them. The Indians taught the Pilgrims 
ltlany things. From the Indians they learned to grow corn and to bunt. 
They showed the Pilgrims how to make clothing, homes~and tools. They taught 
them to travel in canoes and on snowshoe~?• The ~ilgrim women learned new 
W81s of cooking from the Indians. 
Main Topic: 
1~ How to grow corn and hunt 
2. How to mak~ clothing, hom~s,and too1s 
3. Uow to travel in canoes and on snowshoes 
4. How to cook in new ways 
3. t·re should talte great care of our fores.ts for we use wood for 
many things- It is used in making airplanes, ships, furniture, railroad 
cars, musical instruments, and toys. Many house and garden tools have 
some wood on them. Wood is used in making automobiles. One very big 
; use of wood is for crates and boxes for sending things t-o other people. 
tr{e can call tha.t use pac~ing. 
Main Topic: 
l. Airplanes 
2. Ships 
3. Furniture 
4. Railroad cars 
5. Musical Instruments 
6,. Toys 
7. ~ools 
8. Automobiles 
9. l?acking 
r 
-~·' 
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..Jh. FILLING IN IDEA LINES 
Read this little story very carefully. 
Some birds cannot fly as well as others. They are divided 
into two classes (1) the good fliers and (2) the poor fliers. 
The best fliers have long, narrow wings. The albatross is one 
of these. The po~rer fliers have short, rounded wings~ 
Turkeys and chickens belo~g to this group. 
This story tells abo~t two kinds of birds. The names of the two kinds 
should be written below. Under those two names should be the important things 
it tells you about the t"YTO kinds of 'l)j,.rds. This is called an idea line.: 
l?a.rt of the idea li.ne is done, You fiJ,l in what has been 4-eft out • 
I. 
Long, narrow wings 
Albatross 
II. :Poor Fliers 
A· 
)3. 
You can see that in coJ,umn I there are two things to remember about 
the good tliers. Therefore the main topic ahould be Good Fliers. 
~aside I write Good Fliers. 
In column II you should write two things to remember about the Poor 
Fliers. The story tells you (l) the kind of wings that they have and (2) 
some names of poor fliers• Therefore under the main topic - Poor Fliers - Write: 
finie!h. 
A. Short, rounded wings 
l3. Turkeys and chickens 
Now read these other stories. Each story has an idea line ~o.r_you to 
r 
' 
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1. Girls and boys always like to see parrots. They are so much 
fun. There are many kinds of birds- in the parrot family: the blunt-tailed 
parrot, macaws, cockatoos, lovebirds, and parakeets. They are all kinde of 
parrots. Rare are some habits of parrots. They have harsh voices-
They are good climbers, strong fliers, but clUJ.nsy walkers. Parrots live 
~ very long lives. 
j· 
I. II. IIab its of parrots 
.A. Elunt-tailed parrot I .A. :·:s.~\ Macaws _l3 .. c. O{)ckatoos o. 
D. Lovebirds D. 
E. Parakeets E. 
People have always enjoyed puppets. They have been mad~ from 
many different th~ngs. Some·puppet-making materials are clay, wood, metal, 
cloth, leather, ~traw, and p~er. There are three different kinds of 
puppets. The hand-puppets are the easiest to work. You move the. puppet 
head and hands with your finge~s~ Rod ~uppets are moved by little rods on 
. ' ' . . . . 
the arms, legs, and head. The most famous kind pf all is tbe marionette. 
The marionette is moved by strings~ 
1 
I· Pup}?et-Making Materials 
I 
I A., I E. 
' o, 
I. ~: F:,. 
G~ 
II. 
Ao Rand puppets 
:S ,. Rod,. :pu:ppeh 
0. Marionettes 
+ l 
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3. Fur ~elling is a very large:business. One very important 
man, in the fur business, is the trappe~. ~his is the work of the trapper. 
(1) Re traps the animal. ( 2) lie skip.~ the ru1imal . (3) Ee stretches 
Slld dries the sk~ns. (4) Re sends the furs to the city. 
Some furs are better se1le~s than others, Some of the most 
important furs are muskrat, opposum, e~mine, fox 1 be~, mink, raccoon, and 
beaver~ 
I. 
A. ~raps the animal 
:S., Skins the animal 
0~ Stretches and dries skin 
D. Sends fur to city 
II. 
A. 
:B .. 
c. 
:o. 
:HI. 
F• 
G. 
H. 
Important Furs 
;:>!f ... 
-----
INFORlUL !LIEST :B 
Name -----------------------------------------
Elchool ---------------------
1J _ MAIN THOUGR'rS 
A:_ CHOOSING MA.IN ~OUGin~ 
lrere i ~ a little $tory for you to read. Read it carefully arxl think 
what H ia. about. You will find three sentences listed aftei' the siofyi When 
I 
you have read the story read the three sentences. Which of ;t;hose santenbes 
tells you what the story is about? We call that sentence the main thought of 
the stor;r'. Check ( V) ~he correct ma:l.n thought. 
SAMPLE 
In very warm parts of the world,there lives a very strange fish. 
called the mudfish. He can do ii!Omething that other fish cannot. do. . lie can liov& 
out of water. When it get$ very dry ;in his country the mudfish crawla into the 
mud. Mudfish are sent all the w~ £rom Africa to zop~ in New York in big cans 
of mud. When the mudfish reaches New York the dry mud is taken away from him 
and he is put in water. Off· he swims just as happily as he did in Africa. 
A. Mudfish come from very warm countries. 
l3. The mudfish can live out of wate1: · 
C. There are mudfilih' in the New York zoo~;~. 
Which of these sentences gives you the main thought df the story? 
i 
Sentence l3 does.. The mud.fish can live out ot water. Sentence l3 is the correct 
answer so put~ check(~) after that sentence. 
Now read these other stories and the sentences following them and 
check the main thought for each one. 
2 
J.. \Vho was the first person to rea.oh America? No one is sJ..l.e 
about that. Old stories f-rom Norway sp;y tha.t it wa.s Leif Ericson. They 
s~ that about the yeAr 1000 he found a place which he called Vinland. His 
'Vinland 1 had wild grapes and wheat, Like .Oolumbus he, too~ W?.s lost. One 
story S?~s that Leif ~ricson found Vinl~d when he was on his way from 
Norway to Greenl~d. Another ·story says that.the winds blew his boat 
to,.te..rd Vinland. ltlas Vinland our America? Men who study his tory A.re still 
hunting for the truth. 
· y;_:O.~~ .. WJB.s a land of ~ld. grapes and wheat, 
~ The lana: called V'inland by Lief .. Erit>$Qn may have been Americat 
o. One story says that ~eif Ericson found Vinland on his way 
from Nor~1a.y to Gr.eenland. 
The pl~ts which we sea growing in our gArdens all have roots 
in the ground.. The roots tp~e in food and water for the plan~. All plants 
do not live tha.t w~. In very warm countries, there are plants· liv~ng )ligh 
in the brPn~hes of trees. They are up there because they WPnt plenty of 
light. · How do they live~ Some get their food thr(>ugh their roots just as 
your plants do~ Their roots tAke in water ~nd food from the air, instead 
of from the ground. Some of these air plAnts h~ve no roots. They h~ve 
little hai~s on them. The little hairs tPke in water and food from the 
air. just as roots do. Orchids are a kind of air plant~ 
Orchids are a kind of air plant. 
;a. PlAnts in our gArdens have root~ in the grQund, 
a. A.i:r plants grow high in trees ~.nd. get their :food. and 
water frQm the air. 
. _,1. __ 
,_ .. 
3 
3. !f you visited in Australia on Christmas nar,you would be very 
surprised at the weather. On that d~ Australian children do not put .on warm 
clothing and go skating or co~sting as you do. Instead, they go to the beach 
to lie in the sunshine and to go swimming. You see the Auet:ralian climate is 
just the opposite to ours. Their summer is in December and January. That is 
when Australian schools have their long vacation, On Christmas Day) their 
homes ~e decorated with the Christmas Qush and the Christma~ bell. Those a:ra 
bright red wild flowers that grow in the "Australian summer• 
A. The Australian summer comes at the opposite time to o~s H 
that i£ in DecemQer and. January. 
]~ The Australj,ans deco:pate their homes with bright wiild flowers. 
c. Australian schoo~ children have a long summer vacation, 
STOP 
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k WRITING HEADINGS OR T!TLlilS 
Can you write a good headj,ng or title fol' each of these stories? 
Remember the heading or title t?houl(l "be the m~n thotigh.t a"bout which most of 
the sentences are written~ 
SAMPLE 
Perha~s sand has never seemed very interesting to ~ou, but some 
sands are very mysterious. They make strange sounds.· In Manchester, 
Massachusetts,· th,e beach sands make a crackling noise '~hen you wal~ on them. 
The sand~ of Mt. Sinai make sounds like music when th~ tumble do~m hill. In 
the Hawaiian Islands the sands make a sharp barking sound wh.en you run your 
hand through them. Some people sa~ that these sounds are caused by the sands 
rubbing against each other• 
The th.ought that these sentences give u~ is that sands make many 
different sounds so that ~s ju~t what you woula put into your heading. A. good 
heading for this story is Sounds of the S8nds. 
Now read these ~ther stories ana on the line following each write a 
good heading for that story. 
1. Do you like to swim and dive? There is an animal who could win 
prizes for nis swimming. He can swim better than any fish, ~his animal is 
called the ~· He spends much time in the water swimming and fishing. He 
likes to slide down little hill~ into the water~ He slide~ on the snow in the 
winter time. Th~ otter likes to have fun, doesntt he? 
----,........,.~....------.......... ..,....,.--._,....-~-- _____ ...,...... ___ -----
' 
-----·--
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2. _The Ol~pic Games are a very fine thing for the world~ They are 
held to make natto~s ~ote friendly with one another. No one co~try ie ever 
the winner. The leaders want everyone in the conte~ts to remember one t~ing. 
That one thi~ is -that winning the ga~e is not the most important thing. ~he 
most important part -of ·any game is how hard you try and how _well you play the 
game. Th~.t idea is the mo13t wonderf'-u.;J,. p~t of the Olympic Game13. It teache~ 
the players to be good sports. 
3. An ocean !~sherman is not happy when he puts his hand ~nto Ai~ 
net and finds a torpedo fish. rou S'ee the torpedo fj,.sh can give you an 
electric shock, lts shock can h'Q.rt yo\ll' arm so that you cannot move it. Th~ 
torpedo fish is a J?tra.nge. loolt:i,ng fish and is ;t'otmd in th.e waters alo~ the . 
Atlantic Coast •. You can see where lle gets hi& name. Efe both lr;>oks and feels 
like a bomb. He can turn on his electric power whenever he wishes to do so. 
STOP 
.. 
~: 
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II. 'EV.A.Lu:A'.TlOlif OF MAJOR AND MINOR THOUGHTS 
SAMPLJ!l 
Read this, little story verx carefully~ 
Doctors s~ that butter is a very gooa food for both 
children and grown~ups. It helps children to grow, 
It protects children and grown~ups from colds. 
:Sutter. has had· ·mi:m.y ·uses··besides feod. · It has been used 
for medicine,- sltin. ore am, P..nd: oil for la.mp~ •. 
This story is made up of 5 sentences. Some of these sentences gives 
main tho;ughts and others give minor thoughts~ Tlle two main thoughts that the 
story gives are (l) that butter is a good fo.od and (2) that butter has many 
uses. Put 2 checks (y/ ~) after the two sentences that tell you those things. 
The sentences that tell you why butter ~s good are minor thoughts. Put l check 
( J ) after them. The sentenoe that tells tl\.e many useli of butter is a minor 
thoW?:ht. l?ut l check ( V ) after that • 
Read these stories and in them check (yi yl) for the major thoughts and 
for the minor thoughts, 
·' 
Place the checks after the ~entences. 
L IISeeing .... Eye" dogs, the dogs used to guide blind people, are the 
most helpful of all ao~s. A "Seeing-J!lye" dog leads his master where he 
wants to go. ~f he is headed toward danger, the dog guides him away from 
it. He guides his master through tre£fic. These dogs are very carefully 
trained. Their training starts when they are about !ifteem months old, 
It takes three or fQur montlls to train one of these dogs to lead a blind 
pe:t~son, 
7 
2. Th~ Statu~ of Lib~rty, in New York Barber, is a beautiful 
sight for all to see... B;er hand is raised high in th.e air. It holds 
the torch of J,.iberty. In her lett hand, 'she holds the Tablet of La\'1. 
Our country1 s birthd~, July 4, 1776, is wrttten on the tablet in Eoman 
numerals. At her feet is a broken chain. That me~s that America 
broke the chains of slavery and became a free country. 
3. Circus elephants sometimes cost aa much as $10,000. Th9Y 
cost so much because they are so usefuL ~hey ca.n tell wh~ther a bridge 
is strong enough just by placing a fc>ot on it.. They pull tb.ings to and: 
from the ci~cus yardt '~en a wagon is stuc~ in the mud the elephant pushes 
it out with his great head~ They· put the circus wagon~ in place in the 
morning and push them o~t at night• 
STOP 
····-
.. 
. . 
· .. 
~ WRITING MAJOR AND MINOR · 
THOUGHTS-WITlt ONE O;R TEE OTBER J?li.OVIDED 
-AL WRITING MINOR THOUGHTS 
8 
Read this little story very carefully; 
I . 
Living things have all 'been given ways of protsoting 
themselves. Some nave long lags or wings so that they can 
get aW81 quiokly~ Others have big teeth~~ claws with which 
to fight. Some have shells so that they oan hide. O~e kin~ 
of fish puff~ up very large to protect himself, 
A good head~ng for this story is How Livipg Things P~otect ~hemselves9 
That is the ~ topic. If you list all the different ways in which living 
things protect themaelves you will be writing th~ minor thoughts; There are 
6 of them. Let 1s all do this together and see if we cp~ make that 1istr 
Way_s Living Things Protect ,Themselves: 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Now read these other stories. The m~in topic has been given, ¥o~ are 
to fill in the minor topics just a.s you. did for this little story. 
,! 
il 
~ 
., 
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1. ~oney has not alw~s been the same as the kind that we hav~ tod~, 
Many things have been U$ed for money. Some of these things are tobacco, furs, 
skins, hatchets, salt, rice, tea, dataa, and ivo:ry. ~e Bomana used cattle 
for money. The Indians used white and purple wamp~ beads. Gold and silver 
have been the best metals for money. 
things Used lor McnaY: 
. • ' .. ' ¥ ' ' 
1. 
2, 
3. 
4~ 
5. 
fh 
7 .. 
e. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
f• The peanut plant is one of the most useful plants in the world. 
Bomted pEJmuts are good to eat.. So is peanut butter. Peanut oil is used 
f_or cooking. soap making, and pa9'k;j,ng se,rdine~~ Cattle eat_ the peanut vine. 
If the peanut roots are lett in the ground they make the soil better. 
l. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5. 
. I 
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3. You all k~ow of anim.ala that store food for the wint~r but do you 
know of any biJtds :ttili:t~ &o t~li'?, l?erhaps not, fa!!:' there are o~l;v: two sum clever 
! 
bird,s~ One is th~ nuthatch. lie hiciea eiU.n:riowe;r seeds in the ~:racks o~ t,b.~ 
tree,bark. The other bird is the woodpecker who has a very good way of 
storing :food. He makes many holes tn the baJ;k of a tree and stQres aJJ. aco;rn 
in each ho.le 9 
Birds That Store Food~ 
-..-. 
l~· 
STOP 
fl 
• '· " 
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~ WRITING MAJOR THOUGHTS 
SAMPLE 
Read this little sto~y very carefully 
Taking piotures is a hobby enjoyed by both girls and boys and 
.grown-ups. You can take very good pictures if you follow a few 
simple rules. Keep your eye on the finder while you are taking 
the picture. Many people. look up when they are about to sna;p 
the picture. Then later they find that they moved the camera and 
so do' not have the picture they wanted. Be sure to turn the film 
after each picture. ~t you forget to do so you might get two 
pictures in one, Hold your oamel;:'a steady ~o that the picture 
will be clear. Be sure that you have a good baakground for 
you!' picture. 
Main Topicl 
1. Keep your eye on the finder when taking the: picture. 
2. Turn the film a~ter each picture. 
3. Hold your camera steady. 
4~ Have a good backg~ound for your picture. 
These a~e the minor topics of the story that you have just read. 
They are really the rules fo~ taking good pi9tures. That would make a good 
heading so we can call that 9Ur major thought - ~ Rules for Taking Good 
Pictures. \V'rite that topio on the line. 
Now read the~e other stories. The minor topic$ have been given and 
you are to write the main topic of the heading just as we did for the camera 
study. 
1. All the 11 starsll that you see in the scy are not really stars. 
Some of them are planets, It is hard to tell the difference between the two. 
He~e are two ways to tell a planet from a star. Planets have a steady light. 
' ,I 
~ 12 
~·· 
Whey do not twinkle like stars do. Stars stay near certain other stars in 
the sky so it is easy to find them. Planets do not keep the same place in 
the sky. They move away from the stars, 
Main-Topic; 
. ' 
1. Have a steady light 
2. Do not keep the same place in sky 
2. Bicycle riding can be fun but it can be dangerous if you are not 
careful.. :Bicycle riders shouJ,.d follow these safety r1,1les. lf :Be sure that y.ou. 
can ride without wobbling. 2. ~earn·to make quick stops and turns, 3. :Be 
sure that your bike has a bell or a horn, a headlight, a tail-light or a 
reflect.or ~ 4, If you ride at n;ight weRr something white. 5. Obey all the 
traffic rules just as if you -were driving a oar~ 6. Nevl!:>r r:\.de anyone on your 
bike nor do any trick riding, 
Main Topic: 
1. :Be able to r;i.de without i<Tobbling 
2. Learn to make quiCk stops and turns 
3. Have a bel~ or horn, head~ight, a ta~l-light or reflector 
4~ \'lear something white when riding 
5. Obey traffic r~es 
6. Don 1t trick ride nor ride anyone on your bike 
3. Airplanes have many uses. Th.ey travel where trains and ships cannot. 
go: over lligh mountains, for..estst and jungles. They tE~ke food, supplies, and 
medic~ne whaJ:en~· they are needed. They carry ;furs and other va~uable things 
from country to country. Forest rangers use them to protect forests from fire. 
PJanes fly over fields and spray them to kill bug pes~s. 
Main Tonic~ 
1. Travel where trains and sllips can't go 
2~ Carry food, supplies, medicine 
3. Carry ;furs and oth.er valuable things 
4. Fly over forest to preve:o.t fire · 
5. F~y over fields to sprar b~s. 57fOP 
I 
• 
~ FILLING IN IPEA LINES 
SAMPL~ 
Re~d this little story very carefully~ 
Ame:dcans love the :Bald Eagle beca.use he is the emblem of the 
United States. He is not really bald but has white feathers on his 
head. Re ~lao has a white t~~l. ~his eagle has no feathers on bis 
toes. His favorite ~ood is fish so he c~n be fo~d ne~ lakes and 
rivors. ':Che Golden Eagle lives iP. the jnQunte.ins and eats smal.l 
animals ~d birds. Re does not go barefoot like the :Bald Eagle fo~ 
he has feathers on his toes. 
':Chis story tel;t.s about t\·Jo kip,ds o~ eagles and :P,ow you can tell 
them apart.. The na)lles of' the t\'To kinds should. be written 'bel¢w. Vnde:t> those 
two names sb,ou;l.d be the important tb,ings it teJ,;Ls ·yo~ abou,.t the tv11~ kinds of 
eagles. ~his is called an idea line~ Part of the idea lin~ is .done· !ou. 
fill in what has been le:t't out. 
I. II. Golden Eagle 
A. Eniblem of the United States A. 
B. 'Vlhi te feathel'S'·~ head 13. 
o. White tail 0. 
D. No feathers on toes ~ 
~. Fish favo~ite food 
F. Found near lalces and rivers 
You can see that in column~ there a~e si~·things to remember 
about the Bald Eagle-! Therefore the main to1::lic shou.ld be :Bald Eagle • 
Beside ! w:ri te Bald. Eagle, 
In oolumn Il yo~ sho~ld write three th~ngs to remember about the 
Golden mA~~e 1 The story tells yo~ (1) where he lives1 (2) what pe eats~ 
( 3) and abo,1+. hi f\ +.~"es, ~hel;'efore, under the main topic ., Gold on Eaa:le ..,. write -
( 14 
1. Lives in mountains 
2. Eats small animaJ.s and. bil'd.s 
3. Has feathers on his toes 
Now read these other stories. Each story has an idea line for you to 
finish. 
1. There are many kinds of squirrels but two of the most 
interesting are the red s-auirrel and the flying squirrel, The red squirrel is 
a rusty red. and is lively and noisy. He is a mischief maker. He lives in the 
woods of North .America, northern :Mexico, and Canada. The flying squirrel is 
found further south for he likes warmer weather. Re has no wings but has skin 
between his front and. back legs~ That sk~p helps him to fly, There are two 
kinds of flying squirrels1 the blue~gray and. the bro"m. 
~- Red Snuirrel :u. 
A. A. l!ives in sou,thern lands 
B. B. · Has skin between front and back 
c. k~gs 
. •D. a·, Two kinds - blue-gray and brown 
E. 
2. Everyone shouJ.d have a hobby. ~n some hobbies yo\1 do things. 
In other hobbies you mAke things,. Why don 1 t you choose a hobby from these lists. 
Some of the 11doing things" hQbb:i,es are sports, dancing, magic, and raising pets. 
Sone "making things 11 hobbies are sewing, cooking, pu.ppat~making, and woodworking. 
".ail 
'1'W 
15 
I • Doine ThiJl~s . .I:l • 
.A. .A. Sewing 
.. :a. 
b. 0 t Puppet MakJng 
. :o. D. \iood.wo;rldng 
Q• If you. t~aveled around the world you wou.ld Gee m~r str~nge, 
different kinds of hats. Some of the~?e hats are worn 'Qeoe.use they are really 
needed. for comfort. Somer a:r;'e wo.rn just :for deoore.tj,on. The Eskimos wear :fur,.,. 
lined hoods to keep out the oold winds, Sw~d.ish girls wear colored hoods to 
keep w~m. In Indo China the oooli~s wear straw cone-shapea hats to protect 
the~r heads from the sun, The gi;rls in !ndia w;rap cloth around their heads and 
make it into a point on top~ Then they put gold o;r pretty stones on tne~;r hats, 
This is all just to look pretty, ~he women in Siam and Spain like to WeAr laGe 
scarfs on their heads to look n~oe, Of course yell know abo~,.tt tho American 
IndiAn who wore feathers on his h.ead when he wanted to be dressed u:p, 
~. ~.Decoration 
A. Eskimo 'A. 
:s. Sweden :s. 
c. Indo China c. 
D,, 
.STOP 
( 
SOOlUNG lCEY FOR INFOBMAL TES'l! A 
( 
SOOlUNG 'KEY FOR INFOBMAL TE~ A 
POSSI:BLE 
BAW SCORE~ 
1. ~. MAIN THOUGHTS 
5 minute~ 
3 minute~ 
A. CHOOSING MAIN THOUGR!I!S 
2. A (3 points for each correct answer) 
1. :Buried. Treasure 
2. Silkworms Make Silk 
3. Making Maple S;Yrup and Sugar 
In scoring, the above thoughts were considered 
as t;vpical of the highest expression of the main · 
thought. It was not required that the wording be 
identical. This test was scored in an evaluative 
manner with a range of 4-3=2-1-0. One credit was 
given for mention of the main thought and the 
credits increased by point aa the thought became 
more elaborate and precise'"' 
9 
.•· 
12 
( 
•· ·- .. - --&=:fi 
POSSDLJl 
RAW SOORlil 
3. .ll• ·EVALUATION OF ·MAJOR .AJm MINOR THOUGR!S 
3 minut~s 
One-third credit was given for the 
correct identification of each ~entence as 
ei tb,er a major· or minor thought. Two checks 
represent· a major thought and one check a 
minor thought. 
1. Indian children liked to plq games just 
as y-ou do. V V '!he girls plqed with 
dolls dressed in Indian costumes. V 
The 'boy-s pretended to be hunters like 
their fathers .. V They- crept around 
the forests with little bow~ and arrows.~ 
Indian children also had tops and. stilts. V 
They liked dogs, too. V 
2. Since grapefruit does not look like a grape 
the name seems very- strange.vi'~They are 
called a:fter the grape because they grow 
in bunches. / Sometimes as DlaliT as 
eighteen grow in a group. ,/ They make 
the tree • s branches hang down to the ground 
because they are so heavy. /Sticks are 
placed under the branches to hold them upo\1 
Grapefruit grows well in Florida, Texas 
and California. V 
[, 
] 
TE8re POSSIBLE 
:BAW SCOBE 
3. The pot~T belongs to the horse family-. v'v 
There are m~ kinds of' ponies but 
two o£ the most well-known kinds are 
the Indian ponies and the Shetland 
ponies • ./..IIndian ponies come from 
the West. / They are fast and tough. v' 
Shetland ponies come from the Shetland 
Island near Scotland. v These ponies 
are gentle and friendly and ue the kind 
al.l children like • ../ 
4. III. WRITING MAJOR AND MINOR THOUGHTS 
WITH ONE ·oR TBE OTHER PROVIDED 
7 minutes 
A:_. WRITU!G MINOR· THOUGHTS 
(1) railroad men 
air pilots 
sailors 
(2) builders 
hunters 
nursemaids 
maids 
soldiers 
6 
( 
TEST 
5. 
(3) jeweley 
lantern 
ornaments in homes 
POSSI»Lll 
BAW SCO:BE 
'(one point for ~aeh correct answer) ll 
!!. WRITING MAJOR THOUGHTS 
(1) Things for Turtle Owners 
5 minutes to Remember 
6. 
8 minutes 
(2) Things the Indians Taught 
the Pilgrims 
(3) Uses of Wood 
(one point for each answer that contained 
the main thought listed above. Identical. 
wording not required) 
S:t FILLING. 'IN IDEA LIDS 
I • ~irds of the Parrot II. 
Famil7 A. Harsh voices 
~. Good 8limbers 
(1/2 point) 
0. Strong fliers 
3 
( 
TEST 
2. 
I. A. Olq 
:s. Wood 
o. Metal. 
D. Cloth 
:m. Leather 
F. Straw 
G. Paper 
(l/2 point for any ~ of these) 
3. 
I. Work of the Trapper 
(l/2 point) 
• 
POSSIBLE 
BAW SCO:RE 
D. Clumsy walkers 
:m. Live long lives 
(l/2 point for anr ~ 
of these) 
II. Kinds of Puppets 
(1/2 point) 
II. 
A. Muskrat 
:s. Oppos'llm 
c. Ermine 
D. Fox 
:m. :Sear 
F. Mink 
G. Ba.ccoon 
H. :Seaver 
(l/2 point for anT. one 
""' -thetrtr) 
TOTAL 
3 
44 
SCORING :KEY FOR INFO.:RMAL TES!I! :S 
• 
SCORING KEY FOR INFORMAL TEST B 
TEST 
1. I. MAIN TROUGH'l!S 
_!. CHOOSING MAIN THOUGHTS 
5 minu11es 1. B 
2. 0 (3 points for each correct answer) 
3. A 
2. A· WRITING HEADINGS OR TITLES 
1. A Swimming .Animal. 
3 minutEs 2. Purposes of the Olympic Games 
3. The Shock of the Torpedo Fish 
In scoring, the above thoughts were considered 
as typical of the highest expression of the·main 
thought. It was not required that the wording be 
identical.. This test was scored in an evaJ.uative 
manner with a range d 4-3-2--1-0. One credit was 
given for mention of the main thought and the 
credits increased as the thought became more 
elaborate and precise. 
• 
POSSI:BLlll 
uw soomn 
9 
12 
( 
3. !!.. EVALUATION OF MAJOR AND MINOR THOUGBTS, 
One-fourth credit wa.s given for the 
correct identification of each sentence 
a.s either- a. major or minor thought. Two 
checks represent a major thought and one 
check a minor thought. 
1. "Seeing-Eyelf dogs, the dogs used to 
guide blind people, a.re the most 
he;Lpful of all dogs. -/I A "Seeing-
Jllye dog leads his master where he 
wants to go. V Ifhhe is headed 
toward danger, the dog guides him 
awq from it. v He gu.ides his 
master through tra:ffic • ./ These dogs 
a.re very c~efully trained. ../ ./ Their 
training starts_ when they are about 
fifteen months old.y/It takes three or 
four months to train one of these dogs 
to lead a. blind person.~ 
2.. The Statue of Liberty, in New York Harbor, 
is a beautiful sight for all to see.vv 
Her hand is raised high in the a.ir.vv' 
It holds the torch of liberty.vl In her 
POSSI:BLE 
RAW sco:am 
( 
I 
l' 
,. 
POSSil3Llll 
RAW SOORiil 
left hand, she holds the Tablet of Law .vv" 
Our countey' s birthdq, July 4, 1776, is 
written on the .tablet in Roman num.eraJ.s.v 
At her feet is a broken chain. vt/ That 
means that .America broke dlhe chains of 
slave17 and became a free country. V 
3. Circus elephants sometimes cost as much as 
$10,000. v./ They cost so much because 
they are so usefUl. v v They can. tell . 
whether a bridge is strong enough just by 
placing a foot on it. / They pull things 
to and from the cir.cms yard. v When a wagon 
is stuck in the mud tihe elephant pushes it 
out with his great head. /They put the 
circus wagons in place in the morning and 
push them out at nighto / 
4. III. WRITING'MAJOR AND MINOR THOUGHTS 
WITI:I ONE OR .THE OTHER PROVIDED 
7 minutes !· WRITING MINOR THOUGHTS 
1. 
(l) tobacco 
furs 
5 
'\'' ·· s SO . ·zy· f1¥tiY ~r.r t 1Qji" •• --·z---- ..• 
TEST 
2. 
skins 
hatchets 
saJ;t 
rice 
one of these) 
dates 
ivory 
(2) cattle (one point) 
(3) wampum beads (one point) 
(4) gold and silver 
(one point for either~) 
peanuts 
oil 
vine (one point for eaeh) 
roots 
nuthatch 
woodpecker 
(one point for each) 
POSS:rnLE 
RA.W SCOBES 
lO 
v 
5 .. _!. WRITING MAJOR THOUGHTS 
(1) Wa,s to Tell Planets 
POSSI:BLE 
RAW SOOBE 
5 minutes From Stars 
8 minutes 
(2) Safety :Rules 
(3) Uses of Planes 
(one point for each answer that contained 
the main thought listed a.bove. Identical 
wording not required) 3 
...Q.. · FILLING IN IDEA LIDS 
I. Rusty red II. Flying Squirre 
Lively 
Noisy 
Mischief Makers 
Lives in·woods of North 
America, N. Mexico, 
Canada. 
(one cre4it for each correct answer) 
I. Sports 
Dancing 
Magie 
Raising 
pets 
(allY one.r of 
these) 
---
II. Making Thing • 
(1/2 credit) 
'"\ 
I. Comfort II. India. 
Siam 
Spain 
POSSim.E 
BAW SCOBJil 
.Am. Indians 
(one credit for each correct answer) 
12 
51 
i. 
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METkOPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
ELEMENTARY READING TEST. 
FORMS R, S, AND T 
. For Grades 3 .and 4 
BY GERTRUDE H. HILDRETH 
With the cooperation of 
RICHARD D. ALLEN, HAROLD H. BIXLER, 
WILLIAM L. CONNOR, AND FREDERICK B. GRAHAM 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
' 
NOTE. To insure accurate and reliable results, the examiner should 
read the entire contents of these directions before administering the 
tests. Details concerning the interpretation of test results and their 
use in the improvement of instruction are given elsewhere.1 
CoNTENT OF THE SERIES 
The complete batteries. The basic unit in the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test Series is the complete battery, containing a number of coordinated 
tests in the major school subjects. There are five such batteries in the 
series: Primary I Battery for Grade 1, Primary II Battery for Grade 2, 
the Elementary Battery for Grades 3 and 4 (replacing Primary III Battery 
of the older edition), Intermediate Battery for Grades 5 and 6, and Advanced, 
Battery for Grades 7 and 8 and beginning half of Grade 9. 2 The separate 
subject-matter tests comprising these batteries provide reliable measures 
of individual achievement. The average of the subtest scores on each 
battery provides a measu~e of average achievement for the individual pupil. 
Summaries of individual pupil data for various administrative units (class, 
school, grade, community, etc.) will reveal the relative status in each of the 
areas measured or on total achievement. 
The division of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests into five separate 
batteries, each battery covering not more than two full grades, permits a 
larger proportion of the content within each battery to be at grade level and 
thus adds to the reliability3 and validity of the measurement. 
The Elementary Battery contains six subtests: 1. Reading; 2. Vocabu-
lary; 3. Arithmetic Fundamentals; 4. Arithmetic Problems; 5. Lan-
guage Usage; and 6. Spelling. 
• 
1 A Manual for Interpreting is planned for the series and must be ordered separately. 
2 Besides the five achievement batteries, the Metropolitan Readiness Tests have been issued, to pro-
, vide a means of determining the readiness of pupils to learn the work of the first grade. 
· s See Table 2, page 6. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1946, 1947, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All righJs reserved 
PRlN'l'EIJ 1N U.S.A. a 
2 Metropolitan Achievement Tests Elem. Read. 
Partial batteries and separate subject tests. In addition to the complete 
batteries as described above., the Intermediate and Advanced Batteries are 
published in the form of partial batteries which contain the following 
subtests: 1. Reading; 2. Vocabulary; 3. Arithmetic Fundamentals; 
4. Arithmetic Problems; 5. English; 6. Spelling. There are no partial 
batteries for the Primary or Elementary Tests, since these already are 
composed chiefly of skill tests. 
Since in many instances it is desirable to use an arithmetic test or a reading 
test independently of any others, the tests in these two subjects are pub-
lished separately for the Elementary, Intermediate, and Advanced Batteries. 
In every case the separate Reading Test is made up of the Vocabulary and 
Reading Tests of the appropriate battery, while the Arithmetic Test is 
made up of the Arithmetic Fundamentals and Arithmetic Problems Tests 
from the battery. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
1. Testing, by its very nature, differs from teaching. If the examiner 
gives more help than the directions allow, the results may be invalidated. 
2. Every effort must be made to prevent pupils from helping each other . 
. Otherwise a true picture cannot be obtained of the extent of pupil achieve-
ment or of pupil difficulties and the reasons for them. Arranging the 
situation so that pupils cannot copy from each other is far better than 
reminding them constantly that they are not to look at each other's papers. 
3. The natural classroom situation should be retained as far as possible. 
4.' Accurate administering requires implicit following of instructions. 
The precise wording of directions has been worked out with great care and 
any marked deviation may•_inv~lidate the results. A natural manner and 
tpne of voice should be used. There is no need to read instructions me-
chanically if the examiner is sufficiently familiar with them. 
5. These tests are designed as measures of achievement of pupils- not 
as tests of following directions. - Blackboarq demonstration of the sample 
items is recommended unless the examiner is certain that it is unnecessary. 
Such· demonstration and instruction should be done before the test papers 
are passed out. If it is expected that pupils will have difficulty in following 
the directions, it would be advisable to give them practice in the type of 
directions they -are to follow in the test, making use of the samples in the 
tests for this purpose before th~ test is administered. · 
6. Requests to leave the room, and such emergencies as are presented by 
pupils who are hard of hearing or who have temporary vision troubles and 
-, 
'i 
the like, should be taken care of at the discretion of the examiner, who is in 
the best position to judge the proper handling of each case. - • j 
7. The pupils should be warned that during the test periods no one but , :~ 
-·. -~~ 
the examiner needs to do any talking. During the course of the test the ., 
examiner should walk about the room to see that pupils are working on the . - , 
right· page. The examiner should give a pupil only the help necessary to 
get him to indicate the answer in. the right place or correct manner, but 
should not help the pupil to mark the right answer. The examiner should 
also see that on a test that takes two pages or more the pupils do not stop 
\ 
--- ------ ---
"::j:r ... 
... :.·, .--~-q 
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at the end of any page before the last one of the test. Likewise, pupils 
must be cautioned not to go beyond the test being taken. No questions 
are to be answered during the course of the test. The pupil may raise his 
hand only if his pencil breaks. . An extra supply of sharpened pencils should 
be on hand in case of need. , 
8. No one but the examiner should make any preliminary statemeO:ts 
about the tests to the pupils. , 
9. Provision should be made to insure quiet and an absence of int~rrup­
tions of any kind. Some examiners post on the door of the room a card 
reading "Examination. Keep out." 
10. The method of marking through the answer with a cross in Test 2 
is important, as a stencil key will be us~d for scoring this test. 
11. Accurate timing is an important feature in giving the tests that have 
:·~- time limits. A stop watch or a watch with a se'cond hand should be used. 
i. 
" 
:::::.,-. 
The testing program should be so planned that ample time is allowed. In 
no case should a test be stopped before the time for it is up. The examiner 
should not attempt to compress the tests into too brief a period of time, . 
giving the impression of hurry and strain. · 
12. Time limits are provided for both the tests. The time limits should 
be adh~red to strictly. It is advisable for the examiner to make a note in 
writing of the time when the signal is given to begin a test. Otherwise the 
examiner may lose track of the time. The record should be made in minutes 
and sec~nds, since an error of several seconds may seriously affect the scores 
of individual pupils. The time limits for· the tests are as follows: 
I 
TEST 
1. Reading 
2. Vocabulary 
TIME LIMIT 
25 minutes 
10 minutes 
The total working time for the entire test is 35 minutes. ·The total time, 
including the passing out -of test booklets, giving directions, etc., should be 
less than 45 minutes. 
DETAILED DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
Get every pupil's undivided attention before l;>eginning any part of the test. 
Say to the class, holding up a copy of the test: " I am going to give each 
one of you a copy of this booklet. Leave it closed on your desk and do not mark 
on it until I tell you what to do." 
Pass out the test booklets.· Then say: " Find the place, here, where it says 
Name. (Point to the proper place.) Write your :first name and then your last 
name." Give similar instructions for the other items of information on the 
front page, or el~e go on with the test and have the information supplied 
•
later. . · 
" . Where pupils are accustomed to taking standardized tests, these instruc-
tions for filling in the front page may be shortened somewhat. The direc-
tions for each subtest, however, should be followed implicitly. -
When the class is ready to proceed with the test, say: "This booklet has 
. in it some interesting things for you to do. Each one of you must do his best, 
'·*" .' 
4 Metropolitan Achievement Tests Elem. Read. 
but I do not expect you to know how to do everything. Listen carefully so you 
will make no mistakes. Do not begin until I say Go, and when! say Stop put your 
pencils down right away." 
TEST 1. READmG 
PART I 
"Now turn over one. page, like this, to Test 1. Reading. (Demonstrate. See 
that all have the correct page.) Look at sentence a at the top of the page, here. 
(Point.) It says: The cow gives~ eggs, silk, mush, milk. 
"Which word finishes the sentence correctly? (Pause for ans~er.) Yes, 
milk is the right word. Mark the word milk by putting a cross on it, like this. 
(illustrate by writing the sample on the blackboard and by drawing a cross 
on the word milk.) 
" On this page and the next five pages are little stories to read and some sen-
tences after each one to finish. Do all the stories and sentences until you come 
to the word Stop, on page 7. Remember to make a cross on the one word or phrase 
that finishes each sentence correctly. Ready. Go." 
Give no further help except to see that the pupils go on with pages 3, 4, 
5, 6, and-7. 
At th~ end of 15 minutes, say:-"' Stop. Turn to page 8 for Part II." 
PART II 
"Look at the sample at the top of the page, here. (Point.} It says: Dick, 
Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names of Dick's brothers are (Pause.) and 
(Pause.). Each blank line means a word has been left out. What should you 
write in the two blanks? (Pause for answer.) Yes, Tom and Fred (or Fred and 
Tom). Write them in the parentheses at the side of the page.· (Illustrate by 
writing the sample on the blackboard and filling in the answer spaces cor-
rectly.) 
" On this page and the next are more paragraphs with words omitted. Fill in 
all the parentheses you can until you come to the word Stop on page 9. Ready. 
Go." 
At the end of 10 minutes, say: " Stop. Turn to page 10 for Test 2." 
TEST 2. VOCABULARY 
"Look at the first line of words, here. (Point.)· The first word of the line 
is kitten. What word in that line means the same t>r almost the same as kitten? 
(Pause for answer.) Yes, cat is the word. Put a cross on the word cat. 
" Look at the next row of words. The first word is jump. Find the word in 
thatrowthatmeans almost the same as jump, and mark it. (Pause.) What word 
did you mark? (Pause.) Yes, le_,ap is the right one. 
"Mark the right word in the next row. (Pause.) Which one did you mark? 
Yes, race is right, for race means alm.ost the same as run. " .... 
" On this page and the next are more rows of words. In each row mark a ~ 
cross on the word that means the same or almost the same as the first word in that 
line. When you finish page 11, stop. Ready. Go." 
At the end of 10 minutes, say: "Stop. Close your booklets." The book-
lets should be collected immediately. · 
1 
·' 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING 
Detailed directions for scoring accompany the keys which contain the 
I correct answers. The directions for scoring should be read carefully and 
' 
, followed implicitly, and the keys should be used for the greatest accuracy 
·~ and ease in scoring. No matter how well the tests have been administered, 
• the result~ will have little value if they are inaccurately scored. 
INTERPRETATION OF TEsT ScoRES 
Well-established .norms are necessary to interpret the achievement of 
individuals or groups of individuals. Raw sc:ores (the number of items 
right 'or in some cases the number right minus the number wrong) have mean-
ing only in comparison with some standard in terms of which they can be 
• 
evaluated. In the Metropolitan Achieyement Tests the raw scores have 
been translated into a variety of different norms. A table showing the 
standard score, age equivalent, and grade equivalent corresponding to each 
raw score will be found on the key for each test. The grade equivalents are 
based on the median scores of all pupils in a given grade regardless of age. 
The age equivalents are based on the median scores of all pupils of a given 
age regardless of grade placement. Other norms, such as percentile and 
modal age, which are useful for specific purposes, will be available else-
where in the supplementary materials. 
Theoretical grade equivalents higher than and lower than the range of 
grades covered by these tests are given in the tables. These were obtained 
by extrapolating; that is, by arbitrarily extending the tables upward and 
downward in a manner consistent with the trend shown in the grades cov-
ered. These extrapolated scores are intended to help in the differentiation 
of degrees of inferiority and superiority and are not to be interpreted as 
meaning that a pupil has mastered the work of the grades not covered by 
this test. 
Table 1 may be used to find the grade status of a pupil or class at the 
date of testing, provided the .school year runs approximately from Septem-
ber 1 to June 15. If the school year is atypical, the grade norm should 
be determined by computing the number of tenths of a school year which 
have elapsed by .the time the tests are admini~tered.' 
TABLE 1 
GRADE PLACEMENT CoRRESPONDING TO TESTING DATEs 
~10 cblQ cblQ cblQ cblQ cb>O I cblQ cb>.O I lQ ~~ ............ 
DATE OE TESTING 
...... 
............ ...... ...... ...... ...... .......... 
............ 
...... ...... 
...... ...... 
..: ..: ..: . ~ ~ :> u u . i .; .; ~ .a . •;... >-"' 
"'"' 
::; t; "'z < ~ ~ < < z 
"'"' oz zo· ~..:; < "' ~~ ~< <~ ~.=. en en .eno ...... ~
------------------
GRADE PLACEMENT .0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 
BRIEF SuGGESTIONs FOR UsiNG TEsT RESULTS 
While the space limitations of the Dire~tions for Administering will not 
permit any detailed discussion of the utilization of test results, the following 
brief suggestions as to how the tests may be used to advantage are given. 
(Further information will be found in the supplementary material.) 
_____ ........, __ ,..., _ _.,.,.,..,,,,.,,,. . .;cw,...,., . ,.~--.· i ' ·· ,. 
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6 Metropolitan Achievement Tests Elem.Read. 
1. To determine the achievement level of each pupil in reading and 
vocabulary. Thus the strength and weaknesses of individual pupils are 
revealed and a basis is. provided for the individualization of instruction in 
the class:room. 
2. To evaluate class, school, and community achievement in reading and 
vocabulary at each grade level. · 
3. To help the teacher in evaluating her teaching methods objectively. 
4. To provide an objective and reliable basis for classification and group-
.ing for instructional purposes. ' · 
This list of uses is far from exhaustive. It is intended only to be sugges-
tive of some of the things which may be done with the test results. It 
should be emphasized at this point that standardized achievement tests 
are an aid to the teacher or administrator, but should be taken into con-
sideration along with other pertinent information such as local curriculum 
practices, school marks, health records, general level of intelligence, and 
many other similar factors. 
RELIABILITY 
By the reliability of a· test is meant the accuracy of the measures it 
provides. Many factors, such as the length of the test, validity of the ques-
tions, conditions under which the test is administered, etc., affect the test 
results. It is, therefore, desirable for a test to be so designed that errors 
are reduced to a minimum. How well this has been realized in a given test 
is indicated by the coefficient of reliability. Table 2 gives the corrected 
(Spearman-Brown formula) split-half reliability coefficient for each subtest 
for Grade 3. It also gives the standard err<;>r of measurement for each 
test, together with other information. This standard error, as well as the 
mean and stand-ard deviation, is given in terms of raw scores. In inter- · 
preting the scores of any individual on any test the size of the standard error 
should be kept in mind and the deviation of any individual's score from any 
reference point, such as mean or median of the class or the norm on the test, 
should be evaluated in terms of the standard error of the test. 
TABLE 2 
CoRRECTED SPLIT-HALF RELIABILITY CoEFFICIENTS AND RELATED DATA 
TEST 
Reading 
Vocabulary· 
FOR METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT TEsTs : 
ELEMENTARY READING: FoRM R: GRADE 3 
(N= 374) 
RELIABILITY MEAN2 STANDARD COEFFICIENT 1 DEVIATION2 
.959 157.6 19.1 
.927 162.1 20.5 
STAND. ERROR 
MEASUREMENT2 
4.6 
5.9 
1 Based on raw scores. 2 In terms of Comprehensive Standard Scores. 
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DISTINGUISHING CHA-RACTERISTics OF THE METROPOLITAN AcHIEVEMENT 
TEST SERIES 
The distinguishing characteristics of the new 
forms of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests are 
discussed in detail in the Manual for Interpreting, 
but they may be brieRy described as follows: 
Selection of tests . comprising the battery. 
The Metropolitan Achievement Tests have been 
used very widely for a number of years, and the 
pattern of the first edition of this series has been 
adhered to closely in constructing the new forms. 
The major change has been the addition of a science 
test in the Intermediate and Advanced Complete 
Batteries. As now organized, all major subject-
matter areas are covered by a subtest at the ap-
propriate battery level. 
Selection of content of sub tests in each battery. 
Before beginning preparation of the new forms, 
_careful-plamwere made with regard to what of the 
old content of the tests was to remain in each 
battery and what was to be replaced. Many of 
the items appearing in the first edition had proved 
their usefulness by satisfactory performance over 
a period of years, and were therefore retained. 
Many new items were prepared for each test in 
the series, and in the case of the reading tests 
practically all the items. are new. All material, 
whether new or old, was carefully justified in the 
light of courses of study, textbooks, and opinions 
of experts in the field. A comprehensive experi-
mental edition was prepared which consisted of 
many more items than were to appear in the final 
tests. More than 50,000 pupils w~re given one or 
more batteries of this edition for item-analysis pur-
poses. Items were retained and arranged within 
the tests on the basis of the per cent of pupils 
passing the item at successive grade levels, and in 
the case of Reading and Vocabulary by the use 
of the biserial correlation of each item with the 
total test score. Also, in the case of the Reading 
Test, the Lorge Readability Index was used to 
insure that all reading content would be within 
the appropriate grade range. No item was re-
tained which did not prove its worth. 
Integration of the series. Item-analysis data 
were used not only to retain or reject items but to 
balance the forms for difficulty after they had been 
balanced for content. As a final check, a series 
of carefully controlled experiments based upon 
thousands of cases was carried out to insure the 
equivalence of forms and the proper overlapping 
of each test with the same test in· the adjacent 
battery. Within the limits of the reliability of 
the subtests in the series, it is possible to go freely 
from one battery to another or from one test to 
another in making comparisons, confident that 
the differences found are real differences in the 
pupils tested and are not due to variations in the 
tests themselves. · 
In order that communities using the Metro-
politan Achievement Tests, Forms A to E in-
clusive, may be able to know how the old norms 
compare with the new, a carefully controlled ex-
periment was conducted for equating the new series 
to the old. Appropriate tables giving these com-
parisons are to be found in the supplementary 
materials. 
8 
Establishment of a variety of norms to be used 
in interpreting test results. Perhaps the most 
essential and difficult part of a well-standardized 
test is the establishment of a variety of norms on 
the basis of an adequate population. The ade-
quacy of such norms depends upon the size and 
geographic distribution of the norm population, 
the freedom from selection or bias in this popula-
tion, and the types of analysis applied to the test 
data derived from the standardization program. 
While it is recognized that sheer numbers of cases 
are not important, the testing of a nation-wide 
sample inevitably involves the -problem of test-
ing large numbers. In the case of the Metropoli-
tan Achievement Test standardization, a national 
program was carried out on a cooperative basis 
that involved testing in every state in the country. 
The total number of tests distributed amounted 
to more than 500,000. The actual norms were 
based upon a 25 p.er cent random sample drawn 
from each classroom tested. The size of the sample 
used, in terms of the number of cases retained, re-
duced to insignificance the sampling errors in this 
process. Freedom from selection within the norm 
population was insured by the wide range of 
communities included from a geographic point of 
view, by the wide variety of administrative units 
(large cities, small cities, towns and villages, rural 
areas, etc.), and by the fact that all pupils in at 
least three grades in each community' were in-
cluded in the testing. 
The basic types of norms provided are the 
traditional age and grade equivalents. These 
have been chosen because of their wide use at the 
present time. Other types of norms which have 
specific advantages in certain circumstances also 
are provided, however, to meet every need that can 
be anticipated. These norms are given in the sup-
plementary material, which is available on order. 
Attention to the mechanics of the test. The 
kinds and sizes of type used, arrangements of 
questions, size of page, length of line, and all 
other mechanical details were determined with 
the purpose of producing· a test that would be 
pleasing to the pupil, easy for him to read, and 
simple to administer and score. The test acces-
sories have been worked out as a result of adminis-
tering the tests to many groups of pupils and in 
the light of the experiences of test users. The 
Directions for Administering are complete enough 
I 
··~ 
to enable a relatively untrained examiner to ~ 
administer the test successfully. In the Scoring . 
Keys an effort has been made to arrive at an effec- . 
tive compromise that will insure the validity of ·~ 
measurement within each subtest while provid- • 
ing for simplicity, ease, and objectivity of scoring. · 
Norms are furnished directly on the key for each '< 
test in order to facilitate the interpreting of raw ..Ill. , 
scores in terms of the desired equivalents. The..,.. ' ·~ Individual Profile Chart, which is found on each test booklet, is designed to furnish a graphic picture ohhe achievement of an individual pupil. 
The Class Record and Class Analysis Chart pro-
vides a powerful tool for the utilization of the 
test results of the class. 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
ELEMENTARY READING TEST: FORM. R 
By RICHARD D. ALLENr PH.D. 
HAROLD H. BI~LERr PH.D. 
WILLIAM L. CoNNOR/ M.A. 
FREDERICK B. GRAHAMr PD.M. 
Elem. 
Read. 
R 
AND GERTRUDE H. HILDRETHr PH.D. 
Name ................ , ... ·, ....•..... · ........ Boy ..... Girl .... . 
Teacher ................. Grade ......... School .... · ............ . 
City ... , . : , ......... County, .............. State ... , .......... . 
....... 
" 
Year Month Day 
STAND- GRADE 
TEST Al!D EQUIVA-
Sco:RE LENT 
Date of Testing 
----·---
1. READ. 
---- . Year Month Day 
2. VocAB. Date of Birth 
--
AVER. READING Age ..... yrs ........ mos. 
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any Part of it by mimeograph, (lectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of. the copyright law. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois t 
Copyright 1946 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reseroed 
PlllNTED IN u.s.A. ~T : EJ.El{. READ. : l!.- 5 a 
e·r« 
TEST 1. READING : PART I 
a. The co~ gives 
eggs silk mush 
' 
milk 
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Mother baked apples one day. She washed ·-·-r 
and cut the apples. , She put plepty of sugar on \ . : 
them and put theni m a pan. Then she baked 1 
the apples. ·j 
1. Mother cooked 
peaches gppes apples com· 
2. The sugar made the apples taste 
sweet sour bitter burned 
Henry and his brother Peter go to the country 
every summer. They go wading and fishing in 
the brook. One day.· Henry caught three fish 
and Peter caught five. 
/ . 
3. This story tells about two 
boys fish farms. brooks 
' 4. Who caught the most fish? 
Father Henry . Peter Helen 
---------'----------'------:------- --·-
The farmer has a big bam. It is a good place 
in which to play. - One day we went to the barn. 
·I climbed into the hay w~gon and hid in the 
hay. My sister Ruth ran after me, but she could 
not find me. Then I called, '' Here I am. Come 
and find me." But she could· riot find me until 
I jumped out of the hay. 
· 5. I played in the bam with my. 
cousm brother sister father 
6. I found a good hiding place in the 
house woods . cellar wagon 
7. I called from my hiding place, "look out" 
"come away" "find me" "stay here" 
8. The·hay wagon was in the 
-hayfield yard road \. barn· 
[ ·~ ] . Go right on to the next page. 
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A white rat in a wire cage at the University 'of 
. Minnesota was taught to work a machine to get 
his food. Above his wire cage hung a chain. 
The rat learned that when he pulled this chain, a 
marble would fall down 1into his cage. When he 
picked up the marble and put it into a hole in the 
floor, food dropped into the feeding tray. The 
amount of food was small, but the rat worked hard. 
and did the trick eno':lgh times to get a good meal. 
It took the rat two months to learn this method · 
for getting his food. 
The rat learned to work a machine to get. 
water arr food sunlight 
Above the rat!s cage hung a 
chair rope picture ·chain 
To get his food, the rat u.sed a 
marble rock penny ball 
To learn this trick took the rat 
2 weeks 2 months 2 years 2 days 
In China many families live 'on rivers. It is 
cheaper /to liv~ on yvater than on land because 
there "'is no ·landlord to collect rent. Whole 
families live on houseboats. The·· children play 
on the decks. Every child· carries· a tiny barrel 
on his back- .as a life preserver. When a child 
falls overboard, the barrel enables him to keep 
afloat until someone pulls him out. 
13. In China many families live in 
trailers tents igloos houseboats 
14. As a life preserver, a Chinese child wears on his back a 
~· 
tube barrel bottfe balloon 
Many Chinese people would rather live on water than on land becaus~ 
it is· 
cheaper wettet ' safer . healthier 
Go right on to the next page. 
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Lena was a tawny browr1 leopard. In tht! ctay-
time she kept to her den in the Mrican jungle 
or roamed the plains. At night she crept down 
to the village to look for food. Each morning 
the villagers found_ a Jamb or goat missing, and 
each morning they saw fresh tracks of the 
leopard. Mothers kept their children close to 
them in the evening for fear that sometime 
a child, too, might be stolen. Finally some of 
the. m~n of the viUage made a trap among the 
bushes, and one mormng they found Lena caught. 
16. Lena was a 
fox leopard lamb lion 
17. ·She often stole 
chickens children leopards goats 
18. Lena was caught 
in a tree in her den in a ~rap on the plain. 
19. People were afraid Lena might steal 
a child food a leopard a trap 
My sister _and I decided one early spnng day 
to start' a window garden. In planting our win-
dow garden we first put stones in the bottom -of the 
box. Next we put in some moss and on top of 
that _a layer of dirt. On the dirt ~e sprinkled 
some pansy seeds. We covered them with· dirt 
and then watered them. Over the top we put 
a newspaper to keep the water from drying out 
too rapidly. 
\ 
20. We planted our garden iri a window box 
· in the front· yard at scf10ol on the farm 
21. The first thing we put in the box was 
paper moss stones peat 
22. A newspaper was used to keep the seeds 
cool clean dark damp 
23. The seeds were covered with 
blossoms moss stones dirt. 
. [ 4 ] 
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· Norman has an interesting hobby. It is study-
ing birds. He has an assortment of seventeen dif-
ferent birds' nests and a collection of eggs. His 
uncle gave him a stuffed owl and an eag_le he cap-
tured out hunting one day. Norman sometimes 
gets up very early in the morning to go ~n bird 
hunts and. to photograpp wild life. Once he 
noticed an owl catching mice for food. A mouse 
began running frantically~ but the owl swooped 
down, captured the mouse, and disappeared among 
the trees. 
24. Norman enjoys catching owls ~ 
riding in the woods feeding the animals studying birds 
~~- 25. The mouse was [: .. ~/ frightened eager happy timid 
~- 26. Norman's uncle encourages the boy to. keep on with his f: m1ce hobby shooting fishing . 
27. 
The fur of the mink is popular because of its 
quality and its rarity. Raising minks for their furs 
is called mink ranching. The pelts from ranch 
minks are now considered better than those from · 
wild minks. Because minks fight with each other, 
they are kept in separate small pens. These have 
wire floors and tops. and are raised off the ground. 
The· minks are fed mostly raw meat or fish. The 
young m~ks, called kits, are born in spring,. some-
times as many as ten in a litter. In the early 
winter they are killed and their skins or pelts are 
prepared for use in fur coats and other articles. 
A young mink is called a· 
pelt kit litter cub 
~. ~ · 28. The floor of a mink's pen is ni.ade of 
: ~-. • dirt wood . w1re leaves 
..... Minks are killed for their furs in the 
early fall summer spring 
-;~. 
~ 
·· · 30. Minks are often fed 
early winter 
popcorn carrots baked potatoes raw meat 
[ .5 1 Go right on to the next page. 
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I shall never forget the first train that ran by. I 
was feeding quietly near the fence which separated 
the meadow from the railway, when I heard a 
strange so-qnd at a distance. Before I knew where 
it came from, a long black train roared past, and 
was gone almost before I could draw my breath. 
I turned and galloped to the farther side of the 
meadow as fast as I co~ld go, and there I stood 
snorting with astonishment and fear. 
31. This story is told by a 
32. 
33. 
34. 
man horse. · bby train 
He was frightened by a 
fence railway meadow 
He became frightened while he was 
eating gall~ping snorting 
The object that frightened him was 
moving rapidly galloping 
' 
train 
list,ening 
moving slowly 
feeding quietly 
Soft ,coal burns easily. It is not hard to start a 
soft-coal fire. A l~ttle burning kindling soon sets 
the coal on fire. Soft coal· burns with a bright 
flame. It often gives off thick clouds of bhi.ck 
smoke. A large amount·, of ashes is left when soft 
coal is burned. 
Hard coal is not easily' broken into pieces. It 
is not as dirty as soft coal. . The coaJ is har~ to a 
start burning. ·More kindling is needed to set 
hard coal burning than soft coal. Hard coal burns 
with little smoke. It burns more slowly and gives 
a hot fire for a longer time. Not many ashes are 
left after hard ~"Gal is burned: 
35. To start a coal fire, it i.s desirable to have 
kindling smoke water ashes • 
36. The coal that is cleaner to ·handle is 
old soft hard hot ' 
37. The coal that is harder to start burning gives the most 
lasting fire ashes clouds of smoke dirt 
38. A soft-coal :fire requires much kindling 
• 
is hard to start gives off. much smoke leaves few· ashes 
[ 6 ] . Go right on to the next page, 
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The night had been rainy. Where the' young 
gentleman stood, a pool of rriuddy water interrupted 
the Qyeen's passage. As she hesitated, gallant 
young Raleigh threw his coat on the miry spot. 
He accompanied ·this ad of devoted courtesy with 
a profound reverence and a blush which spread 
over his· countenan.ce. The Qyeen was confused· 
and blushed in turn. She nodded and passed on 
without saying a word. 
39. To help the Queen, Raleigh use.d 
an umbrella his coat his countenance a reverence 
40. The Queen responded to Raleigh by confusing him 
saying- nothing thanking him giv:ing him a curtsy 
41. Raleigh was 
insolent hesitant courteous unhappy 
l 
I 
Canals can be dug in almost any level plain, 
but they cost so, much that it pays to build a 
canal only where tlJJ.ere is sure to b<? a large 
amount of freight. Canal traffic is always slow; 
for if fast steamboats· were used, the waves which 
/ they cause would soon wear away the banks and 
I fill the canals. Often b. arges are used in great num-
1 hers, and are slowly drawn by tugboats, horses, 
[: l_; donkeys, or even men. In China, Japan, and Europe 
·· even such ~low· transportation is in:{purtarit. 1~. ·· ! 42. Canals are most profitable where the;re is much traffic .... :11/ 43. in mountain districts through deserts .in warm climates ,..., Vessels most commonly used in canals are 
·' steamboats barges .ocean liners fast freighters 
L,. 44. Boats. going through canals alyrays I are pulled by horses are steamboats 
~- . muve slowly cause large waves 
t r •.. · . STOP! 
~-[.;;·' ,' 
I . ·.·• '·:~, 
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PART II 
SAMPLE. Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names( _______ ) a · 
of Dick's brothers are _{!!2._ and ___ill_ ....... ( ) b 
46-49. Ripe apples, as we all know, fall from the 
tree. This may be a serious matter -to a ~ who ovv-ns( _________ ) 46 
a big orchard. The fallen apple gets bruised and must ( 
be sold at a lower ~. Now the farmers are learning _________ ) 47 
how to keep the apple~· on the ~ until they want tO( ) 48 
pick them. A new material has been developed which 
can be sprayed on the branches and fruit and which will 
keep the ~ from falling ......................... (,_-'--______ ) 4'9 
, 50-54. When you read a line of print, your eyes move 
across the page in jumps. If you are a good-~,(-------'<--­\ ) 50 
your ~ make. three or four jumps to a line. If you( 
are a~ reader, your eyes may make as many as--------+--) 51 
eight or ten ~ to a ~· ... ' ..................... <---------"":--) 52 
( ______ _ ) 53 
( ______ _ 
.)54 
55-59. A motorboat has an engine like the one.in an 
automobile. The engines of most motorboats ruri on ( 
gasoline, just as the ~ engine does. However, the ---------
~ of some of the larger motorboats run on crude( 
oil. In some small boats the motor is ,attached over ---------
the stern and is called an outboard ~. The motor-'---------
boat does not go so fa~t ~s :=t car with an engine of the( 
same power, because It IS harder for: the __®__ to go ---------
·' 
)'55 
) 56' 
) 57' 
) 5s 
through water than for the -(59> to roll on land ....... ( ________ _ ) 59 
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60-64. Ever since man has lived on the earth, he 'r, I 
has had some form of wealth. He always has had things ·, · ~ 
which are useful and valuable to him. Not everything -~,_~il 
which is useful is wealth. We could not live without( _________ ) 6o" . , 
air, but ~ is not wealth. It is not ~ because :~ 
there is an unlimited supply of it. You can get all you ( ) In J 
want of it without cost. If you own a spring, you 
can get all the water you want without ~- In this( _________ ) az. 
case ~ is not wealth. But if you get water in your ( 
house through pipes, you have to ~ for it.. In this ---------
case water is wealth ................. : ............. ( } M. -- · 
· [ 8, l Go right o~ to the next p;tge. 
rr . '~:~·~~ ·~n' ~olon;~l da:.: the ce:t~r of ~om~ life ~ 
' ·1 the huge fireplace. This was the source of heat for 
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1
g a~d for <ah5) the houkse. Fire
1
making was( _________ ) 65 
~ 1 cu t, smce mate es were . un nown. t was neces-
. s~ry to keep a supply of live coals overnight by covering _) 66 
, ~hem with ashes. If the ~ went out, the family had'--------
~·. 1' to borrow ~ from a neighbor .. · .................. ( ) 67 
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68-71. Science is finding out that the water we drink 
affects our lives far more than we know. Now we are 
told that the~ we drink has a great deal to do with( _________ ) 68 
the number of cavities in our teeth. 1 It has been found 
that the presenc~ of a, chemical c~lled fluorine in drink-
ing water will slow down or stop tooth decay. The 
amount of ~ needed in the water to prevent tooth( _____ --" ___ ) 69 
...Q!!L. is so small we can hardly imagine it, onec ) 70 
part fluorine to one million. parts water. Too much 
fluorine causes the enamel of the .s!:!L to become 
mottled in a:ppearance ............................. ( _________ ) 1i 
72-74. The glider plane has no motor or propeller to 
thrust against the air and pull or pu~h it forward, yet it 
can stay up in the ~ for hours at a time. Having( _________ ) 72 
-•• po power, a~ ~annot climb through th.e air, or even( ) 73 · 
fly on the level Without the help of a flymg start. A 
glMer remains aloft or rises to somewhat higher eleva-
tions only because air currents ~ it ............... (_--,-_______ ) 74 
• 
STOP! 
• 
. No. right ........ . 
I 
••••••••• 
1
, Gr. equzv.. . . . . . . . . Age equiv •. ........ [l] 
., 
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TEST 2. VOCABULARY 
'• 
kitten wear cat girl chair dog 
jump down ride leap see ·look ~ 
run stay ask race .fun sit r . 
1. baby child man ball cradle rattle l d 
reach' 
.-' 'l 
2. stairs vpon steps start stays 
'\1 3. cap car hat head face hair \. 
>· 
4. see water tell ·her do look 
5. noise sound. beat slide rush . stop 
6. jolly berry merry spread toy gloomy 
7. battle baby play . fight talk muddy 
8. river wash stream curve steamer , deep 
9. sack seat hold bag lift box 
·10. beast stew animal brave giant· coward 
.11. parrot bright song bird green gull 
12. buckH pull deer drink handle pail / 
13. bake stove dish cook fry eat . _., 
~~ 
14. liberty flag state freedom country 'ruler .. , ! 
15. idea date. perfect thought statue dream 
16. fix tear finish mend stir . feel 
I 
rain steal dust ·strength 17. ·power move 
18. remain few stay· place haye check 
19. speak smg walk say peep JUmp 
20. tale take story. fish plate end 
21. castle oxen queen building lake moat 
22. correct answer join gather right nearly 
• J 23. polite WISe pretty ·happy reply courteous 
24. feel cry strike push touch run 
25. quiet slow weak 
26. elect 
27. maid 
28. sure 
. ahead 
terror 
hardly 
form 
33. amaze 
. 34. conference 
35. saintly 
36. bread 
37. gain 
38. shield 
, 39. innocent 
40. demand 
41. chase 
4:2~ final 
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light preach wish choose build 
old man work gown girl 
certain · finally sudden usually 
below 
liberty 
barely 
raise 
before between 
fright 
surely slowly 
solid shape away 
above 
sympathy 
softly 
gram 
wander vanish astonish - c_ollect 
war discussion tax· conflict 
heal 
alone 
animal 
easily 
trap 
speech 
holy 
flour 
weakly weary sorrow trial 
make food cake butter 
delay Win fresh money pair 
arm 1 shift conflict protect desert 
afraid strange guiltless criminal· dull 
request employ forecast suggest recelve 
find g1.ve ·catch 
recent last early 
follow 
begin 
jump 
curtain 
43. unworthy' uneasy f~dr useless · undeserving shy 
44. hearth fireplace listen warmth -funeral cabin 
45. supply suit furn.ish deny carry reqmre 
46. peace part scorn· 1 fruit calm vegetable 
47. transfer ride pierce occur choose shift 
48. dwelling stage roof sword house garden 
49. oblige manage erase worry. favor: oppose 
50. bough bend knot -blossom bark limb 
• SJ.'OP! 
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TEST 1. READING : PART I 
mush milk 
0 We have some pretty fish. 
bowl. Jane feeds the fish. 
green plants. 
They swim in the 
The fish eat the 
The fish live in a 
basket box house bowl 
Who takes care of them? 
Jane Mother John· baby 
What do they eat? 
bowl pl3;~ts fish Jane 
Every ·spring I go to the country to VISit my· 
grandmother. One day I pl~ted a garden. I 
planted corn and beans and peas. Next day I 
went out to see the garden. -Some chickens had 
scratched up all the seeds. I must put a fence 
around my garden. 
Grandmother lives in 
the city a village the country a park 
The garden was spoiled by the 
rain farmer corn chickens 
6. In my garden I was going to raise some 
vegetables fruit flowers chickens 
Mother made the sandwiches. Donald and 
Paul got the lemonade ready. Betty went to 
the store to· get some cookies. When the lunch 
was packed, the family started out. 
7. They were going 
to church on a picmc to school to a show 
8. The lemonade was made by 
. .: 
I~\ .. 
' 
'·t.: 
·'l~ 
. :., 
Betty Mother Donald and Betty and Paul 
[ 2 1 
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The albatross. is one of the largest birds of the 
sea. It lives chiefly upon small fish caught just 
below the surface of the water. When fully grown 
it sometimes has a wing spread of twelve to :fi.fteon 
feet and a weight of twenty pounds. The albatross 
is regarded with -suspicion, by sailors. Some sailors. 
believe that great misfortune will result ·if an 
albatross is killed.· 
9. An albatross is a · 
whale bird - sailer shark 
10. The food of the albatross is mainly 
mice insects grain -fish 
11. This bird spends most of the time 
on land at sea in a nest m bushes 
The fir tree stood in the forestr The snow fell 
softly on its branches. One day a man came and 
cut it down. He brought the tree to Ann's house. 
Ann put silver balls and bright stars on the tree, 
and the children danced around it. 
12. The story is about a Christmas tree a snowstorm 
a birthday party c,utting down trees 
13. A man got the tree in 
a store the forest a park the garden 
~~ i4. The tree was trimmed with 
candles forest ·flowers silver balls bright ribbons 
One day we had a post office at our house.· 
John played postman. Billy worked at the post 
office. We wrote letters to Betty and Jane and 
put them in a toy ~ail box. The postman took 
the letters to the post office. 
We had a play post office at 
school camp home the mail box 
A letter was sent ·to Betty John 
The letters were taken to the post office by 
John Billy Betty Jane 
Carl Bill Y. 
[ 3 ] -- Go rig,ht on to the next page. 
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Silver foxes are raised in the United States for 
their fur. Some large ranches ha~e thousands of 
· foxes, but most fox farms have a much smaller 
nmnber. In late winter or early spring the mother 
fox, called the vixen,· has a litter of three to ten 
pups. The foxes are protected from *e sunlight 
, because this may dms~ the fur to look rusty. They 
are allowed out only at night or in dense woods. 
The pelts are usually taken in November or De-
cember when the animal is nine or ten months old. 
18. This story is about 
silver fe>xes ranches a mother fox furs 
19 .. A mother fox is called a 
vixen pup · litter pelt 
20. Foxes are protected from the sun to keep theirfur from looking 
coarse white yellow rusty 
21. Silver foxes are raised in the United States for 
meat leather fur pets 
The eagle is a large bird found all over the 
world. Since ancient times the eagle has been a 
symbql of royal power, for the bird has great · 
strength and keen vision. The American or bald 
eagle lives in North America near st:reams, lakes, 
and seacoasts. It is a handsome bird with black 
plumage streaked with white, and with a white 
head, neck, and tail. The bald eagle is the 
national emblem of the United States. 
22. The.story is about 
ancient times the eagle die emblem the .united States 
23. The eagle is a symbol of royal power partly on account of its 
stze plumage strength head 
24. The American eagle is said to be 
homely ancient __ /~d bald · 
According to this para~~ the eagle most often lives near · • 26. 
' 
a body of wa·~er the desert mountains plains 
. [ 4 ] Go right 9_D. to the next page. 
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One morning I was on my way to school. I 
looked down the street and saw puffs of smoke 
rolling up to the sky. I thought there must be 
a fire at the grocery. Ding, dong, clang 1 Soon the 
fire engine came rushing down the street. The 
hose truck came after .it. In a minute the firemen 
had the hose out of the wagon. Streams of water 
came from the hose. I did not see what was left 
of the building until the next day. Most of the 
store windows were broken and the building was 
still black with smoke. 
26. First came the 
hose truck groceryman 
27. Next day I saw that 
fire chief fire engine 
the building was damaged 
the fire was still burning 
nothing was hurt 
the windows wen:; fixed 
. 
28. The dark color of the building after the :fire was caused· by 
water smoke broken gl~ss hose 
At the dock we saw a big fishing boat· starting 
out on a long voyage to the North Atlantic. An 
old fisherman said the boat would hold four hun·-
dred thousand pounds of fish. He said that the · 
ship would return after several months filled with 
cod and halibut. We could see nets tied to the 
masts of the ship. 
29. The boat was bound for · 
Europe Spain / Atlanta the northern ocean 
30. Part of the ship's load will be 
oysters whalebone mackerel halibut 
Hanging from the ship's mast were some 
fish nets clothes fish lamps 
_: 32. If the ship left on May 1, it might return about 
May 15 ] une 1 August 15 May 2 
[ 5 ] Go right on to the next page. 
One day there was a wreck. A freight train 
was standing on a track in the switch yard when 
an engine came along and ga,ve it a push. Off it 
went down the track. ] ust at. a bend in the track 
there was a long tunnel. A long passenger train 
was coming out of the tunnel. The switchman in 
the tower threw the wrong switch. The passenger 
train rushed into the freight trainl smashing several 
cars and throwing them off the track. No one 
was killed, but several people were injured. It 
took several days to clean up the wreckage. 
. ) 
33. The wreck happened in the street in the station 
in the tunnel near a tunnel 
34. Out of the tunnel came the 
freight train switchman passenger train freight engine 
36. The wreck was the fault of the 
switchman · conductor 
. 
engineer road worker 
' Our master was a good, kind man. He gave us 
good food and a large pasture in which to run. 
He spoke to us as gently as he did to his little 
children. We were all fond of him, and my 
mother loved him very much. When she saw him 
at the gate, she would neigh with joy and trot up 
to him. He would pat and stroke her, and say, 
~~Well, old Pet, and how is your little Smoky? , 
I was a dull gray, so he called me Smoky ; then 
he would give me a piece.of bread, which was very 
good, and sometimes he brought a carrot for my 
mother. 
36. This story is about a 
dog monkey chimney horse 
37. The one who tells the story is 
. a boy Smoky the mother the master 
38. The master treated them very 
badly cruelly kindly carelessly 
[ 6 ] Go right on to the next page. 
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Over two hqndred years ago Benjamin Franklin 
start~d the first circulating library. .He produced 
the books and hired a librarian to help take care of 
the books. · Thus was America started on a habit 
of spare-time reading that has lasted ever since. 
Recently the bookmobile has been introduced to 
assist those cormtry people who live too far from 
the city to take advantage of city libraries. The 
bookmobile is a truck which travels from house to 
house. This library is truly a •circulating library. 
The first circulating library was started by ,~ 
Carnegie Webster Franklin Lincoln 
The library was started about 50 ;>:ears ago 
200 years ago 100 years ago 500 years ago 
41. A bookmobile was U§ed in Eranklin's day W3§_ot~_e first~~~-
is a library on wheels had no librarian ==~~ 
The mail carrier's norse was very, very lazy. 
He shuffled along, with his head down, as if he 
liked to keep the people waiting. I thought, in-
deed, that he sometimes chuckled over this reflec-
tion; but' the carrier said he was only troubled with 
a cough. The carrier had a way of keeping his 
head down, like his horse, and of drooping sleepily 
as he drove, with one arm on each knee. I say 
u drove," but I am sure the cart woul4 have gone 
to Yarmouth quite as well without him, for the 
horse did all that. The carrier's conversation con-
sisted of whistling. 
42. The carrier was riding along 
[· on horseback on a bicycle in a cart in an automobile 
g.• 
~ 43. When the horse seemed to chuckle he was only 
t?' ~: 'P' ~, . shuffling whistling coughing lazy 
~; 44. 
r. 
L, 
I . 
.. 
Instead of talking the man was inclined to 
whistle drive sing cough 
STOP! 
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PART II 
SAMPLE. Dick, Tom, and Fred are brothers. The names( ______ _, a 
--~-------of~"_D_.ic~_k_'_s_b_ro_t_h_e_rs_a_r_e_._c_a) __ a_n_d ___ <b_)_._·_·_·_·_·_·~·(~==========~b 
45. The librarian takes care of the books in the 
library. She' knows where every _{ill_ belongs ........ ( _________ ....,.). 
46-48. Chocolate first became known to the white 
race when explorers from Spain reached the New World. 
The explorer, Cortez, was given a drink of chocolate by 
an Indian emperor. Cortez liked chocolate so much 
that he took it back to ~. For many years _Jill_( _________ ) 46 
and his men refused to tell where they had <:>btained;·the ( )
47 
new drink and sold it to the wealthy people of Europe ---------------
for a high _J!ID_ •..•.....••..•. , ., •. ~· ..••..•.......... ( ) 48 
~~::__--;-::4~When you first learned to read, youo "·~ ( ____________ ) 49 
aloud, so ofcourse you ~ your lip"s. This is note ) 50 
necessary in silent _@2_. Moving the lips makes the 
reading much too slow, because your eyes can take in the( ' ) 51 
meaning faster than your ..J@_ can say it ....... ~ : .... ( ) 52 
63-64. Because cold air is heavier than warm air, it 
settles to the floor and the~ air rises to the ceiling.( _________ ) sa 
Children playing on the floor are much more likely to 
be ~ than a person sitting in a chair in the same room. C~" __________ ) M 
66-67. It is often said that Gutenberg, a German, 
was the first to invent printing from movable type. 
This is not true. ·Printing from movable type had been 
used in Asia long before ~ time. It is quite possible( _________ ) s5 
that Gutenberg got his ideas from some traveler return-( 
56 ing from _@L. However, Gutenberg was the first to -----------/ 
use alphabetic type in a __iiD_ press .................. ( ) 57 
68-61. Few families continue to. use fireplaces as a 
main source of heat. They are more for the enjoyment 
that comes from sitting in front of an op'en ___@}_, watch-( ___________ -J ss 
.ing the logs burn, noticing· how the _@1L dance up and( ) 
59 down and change color. Now we may be able to have ---------
all the enjoyment of a __illQl_ in our homes and at -the( ________ _.. 
same time have a good source of heat. A new kind of" 
heater has been developed, consisting of a pipe running 
through the fireplace and a fan. The fan draws in cold 
air, and when this is heated 'blows the warm _illi_ back( _________ ) 61 
into the room. 
Go right on to the next page. 
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; . ~ 62-67. Rafts were the earliest means of water travel. ( ) 62 r. They can be made of anything that will float. In the --------
~~·-.-- olden d1ays Inhdia~s in CaLnada ~ rafts hof ree?shw~ich ( ) 63 . ·. gt:ew a ong t e nvers. ogs ~ toget er Wit vmesc ) 64 were used on smooth water, but could not be___@&_ in rap-
i_._·_: ·i;y:· Airplanes which fly over oceans carry rubber rafts.( ) " 
. . ch ~ tak.e up a very s.mall amount of ~ when ( ) 66 
r: oiled up, but m case of accident they can be blown up 
~-- and then will be large enough to .Jm_ three or four men. ( ) 67 
('r; 
l l . 
t. 
:(::. 
~~~ 
68-70. In growing rice in China the seed often i~ 
sown in nurseries and the young plants are afterward' 
taken up and· set out in the fields in regular rows. The 
transplanting takes place about a month after the seed 
has been ~' when the _@}__ have grown a foot high.( _________ ) 68 
The laborers make a hole in the earth with their fingers( ) 69 
and thrust a bunch of three or four plants into it and 
squeeze the~ tight around.it ................ · .. :. (-------~--' 10 
'11-74. The song of the white-eyed vireo is unlike 
that of any other wild bird. , Once you have learned its( )n 
..JTIL, you can always ~ it when you hear it again. ---------· 
It is short, musical, and energetic. Nearly every song( ) 12 
contains a loud, clear, rather long, whistled _rm_ like ( ) 
73 
"whee." The number and the timing of the notes vary, --..--------
but some ..JW_ will be the same in every song ......... ( ) 74 
STOP! 
No. right ........ . Stand. score. . . . . . . . . Gr. equiv.. . . . . . . . . Age equiv .. .•.....• 
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kitten 
jump 
run 
1. hen 
2. boy 
3. farmer 
4. tiny 
5. big ' 
6. kind 
7. cabbage 
8. cottag~ 
9. beautiful 
10. strong 
11. chop 
12. shut 
13. freedom 
14. like 
15. hit 
16. cake 
17. acorn 
18. king 
19. improve 
20. receive 
21. collect 
22. destroy 
23. dragon 
24. forward 
25. boot 
. '-(' "" "#' .. · .·'.:·.oi''f·;,··"·c "''" . 
. ·"' . i 1 ~ • : 
TEST 2. VOCABULARY 
wear cat chair 
down ride 
.girl" 
le~p 
fun 
see 
stay ask race 
mouse chicken 
store play 
rabbit 
child 
dog 
look 
horse· 
book 
cow 
ball 
field cow truck man 
tall 
work 
sharp 
round 
pretty 
little 
small 
good 
brave 
large 
still 
thin 
quick. bug 
fine sorry 
stew fruit animal vegetable 
beach 
careful 
selfish. 
hammer 
. house roof porch step 
plentiful steady .homely 
strange powerful foolish 
buy make eat cut 
door ·street open close 
taste 
handsome 
weak 
age liberty story 
look 
honor 
hate 
hunt 
courage 
enjoy take 
strike ·mlSS wait· find 
water 
tree 
ruler 
add 
accept 
grass 
juice 
student 
better· 
food 
candy 
serv~ bake 
teacher 
. 
· express 
spend count 
bean nut 
crown . 
. huiry 
cook 
wealth 
try 
send 
remember forget find compare 
ruin annoy· .·c~ hire save 
anchor cargo insect beast carriage 
backward behind ahead already away 
,·;~ 
.~"! 
.Jl 
::i 
shop 
[ IO ] 
foot boat shoe slipper . ~.:;l 
Go right on to the next page •. "·· · . ?fl 
shears 
28. single 
:.z --~-pretend 
~-- ")o. almost 
!W~'· - . ~. 
~;;~. 31. sword 
.·~ : ..>·~· 
32 •. under 
33. barge 
34. calm 
35. lively 
36. raise 
37. couple 
I}' :::: 
1-- ::: . 42. physician ~f} 43. aexhipp:: 
··""· 44. ~~,.-}·_ .. ____ ....-<V"_ 45. depend 
-'. 46. show 
~~f.·.· 
'·~~-· 47. mistake 
~;. . 
~· · 48. idle 
49. retire 
.50. reveal 
. \.'' 
bite 
knife 
manY. 
work 
reject select 
sews 
change 
wheat 
winner 
scissors 
all 
sharp 
both one several 
assume meet frighten mend 
anywhere nearly perhaps 
revolver shield staff · duel 
soon already 
weapon 
cover over 
canal big 
beneath 
boat 
between 
ravme sell 
peaceful pleasant hard stormy. 
upon 
r~ugh 
· dainty burning electric active fire 
. 
I 
sink 
six 
lift reach 
prur plenty 
above ·level 
marry cents 
remit recall transmit remain forget 
able cheap degraded honorable humble 
tempt 
narrow 
clown 
presence 
whole sleep cover unite 
broad long short thin 
plumber . m.ihister doctor grocer 
request · sound paring echo 
display excuse 
race 
prevent 
help deeper 
hide skill 
rely 
train story 
guard 
display delay 
errand 
actor 
mischief· correction error title 
Image unoccupied busy healthy ill 
withdraw repair 
cry 
return reserve retain 
tell scorn conceal n01se 
STOP! 
Stand. score. . . . . . . . . Gr. equiv.. . . . . . . . . Age equiv .. ....... . 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
ELEMENTARY READING TEST: FORM R 
For Grades 3 and 4 
KEY AND DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS 
Elem. 
Read. 
R 
NoTE. The following directions should be read carefully before any 
scoring is done, and they shouldbefollowed implicitly. 
1. Do not attempt to score this test without using the keys. The keys are provided to 
make the scoring objective and at the same time quick, convenient, and accurate. 
2. Use colored pencils to mark the right and wrong answers. Mark right answers with a 
straight line; wrong answers with a cross. 
3. An item is either right or wrong; no fractional credits are given. Any clear method of 
indicating the right answer should be given credit. Give one point of credit for each 
correct answer. Consider the item as omitted if more than one answer is given or marked. 
4. The raw score for each test is the number of correct responses. 
5. The keys for the tests in this booklet are of two types: vertical strip fold (Test 1) and 
stencil (Test 2). Cut the key apart along the fold indicated. Study the specific direc-
tions for scoring each test which are given below before you attempt to score that test. 
6. All scoring should be checked. The preferred procedure is to have a second person check 
both the marking of right and wrong answers and the counting of correct responses to 
obtain the raw score. 
7. Sample items are never scored. 
8. Raw scores, standard scores, and the desired equivalents (grade or age) should be entered 
in the proper places at the foot of the last page of each test. The grade and age norms 
are independent of one another. The norm to be used depends upon the way in which 
the local community is to utilize the. test results. 
SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING 
Test 1 
1. Fold the key along each of the lines marked "Fold back here." 
2. To score the test, open up the key and lay the strip for page 2 along the left'side of the test 
page. Mark each question on that page right or wrong. 
3. Fold the strip for page 2 to the left as you would turn the page of a book so that the key 
for page 3 is on top. Score page 3 as you did page 2. 
4. Again fold the key to the left so that the strip for page 4 is at the right of the key. Score 
page 4. · 
5. Again fold the key to the left so that the strip for page 5 is at the right. Score this page. 
6. Fold again for page 6; the key now is four strips wide. Score this page. 
· ~pen the key to its full width ·so that the key for page 7 is at the right; score page 7 . 
. · ~old back the page 7 strip as you would turn the page of a book so that the key for page 8 
is on top; score this page. Fold again for page 9. Score this page. Then open the key 
to its full width with the strip for page 8 at the extreme left and the strip for page 2 at 
the extreme right. 
(Directions COIJlinucd on page 2) 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, N'ew York, and Chicago, Illinois 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING (Continued) 
9. Go back over the pages for Test 1 and count the correct responses; write down the num-
ber right at the bottom of page 9. From the table in the center part of the kyy, read off 
the standard score and grade or age equivalent corresponding to this score and enter them 
at the bottom of the page as well. 
10. The maximum possible score is 74 points, 
For Part II of this test, pages 8 and 9, a separate list of supplementary responses is provid 
This is not intended to be used as an additional key but rather as a list of evaluated respon 
which may occur in a very small per cent of cases. 
Test 2 
In order to simplify the scoring for this test, a stencil key has been provided. The steps in 
using this key are as follows: 
1. First scan the lines rapidly to see if more than one word is marked in any one line. 
Whenever two or more words have been marked in a line, a mark should be drawn through 
that line so that an answer correct only by chance will not be given credit. 
2. Position the key over pages 10 and 11 so that the corners of the key and the corners of the 
test pages coincide. Count the number of marked answers showing through the windows 
in the key. Write this number where it says "Number right" at the bottom of page 11. 
Enter the standard score and grade or age equivalent corresponding to this score from the 
table on the key. 
3. The maximum possible score is 50 points. 
DIRECTIONS FOR CoMPLETING TABLE oN THE TITLE PAGE 
As soon as both tests have been scored, the standard score and either the grade or age 
equivalent for each test should be transferred to the table on the title page. This table pro- ;!:i 
vides a column for standard scores, another for grade equivalents, and a third column in .E_ 
which age equivalents or other equivalents such as percentiles, local norms, modal age norms, ~ 
etc., may be entered. Additional norms may be found in supplementary materials. g> 
Average Reading Achievement should be found by averaging the grade or age equivalents~ 
for the separate tests. The standard scores should not be averaged. ;:l 
It has been recommended that standard scores be entered on the title page of each booklet. \..l 
All supplementary norms have been set up in terms of standard score, and it is therefore pos-
sible to interpret the test results, through standard scores, in terms of any of the different 
supplementary norms. For example, percentile rank may be entered on the title page by 
the use of the table of percentile norms. Furthermore, by having standard scores on the title 
page it is possible at a later date to study the test results in terms of different norms from 
those originally used without having to go back to each individual test. Standard scores 
further have an advantage which raw scores do not, in being comparable from battery to 
battery in the same subject areas and from form to form.. Standard scores are not comparable 
from test to test within a battery. A further explanation of standard scores will be found in 
the Manual for, Interpreting. 
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TEST 1 TEST 1 
READING READING 
(Page 6) (Page 7) 
TEST 1 
READING 
(Page 8) 
45. history 
60. it; o1· tf1is; 
or mr 
61. wealth 
62. paytng; 
or money; or cost 
63. this; 
or water; or it 
64. pay 
TEST 1 
READING 
(Page 9) 
65. warmmg; 
·or heating 
66. :fire 
67. fire; 
o1· live coals 
TEST 1. READING 
TABLE OF NORMS 
~~ rn I ~~ Jn I ~1"1 rnrn ~~ J~J 
74 239 74 
73 232 73 
72 9.3+ 226 14-7+ 72 
71 8.7 221 14-0 71 
70 8.3 217 13-7 70 
69 8.0 214 13-3 69 
68 7.7 211 13-0 68 
67 7.4. 208 12-9 67 
66 7.2 205 12-7 66 
65 7.0 203 12-5 65 
64 6.8 201 12-3 64 
63 6.6 199 12-1 63 
62 6.4 197 11-10 62 
61 6.2 195 11--8 61 
60 6.0 193 11-6 60 
59 5.9 192 11-4 59 
58 5.8 190 11-3 58 
57 5.7 189 11-1 57 
56 5.6 187 10-11 56 
55 5.5 186 10-10 55 
54 5.4 184 10-9 54 
53 5.3 183 10--8 53 
52 5.3 181 10-7 52 
51 5.2 180 10-6 51 
50 5.1 179 10-5 50 
49 5.0 177 10-5 49 
48 4.9 176 10-4 48 
47 4.9 175 10-3 47 
46 4.8 174 10-2 46 
45 4.7 173 10-1 45 
44 4.7 . 172 10-0 44 
43 4.6 170 9-11 43 
42 4.5 169 9-10 42 
41 4.5 168 9-10 41 
40 4.4 167 9-9 40 
39 4.3 166 
-gj ,. 39 -·· 38 4.3 165 38 
37 4.2 164 9-7 37 
36 4.1 163 9-6 36 
35 4.1 162 9-5 35 
34 4.0 160 9-5 34 
33 4.0 159 9-4 33 
32 3.9 158 9-3 32 
31 3.9 157 ~ 9-3 31 
30 3.8 156 9-2 30 
29 3.8 155 9-2 29 
28 3.7 154 9-1 28 
27 3.7 153 9-0 27 
26 3.7 152 9-0 26 
25 3.6 150 8-11 25 
24 3.6 149 8-11 24 
23 3.5 148 8-10 23 
22 3.5 147' 8-9 22 
21 3.4 146 8-9 21 
20 3.3 144 8--8 20 
19 3.3 143 8-7 19 
18 3.2 142 8-7 18 
17 3.1 140 8-6 17 
16 3.1 189 8-5 16 
15 3.0 137 8-5 15 
14 2.9 135 8-4 14 
13 2.9 133 8-3 13 
12 2.8 131 8-2 12 
11 2.7 129 8-1 11 
10 2.6 127 8-0 10 
9 2.5 124 7-11 9 
8 2.5 122 7-10 8 
7 2.4 120 7-9 7 
6 2.3 .117 7--8 6 
5 2.2 114 7-7 5 
4 2.1 112 7-6 4 
3 3.0 109 7-5 3 
2 1.9 106 7-4 2 
1 1.9 104 7-3 1 
0 1.8- 101 7-2- 0 
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TEST 1 
READING 
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1. apples 
·2. sweet 
3.__ boys 
4. Peter 
5. sister 
6. 
7. "find me" 
8. barn 
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TEST 1 
READING (PART II) 
SUPPLEMENTARY RESPONSES 
Following is a list of responses to items on Test 1, Reading (Part II), 
other than the responses appearing in the scoring ~ey. In some instances =r· -~ 
a response which seemed to be considered incorrect is noted in a second 
column. 
The scorer may add to this list commonly appearing responses among 
his own group of pupils which after careful consideration are deemed to 
be correct or incorrect. 
Correct Incorrect 
45. story, stories, events 45. books, past 
46. grower 46. owner 
47. rate, cost, charge 47. amount 
48. branches, limbs 48. 
49. 49. 
50. 50. 
51. 51. 
52. slow 52. 
53. stops 53. 
54. 54. 
55. car 55. 
56. motors 56. 
57. engme 57. 
58. boat, blades 58. 
59. wheels 59. 
60. that 60. 
61. valuable 61. 
62. wealth, charge 62. 
63. 63. 
64. 64. 
65. 65. 
66. (live) coals, supply, coal 66. 
67. (some) more, them, live ones 67. 
68. 68. amount 
69. chemical 69. 
. . . 
70. caVIties, canes 70. ache 
71. tooth 71. 
72. atmosphere 72. 
73. 73. plane 
74. help, propel, move, start 74. stop 
[ 5 J 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST-S 
ELEMENTARY READING TEST: FORM T 
For Grades 3 and 4 
KEY AND DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS 
EJem. 
Read. 
T 
NOTE. The following directions should be read carefully before any 
scoring is done, and they should be followed implicitly. · 
1. Do not attempt to score this test without using the keys. The keys are provided to 
make the scoring objective and at the same time quick, convenient, and accurate. 
2. Use colored pencils to mark the right and wrong answers. Mark right answers with a 
straight line; wrong answers with a cross. -
3. An item is either right or wrong; no fractional credits are given. Any clear method of 
indicating the right answer should be given credit. Give one point of credit for each 
correct answer. Consider the item as omitted if more than one answer is given or marked. 
4. The raw score for each test is the number of correct responses. 
5. The keys for the tests in this booklet are of two types: vertical strip fold (Test 1) and 
stencil (Test 2). Cut the key apart along the fold indicated. Study the specific direc--
tions for scoring each test which are given below before you attempt to score that test. 
6. All scoring should be checked. The preferred procedure is to have a second person check 
both the marking of right and wrong answers and the counting of correct responses to 
obtain the raw score. 
7. Sample items are never scored. 
s. Raw scores, standard scores, and the desired equivalents (grade or age) should he entered 
in the proper places at the foot of the last page of each test. The grade and age norms 
are independent of one another. The norm to be used depends upon the way in which 
the local community is to utilize the test results. 
SPECIFIC DIRECTIONs FOR ScoRING 
Testl 
1. Fold the key along each of the lines marked "Fold back here." 
2. To score the test, open up the key and lay the strip for page 2 along the left side of the test 
page. Mark each question on that page right or wrong. 
3. Fold the strip for page 2 to the left as you would turn the page of a book so that the key 
for page 3 is on top. Score page 3 as you did page 2. 
4. Again fold the key to the left so that the strip for page 4 is at the right of the key. Score 
page 4. 
5. Again fold the key to the left so that the strip for page 5 is at the right. Score this page. 
6. Fold again for page 6; the key now is four strips wide. Score this page • 
• 
Open the key to its full width so that the key for page 7 is at the right; score page 7. 
Fold back the page 7 strip as you would turn the page of a book so that the key for page 8 
is on top; score this page. Fold again for page 9. Score this page. Then open the key 
to its full width with the strip for page 8 at the extreme left and the strip for page 2 at 
the extreme right. 
(Dirutions conlinued on pageS) 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, lJlinois 
Copyright 1949 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. .tfllright.r reserved. PliiNTED IN u.s.A. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING (Continued) 
9. Go b~ck over the p~ges for Test 1 and count the correct responses; write down the num-
ber right, at the bottom of page 9. From the table in the center part of the key, read off 
the standard score and grade or age equivalent corresponding to this score and enter them 
at the bottom of the page as well. - ._ 
10. The maximum possible score is 74 points. --- --'-~-. 
For Part II of this test, pages 8 and 9, a separate list of supplementary responses is provided. 
This is not intended to be used as an additional key but rather as a list of evaluated responses · 
which may occur in a very small per cent of cases. 
Test 2 
In order to simplify the scoring for this test, a stencil key has been provided. The steps in 
using this key are as follows: ' 
1. First scan the lines rapidly to see if more than one word is marked in any one line. 
Whenever two or more words have been marked in a line, a mark should be drawn through 
that line so that an answer correct only by chance will not be given credit. 
2. Position the.key over pages 10 and 11 so that the corners of the key and the corners of the 
test pages coincide. Count the number of marked answers showing through the windows 
in the·key. Write this number where it says "Number right" at the bottom of page 11. 
Enter the standard score and grade or age equivalent corresponding to this score from the 
table on tpe key. 
3. The maximum possible score is 50 points. 
DIRECTioNs FOR CoMPLETING TABLE oN THE TITLE PAGE 
As soon as both tests have been scored, the standard score and either the grade or -age 
equivalent for each test should be transferred to the table on the title page. This table pro- ;!i 
vides a column for standard scores, another for grade equivalents, and a third column in -2. 
which age equivalents or other equivalents such as percentiles, local norms, modal age norms, ;e 
etc., may be entered. Additional norms may be found in supplementary materials. ~ 
Average Reading Achievement should be found by averaging the grade or age equivalents~ 
for the separate tests. The standard scores should not be averaged. ..... 
It has been recommended -that standard scores be entered on the title page of each booklet. 8 
All supplementary norms have been set up in terms of standard score, and it is therefore pos-
sible to interpret the test results, through standard scores, in terms of any of the different 
supplementary norms. For example, percentile rank may be entered on the title page by 
the use of the table of percentile norms. Furthermore, by having standard scores on the title 
page it is possible at a later date to study the test results in terms of different norms from 
those originally used without having to go back to each individual test. Standard scores 
further have an advantage which raw scores do not, in being comparable from battery to 
battery in the same subject areas and from form to form. Standard scores are not comparable 
from test to test within a battery. A further explanation of standard scores will be found in 
the Manual for Interpreting. 
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READING 
(Page 3) 
9. bird 
TEST 1 
READING 
(Page 4) 
10. 
18. silver foxes 
:fish 
11. at sea 19. 
12. 
a Christmas 
tree 
13. the forest 
14. silver balls 
~ 
.... 
Q) 
~ 
~ 
tl 
.0 
:3:! 
~ 
~ 
15. home 
16. Betty 
17. John 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
VIxen 
rusty 
fur 
~ 
Q) 
~ 
.tt 
u 
tl 
ot:l 
:3:! 
~ 
the eagle 
strength 
bald 
a body of 
water 
TEST 1 
READING 
(Page 5) 
26. :fire engine 
27. 
the building 
was damaged 
28. smoke 
~ 
t; 
~ 
~ 
tl 
,0 
:3:! 
~ 
29. 
the northern 
ocean 
30. halibut 
31. :fish nets 
32. August 15 
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TEST 1 
READING 
(Page 6) 
near a tunnel 
34. passenger 
train 
35. switchman 
~ 
Q) 
~ 
~ 
tl 
ot:l 
:3:! 
~ 
36. horse 
37. Smoky 
38. kindly 
TEST 1 
READING 
(Page 7) 
3 9. Franklin 
40. 
200 years ago 
41. is a library 
on wheels 
42. in a cart 
43 • coughing 
44. whistle 
TEST 1 
READING 
(Page 8) 
45. book, one 
46. Spain, 
his country 
47. Cortes 
48. pnce, sum, 
amount 
49. read 
50. moved, used 
51. reading 
: 52. lips, mouth, 
tongue 
53. warm, hot 
54. cold, cool, 
chilly 
55. Gutenberg's, 
. his, that 
56. Asia, abroad 
57. printing 
58, fireplace, fire 
59. flames 
60, fireplace, fire 
61. air 
TEST 1 
READING 
(Page 9) 
62. made, used, 
built 
63. tied, held, 
fastened, bound 
64. used 
65. rafts 
66. room, space 
67. hold, carry, 
support 
68. planted, 
sown 
69. plants, 
seedlings 
70. earth, dirt, 
soil 
71. song, call, 
sound 
72. tell, kp.ow, 
recogntze 
73. note, tone, 
sound 
7 4. notes, tones, 
sounds 
TEST 1. READING 
TABLE OF NORMS 
~j I ~. I ·~I ~~ J.§ !~ f:l ~~j 
74 240 74 
73 235 73 
72 231 72 
71 9.4+ 227 14-lH 71 
70 8.9 223 14-3 70 
69 8.5 219 13-10 69 
68 8.1 215 13-5 68 
67 7.7 211 13-1 67 
66 7.4 208 12-9 66 
65 7.1 205 12-6 65 
64 6.9 202 12-3 64 
. 63 6.7 200 12-1 63 
62 6.5 198 11-11 62 
61 6.3 196 11-9 61 
60 6.2 194 11-7 60 
59 6.0 192 11-5 59 
58 5.9 190 11-3 68 
67 5.8 188 11-1 57 
56 5.6 187 n-o 56 
55 5.5 185 10-10 55 
54 54 184 10-9 54 
53 5.3 182 10-8 53 
52 5.2 181 10-7 52 
51 5.2 180 1Q-6 51 
50 5.1 179 10-5 50 
49 5.0 178 10-4 49 
48 4.9 176 10-3 48 
47 4.8 176 10-2 47 
46 4.8 174 10-2 46 
45 4.7 173 10-1 45 
44 4.7 172 10-Q 44 
43 4.6 171 9-11 43 
42 4.6 170 9-11 42 
41 4.5 169 9-10 41 
40 4.5 168 9-9 40 
39 4.4 167 9-9 39 
38 4.3 166 9-8 38 
37 4.3 165 9-7 37 
36 4.2 '163 9-6 36 
36 4.1 162 9-6 35 
34 4.1 161 9-5 34 
33 4.0 160 9-4 ss 
32 4.0 169 9-4 32 
31 3.9 158 9-3 31 
so 3.9 157 9-3 30 
29 3.8 155 9-2 29 
28 3.7 154 9-1 28 
27 3.7 153 g-o 27 
26 3.6 152 9-Q 26 
25 3,6 150 8-11 25 
24 3.5 149 8-10 24 
23 3.5 148 8-10 23 
22 3.4 146 8-9 22 
21 3.4 146 8-8 21 
20 3.3 143 8-7 20 
19 3.2 142 8-7 19 
18 3.1 140 8-6 18 
17 3.1 139 8-5 17 
16 3,0 137 8-4 16 
16 2.9 136 8-4 15 
14 2.9 134 8-3 14 
13 2.8 132 8-2 13 
12 2.8 131 8-2 12 
11 2.7 129 8-1 11 
10 2.6 127 8-1 10 
9 2.6 125 8-0 9 
8 2.5 123 7-11 8 
7 2.4 121 7-10 7 
6 2.3 118 7-9 6 
5 2.3 116 7-8 5 
4 2.2 113 7-7· 4 
3 2.1 111 7-6 3 
2 2.0 108 7-5 2 
1 1.9 106 7-4 1 
0 1.8- 103 7-3- 0 
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ELEM.: FORM T 
TEST 1 
READING 
(Page 2) 
1. bowl 
2. Jane 
s. plants 
4. the country 
5. chickens 
6. vegetables · 
~· 
7. on a picnic 
a. Donald and 
Paul 
. j 
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TEST 1 
READING (PART II) 
SUPPLEMENTARY RESPONSES 
Following is a list of responses to items on Test 1, Reading (Part II), 
other than the responses appearing on the scoring key. In some instances 
a response which seemed to· be considered incorrect is noted in a second 
column. 
The scorer may add to this list commonly appearing responses among 
his own group of pupils which after careful consideration are deemed to 
be correct or incorrect. 
Correct Incorrect 
45. thing, story 45. 
46. Europe 46. 
47. he 47. 
48. 48. 
49. spoke 49. 
60. 50. 
61. 51. 
62. 62. 
53. 63. 
64. 64. 
65. 66. 
66. the East 56. 
57. 57. 
58. 58. 
69. 59. logs 
60. 60. 
61. 61. 
62. fashioned, constructed 62. 
63. lashed 63. 
64. sailed 64. 
65. craft ( s), things 65. 
66. 66. 
67. contain 67. 
68. 68. 
69. 69. 
70. 70. 
71. 71. 
72. 72. imitate 
73. 73. 
74. 74. 
5 
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